Jehovah Himself
Has Become King!
A P R I M E R F O R T H E A P O C A LY P S E

SECTION 1

TIMES & SEASONS
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Is it the time for God’s kingdom to begin its long-awaited reign? Or
has it already begun, as Jehovah’s Witnesses commonly believe?
The Watchtower has been pointing to 1914 as the most important date
in all human history for well over a century now. Since 1878 the Watchtower had been looking forward to the year 1914 and ever since 1914
the Society has been directing Jehovah’s Witnesses backwards to that
year. Yet, some vital aspects of the sign are still not in evidence after
nearly a century.

This section will examine the biblical validity of the belief that an
invisible parousia of Christ commenced in 1914, as well as the related
teachings that the harvest and the judgment of the house of God have
already taken place.

Although the Watchtower has placed great emphasis upon the parousia of Christ the significance of the related Greek terms “epiphaneia”
and “apokalypsis,” translated as “manifestation” and “revelation” respectively, have largely been overlooked. The chapter entitled The Parousia is a consideration of those terms and their significance in relation to the day of Jesus Christ.

Paradoxically, the Society’s attachment to 1914 and their existence
that the Master has already appointed the “faithful slave” over all of his
belongings is the reason Christ’s coming will be as a thief in the night,
at a time you do not think to be it. All indications are that it is, indeed,
the time for the raging tempest of Jehovah to sweep away the organizational idolatry the Society has subtly promoted, along with the Watchtower’s long-standing covenant with Death.
2
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THE TRUTH
“You will know the truth, and the truth will set you free” - Jesus Christ
Imagine the excitement it generated when Jesus caused the startling announcement to
herald throughout the land: “The kingdom of the heavens has drawn near!”
It had been nearly 2,000 years since Jehovah had originally made the covenant
with Abraham for the purpose of eventually producing a messianic seed for the blessing of all the nations. In spite of the apostles’ many unfounded expectations regarding
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the kingdom, on the occasion of Jesus’ baptism and anointing the kingdom of God
really had drawn near.
Since no king of David’s lineage had sat upon Jehovah’s throne in Jerusalem
since the Babylonian conquest five centuries earlier, it was especially poignant when
Jesus entered Jerusalem seated upon an ass’ colt—hailed as the King of Israel. This
was in fulfillment of Zechariah 9:9, which foretold: “Be very joyful, O daughter of
Zion. Shout in triumph, O daughter of Jerusalem. Look! Your king himself
comes to you. He is righteous, yes, saved; humble, and riding upon an ass,
even upon a full-grown animal the son of a she-ass.”
While earthly Jerusalem was no longer the throne of the kingdom of Israel and
Judah at that time, it was still the exclusive religious center for the worship of Jehovah
God when Jesus Christ was on the earth. But even that would eventually change.
Jesus himself told a Samaritan woman of the coming change, saying to her:
“The hour is coming when neither in this mountain nor in Jerusalem will
you people worship the Father.” The advent of the kingdom of God, which originally manifested itself in the form of Christ’s apostolic congregation, marked the beginning of the end for the temple-centered Jewish form of worship.
The writings of the apostle Paul, particularly his letter addressed to the Hebrews,
explain how the traditional type of religion had merely foreshadowed much greater
spiritual realities. The real truth lay beyond the sanctuary pall, the inspired apostle revealed. Paul further argued in his letter to the Galatians that the Law covenant had actually accomplished its intended purpose by serving as a tutor leading to Christ. Consequently, with the coming of Christ the tutoring course had reached its natural conclusion, and with it, the entire Jewish system had become obsolete and was about to violently pass out of existence. Less than a decade after Paul penned his letter to the Hebrews, the city of Jerusalem and the holy place of Jehovah’s worship were completely
demolished by the Roman legions.
Contrary to what one might have expected, the very system that God had originally provided as a life-saving tutor leading to Christ was also a potential snare to the
Jews who did not have the faith to make the complete transition from Judaism to
Christianity.
Centuries have now passed since the kingdom of God was said to have drawn
near. Perhaps not coincidently, it has been nearly 2,000 years—roughly equivalent to
the same interval from God’s covenant with Abraham until Christ’s baptism. And in
the interim since the apostolic era, Christianity has lurched down the same path of cor-
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ruption, idolatry and apostasy, as did Israel, so that the pure teachings of Christ have
long been marinated in babylonish mysticism, nationalism and other worldliness.
Then, toward the close of the 19th century, a much-needed reform began to take
shape around a small circle of Bible students in association with a zealous young man
by the name of Charles Taze Russell. The effect was not unlike what took place during
the reign of a young and zealous Judean king named Josiah (659-629 BCE). Consider
a few similarities: Prior to Josiah’s reign the kingdom had sunken to such deplorable
depths of ignorance and idolatry that even the book of the Law of Moses had been
lost! However, the record at 2 Chronicles 34:14 informs us that during the restoration
of the dilapidated temple initiated by Josiah, “Hilkiah the priest found the book
of Jehovah’s law by the hand of Moses.”
As a result of the Law of Moses being read to him, King Josiah ripped his garments apart in demonstration of the realization that the nation had broken their covenant with God and had obviously greatly offended Jehovah by practicing various
forms of pagan idolatry. Josiah no doubt realized that the Law of Moses called for the
destruction of the nation if they broke their sacred covenant with God. God-fearing Josiah sent a delegation to inquire of a prophetess named Huldah, to see if perhaps the
prescribed punishment might be averted by their repentance.
The prophetess informed the king that Jehovah was still determined to bring calamity upon the wayward nation. But in consideration of the reforms that he had undertaken, Jehovah would not destroy Judah during Josiah’s lifetime. Then Josiah gathered all the people and had the book of the Law read to them.
In a similar pattern, in the Christian era it was as if the Bible had been lost to the
world from the Dark Ages onward. In reality, even though the Bible itself was not literally lost, the truth certainly was. And although numerous individuals before Charles
Russell undertook to rediscover and publish long-lost Bible truths, none were as successful in bringing them to light, as was the Watchtower Society. Commenting on the
importance of the work of Charles Russell, the book, Kingdom Proclaimers, says:
“Then how did Russell perceive the role that he and his associates played in
publishing Scriptural truth? He explained: ‘Our work . . . has been to bring together
these long scattered fragments of truth and present them to the Lord’s people—not as
new, not as our own, but as the Lord’s.’”
Through his intense study of the Scriptures, Russell realized that Christendom
was doomed to be destroyed for her idolatry and corruption. It was, then, with a sense
of urgency that the Watchtower Society was formed and the International Bible Stu-
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dents undertook an intense worldwide preaching campaign to sound the warning of
God’s impending judgment.
As a result of God’s evident blessing upon their restoration work, the fundamental truths of the Bible began to shine once again. Pagan teachings like the Trinity, the
immortality of the soul and the fiendish doctrine of eternal torment in hellfire were vigorously overturned. The Catholic practices of devotion to the saints and Mary, the deified “Mother of God,” were likewise publicly exposed as mere vestiges of pagan idolatry. Just as Josiah had literally crushed and desecrated the numerous idols and pagan
altars that had been erected in Jehovah’s temple and
throughout the land, in the same spirit, Christendom’s
idolatry and false doctrines were smashed and pulverized, as it were, by the zealous and skillful use of the Bible.
Charles Russell also revived the use of God’s personal name—Jehovah in English. Other vital truths, such
as the biblical hope of surviving Armageddon and living
forever on earth, began to be put forward as authentic Bible teachings. The issue of Jehovah’s universal sovereignty was understood for the first time, which explained
so much that had previously confused Christians as to
why the God of love has for so long tolerated evil and allowed his servants to suffer much persecution. The
Watchtower Society began to function in a manner similar to the first century Christian congregation—“as a pillar and support of the truth.”
Another fascinating parallel exists in connection with Josiah’s discovery of the
Book of the covenant. The record at 2 Kings the 23rd chapter tells of a great passover
celebration that was held after the temple was restored: “The king now commanded all the people, saying: ‘Hold a passover to Jehovah your God according to what is written in this book of the covenant.’ For no passover
like this had been held from the days of the judges that had judged Israel,
nor all the days of the kings of Israel and the kings of Judah. But in the
eighteenth year of King Josiah this passover was held to Jehovah in Jerusalem.”
Just as a great passover was held to renew the covenant and celebrate the reforms that had taken place under King Josiah, it appears as though the new covenant
that Christ had originally instituted with his apostles was similarly renewed in connec6

tion with the Bible Students; evidenced not only by the promulgation of the truth, as
they then knew it, but also by the reappearance of anointed partakers, who, with a
deeper appreciation of Christ’s sacrifice, commenced the celebration of a great Christian passover meal, which has continued to this day. Although they were laboring under many false expectations, as were the apostles and early Christians, with the reemergence of Christ’s anointed congregation, the Bible Students sensed that it was the
time and season for the kingdom of the heavens to begin its rule.

“IN THE VALLEY PLAIN OF MEGIDDO”
In spite of his zeal for Jehovah and the reforms he brought about, Josiah was
tragically killed in an ill-advised military campaign against Pharaoh Nechoh. The account at 2 Kings 23:29-30 reads: “In his days Pharaoh Nechoh the king of
Egypt came up to the king of Assyria by the river Euphrates, and King Jo-

King Josiah Rips his garments upon hearing the Law
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siah proceeded to go to meet him; but he put him to death at Megiddo as
soon as he saw him. So his servants conveyed him dead in a chariot from
Megiddo and brought him to Jerusalem and buried him in his grave.” Jeremiah and all of Judah lamented Josiah’s untimely death for generations.
It is evident, for a number of reasons, that the fall of King Josiah at Megiddo was
portentous. One reason that is so is that the word “Armageddon” is derived from the
Hebrew “Megiddo.” That in itself does not necessarily mean the account is a prophetic
pattern of greater realities; however, the prophecy of Zechariah, which might be
thought of as a Hebrew precursor of the book of Revelation, attaches prophetic significance to the mourning over Josiah, saying. “In that day the wailing in Jerusalem
will be great, like the wailing of Hadadrimmon in the valley plain of Megiddo.”
(Zechariah 12:11)
What is the connection to Josiah? The encyclopedic Insight on the Scriptures states the following under the topic of Hadadrimmon:
“Evidently a location in the valley plain of
Megiddo. Hadadrimmon is often identified with
Rummana, a site about 7 km (4.5 mi) SSE of
Megiddo. The ‘great wailing’ at Hadadrimmon
mentioned in Zechariah’s prophecy perhaps
alludes to the lamentation over King Josiah,
killed in battle at Megiddo.”
However, the context of the prophecy in
Zechariah has to do with the bewailing over the
death of the Messiah—not King Josiah. The messianic nature of the prophecy was confirmed by the apostle’s application of Zechariah
12:10 to the execution of Christ. But, as is the case with many prophecies, Zechariah
seamlessly weaves together aspects of both the first and second coming of Christ. In
the latter instance, Christ comes as a refiner and cleanser of his people. Like Josiah, he
initiates the removal of all the idols from “the land.”
Zechariah 13:1-3 foretells: ‘“In that day there will come to be a well
opened to the house of David and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem for sin
and for an abhorrent thing. And it must occur in that day,’ is the utterance
of Jehovah of armies, ‘that I shall cut off the names of the idols out of the
land, and they will no more be remembered; and also the prophets and
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the spirit of uncleanness I shall cause to pass out of the land. And it must
occur that in case a man should prophesy anymore, his father and his
mother, the ones who caused his birth, must also say to him, ‘You will not
live, because falsehood is what you have spoken in the name of Jehovah.’
And his father and his mother, the ones who caused his birth, must pierce
him through because of his prophesying.’”
The “well opened to the house of David” has to do with fully applying the sinatoning provisions of Christ’s sacrifice; to the extent of accomplishing the complete removal of the sins of the “house of David,” which is the 144,000 co-rulers with Christ.
But it is obvious that the time period –“in that day”—does not apply to the first
century congregation. That is evident by the fact that God’s judgments upon the Christian congregation back then did not purify “the land” of idols and false prophets. On
the contrary, the apostles specifically warned Christians to be on guard against false
prophets within the congregation. Furthermore, the letter of 1 John abruptly concludes with an admonition to the sons of God: “Little children, guard yourselves
from idols.”
Clearly, the ultimate fulfillment of the prophecy of Zechariah has to do with the
establishment of the kingdom of God—when at last, “the Son of man will send
forth his angels, and they will collect out from his kingdom all things that
cause stumbling and persons who are doing lawlessness.” Only then will
Christ’s congregation be completely free of the stumbling blocks of false prophets and
idolatry.
But just as the earnest efforts of Josiah did not permanently stave off God’s condemnation, neither has the restoration efforts of the Watchtower Society altered God’s
determination to set things straight “in the valley plain of Megiddo.” Indeed, the need
for God to set things straight is greater now than ever. The reason is, because, although Jehovah’s Witnesses may have abandoned the blatant babylonish idolatry of
Christendom, in the process the Watchtower itself has become a mere organizational
golden calf. And while the Watchtower Society has brought about a restoration of basic Christian doctrine, Jehovah’s Witnesses, nevertheless, continue to labor under the
burden of false prophecy.
Indubitably, because the Watchtower and all of Jehovah’s Witnesses have “spoken in the name of Jehovah,” as cited above, it is we who are more accountable to the
Bearer of that name than any other people.
The prophecy of Zechariah goes on to say of God’s coming judgment: “And it
must occur in that day that the prophets will become ashamed, each one
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of his vision when he prophesies; and they will not wear an official garment of hair for the purpose of deceiving. And he will certainly say, ‘I am
no prophet. I am a man cultivating the soil, because an earthling man himself acquired me from my youth on.’ And one must say to him, ‘What are
these wounds on your person between your hands?’ And he will have to
say, ‘Those with which I was struck in the house of my intense lovers.’”
The verse above is followed by the command to strike the shepherd and let the
sheep be scattered. That aspect of Zechariah was, of course, fulfilled when Jesus was
arrested and impaled and his apostles and disciples were momentarily scattered. Yet,
the context of the prophecy also lends itself to a greater fulfillment at Christ’s second
coming. That being the case, the “prophet” who is destined to be wounded and “struck
in the house of my intense lovers” must correspond to the faithful and discreet slave of
Christ; who, according to Luke 12:48, will be beaten with a few strokes for his ignorant
neglect when Christ comes to judge God’s household.
The Bethel house of God claims to be the voice of a Jeremiah class and Ezekiel
class of prophets, and so forth. However, the evidence presented in this work is intended to show that most of the prophetic interpretations of the Watchtower are either wrongly directed towards Christendom or are misapplied to 1914-1919. Soberingly, Jehovah’s Witnesses are the only people whom the following words of Jehovah
could possibly be directed against: “You who are swearing by the name of Jehovah and who make mention even of the God of Israel, not in truth and not
in righteousness.”
By reason of the fact that the Watchtower has brought such reproach upon the
name of God — as if “swearing by the name of Jehovah”— reasonably, they are the official prophets who will “become ashamed” for the error and deception they have perpetrated in Jehovah’s name. Nevertheless, just like the institutional worship that was
once centered in Jerusalem at the time of Christ, the Watchtower has also served
God’s purpose. But in so doing, it, too, is destined to become obsolete and is now near
to being phased out of existence.
Happily, though, just as the formalistic religion centered in Jerusalem was replaced by a superior form of worship based upon a fuller measure of God’s spirit and
truth, the present arrangement must also, inevitably, give way to the fullest expression
of God’s spirit and truth, even as Jesus assured all truth lovers when he said: “You
will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.”
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THE GENTILE TIMES
“Brother Russell…recognized that the year 1914 would mark the end of the Gentile Times… He urged others to check his writings carefully against God’s inspired Word so that they would be satisfied that what they were learning was in
full harmony with it.” - Jehovah’s Witnesses’ Kingdom Proclaimers –

On October 2nd, 1914, the Founder of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society,
Charles Taze Russell, confidently strode into the Bethel dining hall and made the starling announcement to the headquarters staff: “The Gentile times have ended; their
11
kings have had their day.” And what far-reaching
effects that bold proclamation has

had upon the modern movement of Jehovah’s Witnesses! Since that announcement almost 100 years ago, the faith of Jehovah’s Witnesses has been made to revolve around
the core belief that Jesus Christ began ruling in his heavenly kingdom back in 1914.
The Watchtower has since then sponsored the proclamation—“Jehovah himself has become king”!
Without question 1914 was a crucial strategic turning point in world history. Because by means of chronology the International Bible Students had already been anticipating earthshaking events to commence in 1914, the start of the First World War
seemed to confirm their expectations. In fact, many of the Bible Students were certain
Armageddon was then imminent. But was that date, now nearly a century in our past,
“the most important date for all human creation,” as the Watchtower once claimed?
That question need not arise out of any lack of faith in the sacred promise of
God. On the contrary, Jehovah’s Witnesses should follow the apostle’s counsel and
“make sure of all things.” It should be our utmost desire to know, at least as clearly as
can be humanly ascertained, whether Jehovah actually became king in 1914, or
whether that momentous event is still in our future. In the spirit of Charles Russell’s
own urging, let us check the Watchtower’s writings—carefully—against God’s inspired
Word in order to make sure that our understanding of the Gentile times is in full harmony with it.
So, what exactly are the Gentile times, as they are commonly called? The exact expression “the times of the Gentiles,” or “the appointed times of the nations,” as the
phrase is rendered in the New World Translation, is only found in one place in the
Scriptures. At Luke 21:24, Jesus said the following: “Jerusalem will be trampled
on by the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.”(NIV)
Bible students have long recognized that Jesus’ prophecy had a much greater application than to just the ancient city of Jerusalem, which has on more than one occasion been laid waste by trampling invaders. Jerusalem, according to the prophets and
apostles, would come to represent the very kingdom of God since it was in the literal
city of Jerusalem where the Davidic kingdom was originally established. And as the legitimate heir to the throne of David, Christ Jesus also presented himself as the messianic king to the citizens of Jerusalem when he rode into the city seated upon an ass’s
colt. Jerusalem was thus considered to be the capital city of Jehovah’s royal kingdom.
For that reason, the city of Jerusalem is used in prophecy to represent various aspects
of God’s heavenly kingdom.
Jehovah’s Witnesses have understood that the present political system that has
dominated the earth for approximately 4,000 years will at some point give way to the
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rule of God’s kingdom. So, in the context of the coming to power of the kingdom of the
heavens, which is what Jesus was ultimately discussing in the 21st chapter of Luke, the
Gentile times is understood to be an interval when the rule of God’s kingdom is suppressed by the nations and the expiration of that period of Gentile domination is understood to mean the end of the allotted time for the nations to rule the earth.
As all of Jehovah’s Witnesses know the Watchtower has connected the “seven
times” in the fourth chapter of Daniel to the so-called “appointed times of the nations,” about which Christ spoke. According to the Watchtower, the appointed times
for Jerusalem to be trampled on by the nations began over 600 hundred years before
Christ even uttered his prophecy – back in 607 BCE, when the Babylonians destroyed
Jerusalem and the Judean
kingdom. Zedekiah was to be
the last king of the line of
David to sit upon the throne
until the Messiah would be
given a heavenly kingdom. Jehovah’s Witnesses believe
the appointed times for the
nations to rule in place of
God’s appointed king expired
2,520 years later, in 1914. The outbreak of WWI, followed by the horrific Spanish Flu
pandemic—along with many other developments since then—have served to convince
Jehovah’s Witnesses that the sign of Christ’s invisible presence began to display itself
in 1914.
There are a number of reasons to question the Watchtower’s application of the
seven times equation, as well as the chronology that is used to affix the seven times to
the year 607 BCE. But setting the chronology aside for others to argue the logical question to ask is if the kingdom of the world actually gave way to Christ’s kingdom in
1914, why do the nations still exercise total domination over the earth? What has
changed since 1914? Clearly, as regards the political nations of this world doing as they
please, nothing has changed.
Of course, Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that the end of the Gentile times merely
means that the nations can no longer interfere with the work of true Christians, but
that they are otherwise free to dominate mankind as before. But the error of Jehovah’s
Witnesses long-held belief that God’s kingdom was established in 1914 becomes evident when we reason upon the Scriptures. For example, the second Psalm pertains to
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the reaction of the nations to Jehovah’s giving his Messiah rulership over the world.
Psalms 2:1-2 says: “Why have the nations been in tumult and the national
groups themselves kept muttering an empty thing? The kings of earth take
their stand and high officials themselves have massed together as one
against Jehovah and against his anointed one…”
The prophetic second Psalm is one of many prophecies the Watchtower applies
to 1914. Supposedly the Psalm was fulfilled when the nations were thrown into tumult
during the First World War and forced to unite against God’s kingdom by banding together to form the League of Nations. However, there are several problems with that
interpretation.
Foremost among the Watchtower’s interpretive difficulties is that the Psalm indicates that when the nations attempt to throw off the restraints imposed upon them Jehovah will immediately respond in anger. Psalms 2:4-6 goes on to say: “The very
One sitting in the heavens will laugh; Jehovah himself will hold them in derision. At that time he will speak to them in his anger and in his hot displeasure he will disturb them, saying: ‘I, even I, have installed my king
upon Zion, my holy mountain.’”
Reasoning further on the Watchtower’s application of the Psalm, if Jehovah installed his king upon heavenly Mount Zion back in 1914 and the nations have been in
defiance of his kingdom ever since, how then are we to understand the words of the
Psalm that indicate that Jehovah disturbs them “at that time”? According to the wording of the 2nd Psalm, God’s judgment upon the defiant nations is more or less immediate. Yet, it has now been nearly a century since the nations were supposed to have
been thrown into tumult and “massed together as one” to destroy God’s kingdom and
still Jehovah has not disturbed them “in his hot displeasure.”
Isaiah chapter 17 is a related prophecy describing the tumult of the nations, likening their commotion to the “noise of mighty waters.” Isaiah reads: “Ha for the
commotion of many peoples, who are boisterous as with the boisterousness of the seas! And for the noise of national groups, who make a din just
like the noise of mighty waters! The national groups themselves will make
a din just like the noise of many waters. And He will certainly rebuke it,
and it must flee far away and be chased like the chaff of the mountains before a wind and like a thistle whirl before a storm wind. At evening time,
why, look! there is sudden terror. Before morning—it is no more. This is
the share of those pillaging us, and the lot belonging to those plundering
us.”
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Jesus used a similar expression when he foretold that there would be anguish of
nations not knowing the way out of the calamity that had befallen them, while men become faint with fright due to the roaring of the sea. Although some who should know
better have foolishly suggested that the “roaring of the sea” has to do with literal tsunamis, Isaiah’s prophecy makes clear that the roaring, boisterous sea is merely a symbol
describing the “national groups”; that is to say, the roaring, churning sea symbolizes a
global civilization engulfed in chaos and turmoil. And like the second Psalm, the 17th
chapter of Isaiah depicts Jehovah rebuking the nations immediately after they become
“boisterous”; as if in the
“morning” after the “evening” Although Woodrow
Wilson was its advoof their uproar the nations
cate the US Senate reare “no more.”
fused to allow America to join the League
Another serious difficulty with the 1914 doctrine is of Nations
that the League of Nations
was a relatively ineffectual organization that eventually
went out of existence. Not
only that, but the United
States was not even a member of the League. So, how
can it be claimed that the
scripture was fulfilled regarding the high officials of the
earth and national groups massing together as one? In reality, the nations were not all
under the umbrella of the League of Nations and the impotent League hardly had the
sort of impact on the world one would expect from a political entity that is presumed
to have challenged Christ for global supremacy. Also, how many times are the nations
and their rulers gathered together in total opposition to Jehovah’s kingship? Reasonably, there can only be one gathering or amassing of all the kingdoms of the earth to
war against God. And according to the 16th chapter of Revelation all the kings of the
earth are gathered together by demonic propaganda to fight against God at a place
called Har-Magedon.
According to the prophecy in the seventh chapter of Daniel, when God gives the
kingdom to the Son of man and the holy ones, afterwards only a brief extension of
time is given to the beastly political system, during which time the holy ones “will be
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given into his hand for a time, and times and half a time.” The period of time cryptically written as “a time and times and half time,” may be thought of as the changing of
the guard. Daniel 12:7 makes reference to the same period of time, saying: “And as
soon as there will have been a finishing of the dashing of the power of the
holy ones to pieces, all these things will come to their finish.”
“All these things,” to which the prophet refers, logically has to do with the end of
the human system of things and the complete transfer of sovereignty into the hands of
Christ Jesus and his deputy rulers. After all, that is the theme of the book of Daniel.
But if the holy ones were supposedly dashed to pieces back during the 1916-1919 period of wartime persecution, as the Watchtower teaches, why then have not “all these
things” come to their finish?
The eighth chapter of Daniel similarly foretells how the holy ones will be
brought to ruin and the holy place will be trampled underfoot for a period amounting
to 2,300 “evenings and mornings,” which the Watchtower attributes to a period during the Second World War. But, again, the question—If the symbolic Jerusalem ceased
to be trampled on by the nations in 1914, why is it that the nations continue to trample
on the sons of the kingdom for an appointed time after the time for such trampling
has supposedly ended?
Truly, what the Watchtower has produced is a contradictory and confusing patchwork of prophecy that has the appointed times for the nations to trample God’s kingdom ending in 1914; but Watchtower doctrine then assigns an additional three and ahalf year period during WWI when the nations again harass and trample God’s people
underfoot. But that is not all: the Watchtower has also applied another prophecy to a
period during WWII, during which time Jehovah’s Witnesses were again trampled underfoot by the political powers.
By such arbitrary interpretations of prophecy the Watchtower has rendered the
words of Christ regarding the end of the Gentile times more or less meaningless. That
is because if the appointed times of the nations ended in 1914, and yet year after year
since then the nations are allowed to carry on in business-as-usual fashion just as before, we must either conclude that the kingdom of Christ is a powerless institution, or
more reasonably, that the kingdom of the world has not yet been given to Christ.
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WHAT ARE THE GENTILE TIMES?
A careful examination of the context of the prophecy regarding Jerusalem being
trampled on until the appointed times of the nations have ended reveals that Jesus
made no reference or allusion to the destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians,
which had occurred over five centuries earlier. The reason the apostles directly asked
Jesus for a sign was because their Lord had earlier told them that the temple was going to be completely destroyed, so that not even a stone would be left upon a stone.
The destruction of Solomon’s temple over 500 years before was of no immediate concern to the apostles. They wanted to know the future—not the past. And Jesus was
clearly prophesying about a future time when the temple and the holy city of Jerusalem would be desolated by the Roman legions.
Besides that, the Watchtower seems to have overlooked one very fundamental
truth; namely, that Jerusalem and the temple were rebuilt after the Babylonian conquest. Though it may be said that the Chaldean invaders stomped Jerusalem into the
dust, Jehovah intervened and reversed that situation. While it is true that Jerusalem
forever after remained under authority of a succession of Gentile kingdoms, including
Persia, Greece and Rome during the time of Christ, according to the prophets, though,
when Babylon was overthrown by Cyrus God’s chastened womanlike organization
then arose from the dust and Jehovah bestowed upon Jerusalem her former glory.
And although the Jews during the time of Christ may have despised their Roman occupiers, mainly because of the taxes and tributes that were imposed upon them, the fact
of the matter is that the Jews were given a great measure of autonomy, particularly in
matters of worship. Most importantly, the worship of Jehovah in Jerusalem was not
suppressed. That is why it was such an outrage when the Roman “disgusting thing” violated the Jewish temple in 66 C.E. in fulfillment of Jesus’ prophecy.
So, it is simply out of the question that the apostles would have understood Jesus
to mean that the nations had been trampling upon Jerusalem from the time of
Nebuchadnezzar.
There is, therefore, no scriptural justification in applying the seven times of Daniel to “the appointed times of the nations” about which Christ spoke. However, neither
is there any scriptural indication that “the appointed times of the nations” began when
the Roman imperial legions trampled the Jewish holy place in 70 C.E.
Clearly, the prophecy of Jerusalem’s destruction had a much further-reaching application, foreshadowing a modern-day disgusting thing that would bring desolation
to a place holy to God. It may be properly concluded that the appointed times have to
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do with the interval that God allows the symbolic Jerusalem and its holy place to be
trampled underfoot and lay desolate. Furthermore, there is compelling reason to believe that the appointed times of the nations are still future.
At Matthew 24:15-16 Jesus indicated that the desolation and trampling of the
holy place in Jerusalem would be in fulfillment of the prophecy of Daniel. Specifically,
Jesus stated: “Therefore, when you catch sight of the disgusting thing that
causes desolation, as spoken through Daniel the prophet, standing in a
holy place, (let the reader use discernment,) then let those in Judea begin
fleeing to the mountains.”
The discerning reader of the book of Daniel is sure to take note of the fact that
the prophecy foretells in several places that the holy ones and “the land of the Decoration,” along with the holy place, sanctuary and “constant feature,” are brought to ruin
and trampled upon by the nations for a specified period of time.
Jehovah’s Witnesses, though, believe that Christendom is the modern-day “holy
place” for the reason that ancient Jerusalem was unfaithful to God, which was why
God decreed that she should be destroyed. If that is the case though, why does the parallel version of Christ’s prophecy in the book of Mark say that the disgusting thing will
be “standing where it ought not”? If the holy place actually represents the unholy place
of Christendom's multitude of contradictory denominations and sects, it would seem
that the political disgusting thing should find a welcome home, instead of “standing
where it ought not.”
The prevailing belief is that as an organization the Watchtower and Jehovah’s
Witnesses are in an approved standing before God. Because Christ foretold that the
holy place will be desolated as a result of God’s meting out justice, for that reason it is
naively assumed that the holy place must mean something other than the spiritual temple made up of God’s holy ones. Yet, a few verses further on in that very same context
Jesus spoke about Jerusalem being trampled on for an appointed time, which the
Watchtower interprets to represent God’s heavenly kingdom. Surely it is inconsistent
and contradictory and indicative of an artificial interpretation of Christ’s words for the
Watchtower to attach two different interpretations of what Jerusalem and the holy
place symbolize, especially given the fact that the desolation of the holy place and Jerusalem and the appointed times for the nations to trample Jerusalem are in context.
Most importantly, Christ himself recognized Jerusalem as the holy city. He even
called Jerusalem “the city of the great King.” Not only that, but Jesus cleansed Jehovah’s temple on two separate occasions, calling it “the house of my Father.” So even
though the Jewish religion at that time was corrupt, Jesus did not view the temple it18

self and what it represented as something unholy. Otherwise, why would Jesus have
even gone to the trouble of throwing the moneychangers out of the temple? As a faithful Jew, Jesus showed reverence for God’s temple. It grieved him deeply to have to pronounce woe upon Jerusalem and its beautiful temple. Indeed, on the occasion of his
last trip to the holy city Jesus wept as he viewed Jerusalem from afar. In view of Jesus’
feelings toward Jerusalem and the temple it is not likely that he intended his references to the holy place and Jerusalem to symbolize unholy Christendom.
Let the reader take note that on the occasion when Jesus wept over Jerusalem,
he also foretold that “days will come upon you when your enemies will build
around you a fortification with pointed stakes and will encircle you and
distress you from every side…because you did not discern the time of your
being inspected.”(Luke 19:43)
Now, consulting the Hebrew prophets, upon which, Jesus based his own teachings and prophecies, the 29th chapter of Isaiah begins by pronouncing woe upon
God’s servant, Ariel. Verse one reads: “Woe to Ariel, to Ariel, the town where
David encamped!” The town where David encamped is none other than
the city of Jerusalem, which David captured from the Jebusites in order to
make it the capital of the Israelite kingdom. That is why Jerusalem was
called “the City of David.”
Verse three goes on to say: “And I must encamp on all sides against you,
and I must lay siege to you with a palisade and raise up against you
siegeworks.”
The question then arises: Was
The dictionary definition of a “palisade” is a
Isaiah foretelling the destruc“row of pointed stakes.” Not coincidently, at
tion of Jerusalem by the RoLuke 19:43 that is exactly what Jesus said
mans? No, he was not. Does this
the enemy would erect against Jerusalem.
portion of Isaiah’s prophecy pertain to Nebuchadnezzar’s destruction of Jerusalem? No, it does not. The reason being, further on in verses seven
and eight the prophecy refers to the attackers as being a plurality of nations. In part,
those verses read: “And it must occur just as in a dream, in a vision of the
night, regarding the crowd of all the nations that are waging war against
Ariel, even all those waging war against her…thus it will occur with the
crowd of all the nations that are waging war against Mount Zion.”
Elsewhere the prophets confirm that a combine of all the nations will pillage
spiritual Jerusalem. For example, Zechariah 14:2 says: “And I shall certainly
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gather all the nations against Jeruecy of Scripture springs from any private
salem for the war; and the city will
interpretation,” as the apostle Peter
actually be captured…” The signifiwrote, God’s own word must interpret itcance of the complimentary prophecy in
self. Consider: In the book of Revelation,
Zechariah is that the prophecy was given
which was written over twenty years after
after the Babylonians had destroyed Jeru- Jerusalem was trampled upon by the Rosalem. The atrocities to be committed
mans, Christ revealed that there is inagainst God’s people during that attack
deed an appointed time for the nations to
upon “Jerusalem” are what will ultitrample God’s holy place. The appointed
mately provoke Jehovah’s fearsome wrath
When Jesus spoke of the trampling of Jerusalem
and the destruction of
in response to their question “Tell us, when will
all the nations on the
these things be?” is it reasonable to suppose that
symbolic battlefield of
the apostles understood Jesus to be referring to
Armageddon. Isaiah
the destruction of Jerusalem that occurred five
29:5-6 reveals that Jehocenturies prior?
vah immediately responds to the attack
time is forty-two months. Revelation
upon Ariel by annihilating the attackers
11:2-3 states: “But as for the courtby means of a supernatural army.
yard that is outside the temple sancSince Jesus quoted nearly word for
tuary, cast it clear out and do not
word from the prophesy of Isaiah when
measure it, because it has been
he was pronouncing woe upon Jerusagiven to the nations, and they will
lem, and since God did not destroy the
trample the holy city underfoot for
Roman empire or its imperial legions in
forty-two months. And I will cause
response to their having destroyed Jerusalem and the Jewish temple, it is evident my two witnesses to prophesy a
thousand two hundred and sixty
that both prophecies have application to
days dressed in sackcloth.”
spiritual Israel. That means that the holy
Forty-two months and 1,260 days
place that is destined for desolation during the oncoming worldwide great tribula- are the equivalent of three and a-half
years. The prophecy in the seventh chaption is Jehovah’s earthly organization
ter of Daniel similarly foretold a three
and not Christendom.
and one-half year period during which
With that knowledge it may now be
time the sons of the kingdom would be
understood what the appointed times of
trampled down by the wild beast.
the nations actually are. Since “no proph20

Oddly, the Watchtower teaches that the forty-two month period of trampling occurred immediately after the appointed times supposedly ended in 1914!
But since the only true scriptural interpretation of “the appointed times of the nations” points to a three and one-half year period and not the artificially contrived
2,520-year period, there is no valid basis for affixing the conclusion of the Gentile
times to 1914.
Finally, since the book of Revelation situates the trampling of the holy city as occurring immediately before God brings “to ruin those ruining the earth,” it is apparent
that not only have the appointed times of the nations not ended, they have not even begun!
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THE HARVEST
“The harvest is a conclusion of a system of things, and the reapers are angels.”
- Jesus Christ -

With or without the seven-times chronology, Jehovah’s Witnesses are absolutely convinced that the time of the end and the foretold concluding harvest commenced in
1914.
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However, this chapter more closely examines some dearly held erroneous assumptions and the implications of a future harvest period. What is the harvest?
Jesus likened the Christian ministry to a harvest. At Matthew 9:36-38, Jesus
spoke of the potential for ingathering great numbers of persons and the need for field
workers, saying: “Yes, the harvest is great, but the workers are few. Therefore, beg the Master of the harvest to send out workers into his harvest.”
According to Jesus’ illustration, the harvest was commencing back then.
However, in the 13th chapter of Matthew Jesus spoke of another harvest, one
that would take place during the conclusion of the system. Specifically, Jesus stated:
“The harvest is a conclusion of a system of things, and the reapers are angels.” So, it evident that Jesus employed the illustration of the harvest in a general
way, to illustrate the work Christian ministers would do, but he also used the analogy
in a very specific way to illustrate what would occur during the concluding judgment.
The two illustrations differ in a very significant way: in the final harvest the reapers
are angels, not Christian ministers.
Jehovah’s Witnesses, nonetheless, persist in believing that the angelic harvesters
have already been dispatched into the field. That is in keeping with the Watchtower’s
teaching that the scripturally delineated period of the conclusion of the system began
in 1914. That is not to say that there is not abundant evidence that angels do oversee
and direct Christian ministers; however, the question is whether or not the actual concluding harvest is already underway. Put another way, might the evangelizing work of
Jehovah’s Witnesses more readily compare to the harvesting work the first century
Christian disciples engaged in—as opposed to the concluding harvest? There are compelling reasons for believing that to be the case since many aspects of Jesus’ parable
are simply not in evidence at this time.
For instance, Jesus stated quite clearly that the angels go out and first collect the
weeds out from among the wheat. Jesus said: “Let both grow together until the
harvest; and in the harvest season I will tell the reapers, First collect the
weeds and bind them in bundles to burn them up, then go to gathering the
wheat into my storehouse.”
The Watchtower’s interpretation of the illustration violates the simple sequence
of events that Jesus outlined. In order to support the untenable notion that the harvest began in 1919 the Watchtower resorts to twisting Jesus’ words to say that the
wheat are collected and separated from among the weeds. Carefully note the August 1,
1981, Watchtower comment:
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“When, after 1914, did the Son of man “send forth his angels” to separate the “sons of
the kingdom” from “the sons of the wicked one,” the imitation “wheat,” that is,
“persons who are doing lawlessness” and who include the “man of lawlessness,” the
religious leaders of counterfeit Christianity? The answer must correspond with the
facts, and these show that it was in 1919 that the spirit-begotten, anointed “sons of
the kingdom,” symbolized by the “wheat,” began to be freed from the “weeds,” or
false Christians, that had overrun the religious field of mankind…”
Jesus was unambiguous in stating that the harvest is accomplished when the angels remove the wicked from among the righteous. However, the Watchtower’s present teaching of the parable assumes that the righteous “wheat” is first separated from
among the weeds. Clearly, though, in the parable the harvester angels are said to accomplish a thorough cleansing by removing and destroying all corrupting influences
from within Christ’s kingdom. Jesus went on to explain the meaning of the parable:
“Therefore, just as the weeds are collected and burned with fire, so it will
be in the conclusion of the system of things. The Son of man will send
forth his angels, and they will collect out from his kingdom all things that
cause stumbling and persons who are doing lawlessness, and they will
pitch them into the fiery furnace. There is where their weeping and the
gnashing of their teeth will be. At that time the righteous ones will shine
as brightly as the
sun in the kingdom
of their Father. Let
him that has ears
listen.”
In the illustration “his kingdom”
can only represent
Christ’s congregation.
For example, Colossians 1:13 refers to
Christians being delivered from the world of
spiritual darkness and transferred by Jehovah “into the kingdom of the Son of his
love.” The question is: If the weeds of the illustration represent the false Christians in
Christendom, how could such individuals also be said to be in God’s kingdom? —
Please note: Jesus said the weeds would be collected “out from his kingdom.”
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Also, how could it possibly hold true that the angels have already removed “all
things that cause stumbling and persons doing lawlessness” from Christ’s kingdom?
How could such a thing have been accomplished in 1919? Surely Christ was not saying
that he would dispatch his angels to clear the stumbling blocks and lawless individuals
out of Christendom, was he? Furthermore, if the angels commenced the removal of
such things from among the true sons of the kingdom back in 1919, why are there still
enumerable stumbling blocks and persons doing lawlessness among Jehovah’s Witnesses up to this present moment?
As an example of a stumbling block, it is well known that beginning in the late
1960’s the Watchtower’s spokesmen began to cultivate the expectation among Jehovah’s Witnesses that Armageddon was going to commence in 1975, or thereabouts. In
the ensuing years after that fiasco thousands of disillusioned Witnesses left the organization. For them the 1975 hysteria was a spiritually upending stumbling block. More
recently the organization was forced by reality to drop the teaching that individuals from the generation of 1914 would still be
alive to personally witness the end of the system. Again, untold numbers of Jehovah’s Witnesses have been stumbled,
perhaps even some from among the anointed sons of the
kingdom.
Still more recently, the Watchtower’s hypocritical
NGO affair has also proven to be a cause of stumbling for
some of Jehovah’s Witnesses. It is also the case that there are
countless numbers of spiritually lawless individuals among Jehovah’s Witnesses—so much so that tens of thousands of imLet he that has ears listen
moral witnesses are disfellowshipped every year. And, of
course, there are many other problems that afflict the
congregations. So, how can it possibly be true that the angels have initiated the harvest that removes all evils from Christ’s kingdom? Are Jehovah’s powerful harvester
angels really so ineffectual?
Also, if the harvest truly commenced in 1919 and supposedly all the false Christians were bundled up to be thrown in the fire back then, why is it that no such destruction has taken place yet? Instead, the entire generation of those presumed weed-like
individuals have merely passed off the scene—evidently being replaced by a new
bumper crop of weeds. Besides, sound reasoning insists that the concluding harvest is
not conducted over decades, but is accomplished in a relatively short period from
among an already gathered “crop.”
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To appreciate what the harvest parable means it is helpful to consider what the
apostle Paul had to say concerning these matters. At 1 Corinthians 3:9, the apostle
wrote: “For we are God’s fellow workers. You people are God’s field under
cultivation, God’s building.” In likening Christ’s congregation to a building under
construction and a field under cultivation, Paul provided the means to understand
Christ’s parable of the harvest. How so? Paul went on to illustrate the ongoing construction of “God’s building” by comparing each one’s contributions to various types
of building materials, saying: “Now if anyone builds on the foundation gold, silver, precious stones, wood materials, hay, stubble, each one’s work will become manifest, for the day will show it up, because it will be revealed by
means of fire; and the fire itself will prove what sort of work each one’s
is.”
The apostle recognized that both desirable and undesirable things were part of
the anointed congregation, or kingdom of Christ, and both the inferior materials and
the precious metals and stones would coexist in the same building, or organization, until the day of fire would put each one’s work to the proof. Some persons and things
would remain and others would be consumed. The combustible materials (wood, hay
and stubble) are comparable to the weeds of Jesus’ illustration. The reason Paul used
the illustration in the first place was because some of the Corinthians were following
men and had a tendency to form sects. Some were saying they belonged to Paul, some
to Apollos and Cephas, and so on. The illustration Paul used was meant to show that
even though such individuals were part of the congregation, if their faith was not build
solidly upon the foundation of Christ then they were building with mere wood, hay
and stubble and their work would not survive the fiery trials that lay ahead.
In another illustration, Paul similarly referred to the congregation as a large
house that contains both honorable and dishonorable vessels. So the point is—as respects Christ’s illustration both the wheat and the weeds exist within the Christian congregation up until the day of fire. It means that the wheat and the weeds are not found
scattered throughout the various denominations of Babylon the Great; but instead, the
two sorts already coexist inside the Christian congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
That the wheat and the weeds are harvested from the same Christian organization is also apparent from the seven letters of Revelation; addressed to the seven congregations in the Lord’s day. Jesus’ counsel to the congregations plainly shows that
some of the individual members within those congregations, even though anointed, do
not necessarily meet with his approval and will not pass the test, unless they repent.
For example, Christ said to the Sardis congregation: “Become watchful, and
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strengthen the things remaining that were ready to die, for I have not
found your deeds fully performed before my God. Therefore, continue
mindful of how you have received and how you heard, and go on keeping
it, and repent. Certainly unless you wake up, I shall come as a thief, and
you will not know at all at what hour I shall come upon you.”
It is particularly noteworthy that Jesus concluded each letter to the congregations by saying to them: “Let the one who has an ear hear what the spirit says to the
congregations.” Jesus also concluded his illustration of the wheat and the weeds with
a nearly identical admonition, saying: “Let him that has ears listen.”

“THE KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS IS LIKE A DRAGNET”
Another aspect to consider is that Jesus said that the weeds would experience
“weeping and gnashing of their teeth.” What does that mean?
The expression “there is where their weeping and the gnashing of their teeth will
be” was always used by Jesus to illustrate the condition of despair that the rejected
ones would experience when they were put out of the kingdom. That specific phrase is
never used in reference to the judgment upon the world in general. For instance, at
Matthew 8:12 Jesus said: “Whereas the sons of the kingdom will be thrown
into the darkness outside. There is where their weeping and the gnashing
of their teeth will be.”
Likewise in the illustration of the wedding of the king’s son, which is clearly pictorial of the marriage of the Lamb, the man who was allowed entry into the wedding
feast, but who was later found to be improperly attired, was consequently bound and
thrown into the outer darkness, which is where his weeping and gnashing of teeth
occurred.
Similarly, in the illustration of the faithful and discreet slave, the evil slave is said
to weep and gnash his teeth when he is thrown out of God’s household upon Christ’s
ultimate inspection. Moreover, the wicked and sluggish slave who misuses his master’s assets is destined to meet the same fate.
Jesus used the expression weeping and gnashing of teeth in yet one other illustration. In the context of the parable of the wheat and the weeds in the 13th chapter of
Matthew, Jesus related a similar illustration, likening the kingdom of the heavens to a
fisherman’s dragnet, saying: “Again the kingdom of the heavens is like a dragnet let down into the sea and gathering up fish of every kind. When it got
full they hauled it up onto the beach and, sitting down, they collected the
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fine ones into vessels, but the unsuitable they threw away. That is how it
will be in the conclusion of the system of things: the angels will go out and
separate the wicked from among the righteous and will cast them into the
fiery furnace. There is where their weeping and the gnashing of their teeth
will be.”
What does the dragnet symbolize? According to the June 15, 1992, Watchtower,
the dragnet symbolizes Christendom, as well as Christ’s true congregation. Hence, we
read:
“So the dragnet represents an earthly instrument that professes to be God’s
congregation and that gathers in fish. It has included both Christendom and the
congregation of anointed Christians, the latter having continued to collect fine fish,
under the invisible guidance of the angels…”
However, Jesus gave no indication that the dragnet symbolized the multitude of
organizations that merely professed to be God’s congregation. He said: “the kingdom
of the heavens is like a dragnet.” That means that the dragnet represents God’s earthly
congregation—not merely the Babel of institutions that may falsely claim to be such.
The Watchtower’s interpretation is inadequate in another way.
If the symbolic dragnet was figuratively hauled up onto beach and the foretold
separation began back in 1919, as the Watchtower insists, that would mean that the
judgment commenced then. Did not Jesus say that the unsuitable fish would be cast
into the fiery furnace? Yet, almost everyone who lived back then has since passed
away. Since there is to be a resurrection of both the righteous and the unrighteous during the millennial reign of God’s kingdom, what purpose could possibly be served by
the angels performing a separation of the righteous and the unrighteous when they are
to be united in gravedom and then resurrected back to life on earth—or heaven in the
case of anointed individuals?
Jesus’ parable of the dragnet illustrates a decisive, final separation that determines the everlasting destiny of those living at a definite point in time. As with the parable of the wheat and weeds, Jesus specified that the angels do the separating work—
not merely men under angelic guidance, as the previously cited Watchtower asserted.
Furthermore, if the unsuitable fish have not been cast into the fiery furnace, which
they obviously have not, than neither have the suitable fish been gathered.
Bethel’s teaching and writing staff ought to find an answer to the question: How
many decisive separations are there? That is the appropriate question in view of the
fact that according to the Watchtower there are two harvest-like separations. One has
supposedly been ongoing since 1919 and another is to occur in the future. But are the
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Watchtower’s teachings really that contradictory? Yes, unfortunately they are. Consider another excerpt taken from the 1992 issue of the Watchtower discussing the
dragnet:
“You likely know that after 1919 the anointed remnant got busy in the preaching
work in cooperation with the angels, who continued to use the symbolic dragnet to
haul fish onto the beach, to separate the fine ones from the unsuitable ones. Statistics
from that period show that the catch of fine fish for anointing with God’s spirit
continued as the last ones of the 144,000 were gathered by the symbolic net. But by
the mid-1930’s, the collecting of fine fish for anointing with holy spirit basically
ended. Was the congregation of the anointed remnant then to discard the net, as it
were, and simply sit idle, waiting for their heavenly reward? Not at all!”
According to the commentary above, the separating work has been ongoing since
1919. Nevertheless, in 1995 the Watchtower discarded the teaching that the sheep and
the goats were being separated at this time. In the October 15th issue we read:
“We have long felt that the parable depicted Jesus’ sitting down as King in 1914 and
since then making judgments—everlasting life for people proving to be like sheep,
permanent death for the goats. But a reconsideration of the parable points to an
adjusted understanding of its timing and what it illustrates. This refinement
reinforces the importance of our preaching work and the significance of people’s
response.”
What then does the parable illustrate? It illustrates a future judging and separating. And in proving their new position and “readjusted understanding” the Watchtower inadvertently contradicts and nullifies everything they have previously taught as
to when the related parables of the wheat and weeds and the dragnet are fulfilled. The
Watchtower continues:
“If we analyze Jesus’ activity in the parable, we observe him finally judging all the
nations. The parable does not show that such judging would continue over an
extended period of many years, as if every person dying during these past decades
were judged worthy of everlasting death or everlasting life. It seems that the
majority who have died in recent decades have gone to mankind’s common grave.
The parable, though, depicts the time when Jesus judges the people of “all the
nations” who are then alive and facing the execution of his judicial sentence."
In other words, the parable points to the future when the Son of man will come
in his glory. He will sit down to judge people then living. His judgment will be based
on what they have manifested themselves to be. At that time “the distinction between
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a righteous one and a wicked one” will have been clearly established. The actual pronouncing and executing of judgment will be carried out in a limited time. Jesus will
render just decisions based on what has become evident about individuals.”
On the one hand the Watchtower correctly reasons that the judging of the nations does not take place “over an extended period of many years.” In reaching that
conclusion the Watchtower insightfully recognizes that the parable teaches that Jesus’
judgment comes immediately before the final “execution of his judicial sentence.” But
contradictorily, the Watchtower also insists that the harvest judgment commenced
nearly a century ago and is ongoing!
What can account for this maddening method of interpreting prophecy, whereby
multiple meanings are contrived from obviously related texts? The only rational explanation for the Watchtower’s blatantly contradictory teachings is that they are determined to prop up the fallacy that Christ began ruling the world in 1914—no matter the
cost to their credibility. The only reason that the parable of the wheat and weeds and
the dragnet are attributed to 1919 is because Jesus indicated that those parables illustrate what is to occur during the conclusion of the system of things. If the Watchtower
were to follow its own sound reasoning that is applied to the parable of the sheep and
the goats they would be
forced to admit that
What can account for the Watchtower’s maddening
the conclusion of the
method of interpreting prophecy, whereby multiple
system has not begun
meanings are contrived from obviously related
yet. That is evidently
texts?
unacceptable to the
leadership of Jehovah’s
Witnesses. Apparently, Bethel is confident that most witnesses will not detect their interpretive legerdemain; and sadly, so far, apparently very few have.
As regards the Watchtower’s interpretation, the irony is that the parable of the
sheep and the goats situates the separating as taking place when Christ becomes king:
Matthew 25:31 reads: “When the Son of man arrives in his glory, and all the
angels with him, then he will sit down on his glorious throne. And all the
nations will be gathered before him, and he will separate people one from
another, just as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats.”
In order to patch over yet another discrepancy the Watchtower explains the parable of the sheep and goats in terms of Christ sitting down on his judgment throne—
not his kingly throne—as if there are two different occasions when Jesus is enthroned.
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But clearly there is only one final judgment and separation of the righteous and the
wicked.
And Jesus foretold that it will occur unexpectedly, when the Lord arrives, and is
accomplished over a relatively short period of time. At Matthew 24:40-42 Jesus said:
“Then two men will be in the field: one will be taken along and the other
be abandoned; two women will be grinding at the hand mill: one will be
taken along and the other be abandoned. Keep on the watch, therefore, because you do not know on what day your Lord is coming.”

“THE HARVEST OF THE EARTH IS THOROUGHLY RIPE”
To further establish the Bible’s teaching in this regard and in order to overturn
the “strongly entrenched” dogma supporting 1914, Revelation chapter 14 situates the
general harvest as occurring during the tribulation period. How so? As is discussed elsewhere
in this publication, the opening of the sixth seal
initiates earth-shaking events associated with
what Christ called a great tribulation. However,
the tribulation does not lead immediately into
Armageddon. Instead, the seventh chapter of
Revelation indicates that the angels intercede to
hold back the four winds of God’s destructive
judgment until all of the remaining 144,000
have been sealed. Jesus directly spoke of the
same development when he said: “For then
there will be great tribulation such as has
not occurred since the world’s beginning
until now, no, nor will occur again. In
fact, unless those days were cut short, no
flesh would be saved; but on account of
the chosen ones those days will be cut
short.”
The holding back of the four winds parallels the cutting short of the tribulation on ac“The hour has come to reap”
count of the chosen ones of the 144,000. Evidently the tribulation will be suspended so that
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the final sealing may be accomplished. That being the case, the 14th chapter of Revelation establishes the ordering of events after that final sealing. That is evident because
the vision of 144,000 standing upon Mount Zion can only signify that Christ’s remnant has finally been sealed at that point, so that the kingdom is at last complete.
Their standing upon Mount Zion with the Lamb of God parallels the wheat being gathered into the heavenly storehouse. Contrary to the assumptions of most of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, God’s purpose has not reached that stage yet.
The vision of Revelation reveals that after the last of the 144,000 sons of the kingdom have been gathered into the storehouse, then the hour of judgment for the sheep
and goats arrives. Thus, Revelation 14:6 reads: “And I saw another angel flying
in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings
to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue
and people, saying in a loud voice: ‘Fear God and give him glory, because
the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who
made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.’”
Immediately after the harvest of the “things in the heavens” and the angelic announcement of divine judgment, then the “harvest of the earth” commences: “And another angel emerged from the temple sanctuary, crying with a loud voice
to the one seated on the cloud: ‘Put your sickle in and reap, because the
hour has come to reap, for the harvest of the earth is thoroughly ripe.’
And the one seated on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth, and the
earth was reaped.”
The ordering of events in Revelation matches the sequence of developments
Christ foretold would occur during the conclusion. The judgment begins first upon the
prospective heirs of the kingdom. During his discussion of the sign of his presence and
the conclusion of the system of things in the 24th and 25th chapters of Matthew, Jesus
gave a series of three parables to illustrate that very thing; namely, the illustration of
the faithful and unfaithful slave; the parable of the wise and foolish virgins and the parable of the talents.
After foretelling how the evil and sluggish slaves will be dismissed from God’s
household, Christ next gave the illustration of the sheep and the goats, which has to do
with the judgment of all the nations. It is reasonable to conclude that the sheep are
those who render good to Christ’s brothers during the time of tumult and persecution
that marks the judgment upon the house of God.
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THE JUDGMENT
“Mankind has entered a period of judgment…a judgment of professed Christian organizations that has been apparent since ‘the last days’ got under way with the slaughter of
World War I.”
-April 1, 1996, Watchtower-

A few months after being immersed in the waters of the Jordan by John the Baptizer,
Jesus undertook his first sojourn to Jerusalem as the Messiah. Upon arriving for the
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passover festival Jesus went into the temple courtyard and threw out the merchants
and overturned the tables of the moneychangers who had set up shop there, saying to
them: “Take these things away from here! Stop making the house of my Father a house of merchandise!”
During his last trip to Jerusalem, also on the passover festival, which ultimately
led to his arrest, trial and execution, Jesus once again evicted the moneychangers and
merchants from his Father’s house. No doubt to the astonishment of his disciples, immediately prior to his cleansing the temple the second time Jesus announced the coming destruction of both Jerusalem and the temple. The stated reason being: “Because
you did not discern the time of your being inspected.” As the appointed Messiah, Jesus was the Inspector of his Father’s house and because of their deplorable
lack of faith the majority of the Jews failed to pass that inspection.
However, a new temple was going to be constructed. No, not another temple
made with wood and stones—this time a spiritual one. Jesus had previously spoken of
this new “temple” on the occasion immediately after the first time he threw the moneychangers out of his Father’s house; when the Jews demanded to see a sign from him as
proof of his authority from God, Jesus said to them: “Break down this temple,
and in three days I will raise it up.” The Jews, of course, assumed that Jesus was
speaking about the physical structure of Herod’s temple, and so they responded:
“This temple was built in forty-six years, and will you raise it up in three
days?” But the apostle John, who likely witnessed the conversation, later clarified
what Jesus actually meant. At John 2:21-22 we read: “But he was talking about
the temple of his body. When, though, he was raised up from the dead, his
disciples called to mind that he used to say this; and they believed the
Scripture and the saying that Jesus said.”
As Jehovah’s Witnesses know, Jesus was not speaking in literal terms when he
spoke of “the temple of his body.” Jesus was alluding to the fact that the traditional
form of worship centered on the temple in Jerusalem was going to become obsolete.
After his resurrection Jesus himself was going to become the central figure in a completely new form of worship—in essence, he would become the temple, or at least the
chief cornerstone of a great spiritual, temple-like organization.
The apostle Peter likened Christ’s spiritual congregation to a literal stone temple
when he wrote at 1 Peter 2:4-6, saying: “Coming to him as to a living stone, rejected, it is true, by men, but chosen, precious, with God, you yourselves
also as living stones are being built up a spiritual house for the purpose of
a holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God
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through Jesus Christ. For it is contained in Scripture: ‘Look! I am laying
in Zion a stone, chosen, a foundation cornerstone, precious; and no one
exercising faith in it will by any means come to disappointment.’”
The apostle Paul used the exact same analogy at Ephesians 2:20-22, saying:
“You have been built up upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets,
while Christ Jesus himself is the foundation cornerstone. In union with
him the whole building, being harmoniously joined together, is growing
into a holy temple for Jehovah. In union with him you, too, are being built
up together into a place for God to inhabit by spirit.”
Just as the literal temple in Jerusalem came in line for Heaven’s inspection, God
also will inspect the spiritual temple at the conclusion of the system of things. Actually, the apostle Peter indicated that all the prospective temple stones are continually
under God’s judgment.
That is why Peter wrote the following: “For it is the appointed time for the
judgment to start with the house of God. Now if it starts first with us, what
will the end be of those who are not obedient to the good news of God?”
According to the context of Peter’s epistle, the persecutions, sufferings and hardships that all Christians experience is part of the stone hewing and polishing process
God has willed for the prospective members of his spiritual structure. Jehovah describes his method of dealing with his sons at Hosea 6:5: “That is why I shall have
to hew them by the prophets; I shall have to kill them by the sayings of my
mouth. And the judgments upon you will be as the light that goes forth.”
However, it is apparent that even though in one sense the appointed time for the
judgment of the house of God had already begun in the first century and is ongoing,
the Scriptures foretell of a final judgment period concurrent with the conclusion of the
entire wicked system of things. Hence, in the second chapter of the same letter Peter
wrote of a future day of inspection, saying: “Maintain your conduct fine among
the nations, that, in the thing in which they are speaking against you as
evildoers, they may as a result of your fine works of which they are eyewitnesses glorify God in the day for his inspection.” Logically, the future “day for
his inspection” is an immediate preliminary to Jehovah becoming king in the fullest
sense.
According to the Watchtower article cited in the title caption of this chapter, Jehovah supposedly became king in 1914 and shortly thereafter is when the judgment
presumably commenced—not only for the house of God, but even merely “professed
Christian organizations” came in line for judgment as well. But more than that, the
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Watchtower also claims that God passed judgment upon all of Babylon the Great back
in 1918-19, which includes non-Christian religions too. As recently as 1989, the Watchtower stated:
“By 1919 it was apparent that Jehovah had passed judgment on Christendom—and
indeed on all false religion.”
Negating their own teaching, in reality the Watchtower makes no distinction between the judgment that begins with the house of God and the period of judgment
upon the world’s religions. The Watchtower’s assumption that by 1919 God had passed
judgment on all religion is based upon the mere fact that a handful of prominent clergymen once hailed the League of Nations as “the political expression of God’s kingdom on earth.”
But, is it reasonable that God’s judgment started back in 1918-19? Moreover, is it
true? First, though, it might be best to establish what is supposed to happen when
Christ comes to inspect his Father’s spiritual house; then it can be better determined if
those things have already occurred.
The prophecy of Malachi describes the coming of Jehovah’s messenger to the
temple in easily understandable symbolic terms. Malachi 3:1-4 reads: ‘“Look! I am
sending my messenger, and he must clear up a way before me. And suddenly there will come to His temple the true Lord, whom you people are
seeking, and the messenger of the covenant in whom you are delighting.
Look! He will certainly come,’ Jehovah of armies has said. But who will be
putting up with the day of his coming, and who will be the one standing
when he appears? For he will be like the fire of a refiner and like the lye of
laundrymen. And he must sit as a refiner and cleanser of silver and must
cleanse the sons of Levi; and he must clarify them like gold and like silver,
and they will certainly become to Jehovah people presenting a gift offering in righteousness. And the gift offering of Judah and of Jerusalem will
actually be gratifying to Jehovah, as in the days of long ago and as in the
years of antiquity. And I will come near to you people for the judgment,
and I will become a speedy witness against the sorcerers, and against the
adulterers, and against those swearing falsely, and against those acting
fraudulently with the wages of a wage worker, with the widow and with
the fatherless boy, and those turning away the alien resident, while they
have not feared me, Jehovah of armies has said.”
The coming of the “messenger of the covenant” is obviously a very significant
event in the outworking of God’s purpose. The foretold “messenger of the covenant”
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can be none other than Jesus Christ, since he is the messenger and mediator of a new
covenant with anointed Christians. His coming as a laundryman and refiner is not in
reference to his appearance on earth nearly 2,000 years ago.
As the verse above indicates, the coming of the messenger is “for the judgment.”
But the initial phase of the judgment is not the judgment of mankind in general, as is
implied in the April 1, 1996, Watchtower. The prophecy speaks to “the sons of Levi”—in other words, the cleansing pertains to the anointed congregation of Christ.
They are likened to the “sons of Levi”—the Levitical priests—since they are to serve as
priests in the kingdom of God. So, in answer to the question posed as to what happens
when Christ comes to inspect
the spiritual house of God, the
answer is that Jesus initiates a
thorough cleansing and purification of his congregation.
As strange as it may seem,
the Watchtower actually
Jesus cleansing the temple

teaches that the prophecy of Malachi has already been fulfilled. As recently as the year
2000, the Watchtower published the following comment on the third chapter of Malachi:
“It pointed to the time when Jehovah God would come to his spiritual temple
accompanied by his “messenger of the covenant,” Jesus Christ. This evidently
happened at the end of World War I. Jehovah inspected all of those claiming to be
Christians, sifting the true from the false.” (Volume I commentary on Isaiah)
“Evidently” Christ came during World War I to refine and cleanse his people?
Upon what evidence does the Watchtower base their bold assumption? The same commentary goes on to answer:
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“In 1919, Jehovah’s modern-day people emerged from the period of testing. They
were delivered from spiritual bondage to Babylon the Great, the world empire of
false religion. The distinction between that faithful anointed remnant and the
apostate clergy of Christendom became clear.”
True, the coming of the messenger has to do with cleansing and refining God’s
people from their own errors and spiritual uncleanness. But if Jesus Christ came as
the foretold laundryman and refiner during World War I, then we would expect to see
an organization cleansed of all moral and spiritual corruption. Do we?
Another question: While the Watchtower claims there is a clear distinction between the “faithful anointed remnant and
the apostate clergy of Christendom”—is
there, really?
For example, for decades the Watchtower
has lambasted the clergy of Christendom
The Watchtower carried
for their political support of the United
on a secret political partnership with the UN for 10 Nations. However, as documented in the
years!
chapter “Strange Bedfellows,” the Watchtower Society also became involved in a
secret political partnership with the
United Nations by serving the UN as an
associate level NGO for ten years. Since
the Watchtower claims to be the voice of
the anointed remnant, the only discernible difference between Christendom and
the anointed in this respect is that many
of the churches of Christendom have
openly endorsed the United Nations,
while the Watchtower has done so secretly—hypocritically.
Then, take the matter of adultery: The prophecy of Malachi says that the messenger “will become a speedy witness against…the adulterers.” This harmonizes with Hebrews 13:4, which says, “God will judge fornicators and adulterers.” So, if Christ became a “speedy witness” against those practicing adultery back in 1918, how is it that
the organization today is rife with fornicators and adulterers? Even the Watchtower admits that tens of thousands of Jehovah’s Witnesses are disfellowshipped every year for
sexual immorality. Countless others live double lives and are never found out. So, in
what way has Christ been a “speedy witness” against them?
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Immoral sexual relations between consenting adults is bad enough, but in recent
years thousands of children in the congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses have been victimized by depraved sexual predators—pedophilic Jehovah’s Witnesses. Worse, many
of the grown victims and their advocates feel as though the Watchtower’s policies are
directly responsible for shielding sexual predators from exposure.
Incredibly, while the Society’s public relations department downplays such
crimes against children by claiming that the scourge of pedophilia is no worse among
Jehovah’s Witnesses than that found in any other religious organization, the Watchtower still unblushingly claims to be Jehovah’s “clean organization” that has been set
apart from the defiled religionists of Christendom.
Thinking Jehovah’s Witnesses, however, ought to ask why the Lord Jesus Christ
is such an ineffective refiner and cleanser of his Father’s spiritual house. Of course, the
preferred alternative to such blasphemy is to recognize that Christ has not yet come as
a laundryman. And admittedly, Jehovah’s Witnesses have quite a load of ‘dirty laundry’ that requires his attention.

“I SHALL SMELT AWAY YOUR SCUMMY DROSS”
What does the verse mean that says: “And he must sit as a refiner and cleanser of
silver…and he must clarify them like gold and like silver”? Elsewhere in prophecy Jehovah uses the very same analogy to illustrate how he intends to refine his people of
their scummy dross-like impurities. For example, Isaiah 1:25-28 says: “And I will
turn back my hand upon you, and I shall smelt away your scummy dross
as with lye, and I will remove all your waste products. And I will bring
back again judges for you as at the first, and counselors for you as at the
start. After this you will be called City of Righteousness, Faithful
Town. With justice Zion herself will be redeemed, and those returning of
her, with righteousness. And the crash of revolters and that of sinful ones
will be at the same time, and those leaving Jehovah will come to their
finish.”
We are informed by the Watchtower’s Insight on the Scriptures that laundryman’s lye was also used in smelting metals. When refining silver, in order to separate
it from base metals such as tin and copper, sometimes the refiner would throw lye into
the crucible to consolidate the molten metals floating on the surface. That material
was then skimmed off as scummy dross, leaving behind pure molten silver.
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True to form, the Watchtower applies this portion of Isaiah’s prophecy to the
1918-19 period. But the comparison simply does not stand up to scrutiny. The most obvious deficiency in the Watchtower’s interpretation is the fact that Jehovah originally
accomplished the refining of his national organization by allowing the Babylonian armies to wreak total destruction upon the wayward Judean kingdom. Those who were
in revolt against Jehovah were simply destroyed. They were skimmed off as so much
scummy dross. Only a chastened and refined remnant was allowed to return from
Babylonian exile to rebuild and re-inhabit Jerusalem.
But how can that compare with what occurred in 1918? Really, there is no comparison. While it is true that the International Bible Students went through an intense
period of turmoil back then; still, the brief incarceration of eight Watchtower officials
does not even begin to parallel the disasters that Jehovah brought upon the Jews in
the fifth century and again in 70 CE. The fact of the matter is, not one of the International Bible Students even
lost their life during the period when Jehovah’s fiery
purge was supposed to have
taken place. And if God’s awesome judgment was accomplished in 1918, why is it that
revolters and apostates have
still not “come to their finish,” as the prophecy de“As in the liquefying of silver
scribes?
in the midst of a furnace”
Jehovah also used the very
same imagery in the prophecy of Ezekiel, where we read: “Son of man, to me those of the house of Israel
have become as scummy dross. All of them are copper and tin and iron
and lead in the midst of a furnace. Much scummy dross, that of silver,
they have become. Therefore this is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah has
said, ‘For the reason that all of you have become as much scummy dross,
therefore here I am collecting you together into the midst of Jerusalem.
As in collecting silver and copper and iron and lead and tin into the midst
of a furnace, in order to blow upon it with fire to cause a liquefying, so I
shall collect them together in my anger and in my rage, and I will blow
and cause you people to liquefy. And I will bring you together and blow
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upon you with the fire of my fury, and you must be liquefied in the midst
of her. As in the liquefying of silver in the midst of a furnace, so you people will be liquefied in the midst of her; and you will have to know that I
myself, Jehovah, have poured out my rage upon you.’”
As another instance of interpretive inconsistency, the Watchtower applies
Isaiah’s prophecy of the “scummy dross” to the events that befell the Bible Students
back in 1918, but they apply Ezekiel’s prophecy to the destruction of apostate Christendom during the final tribulation. However, neither prophetic interpretation is in harmony with the Bible.
The apostle Paul similarly wrote concerning a day of fiery trial that is destined to
come upon Christ’s congregation—consuming all that is inferior: “Now if anyone
builds on the foundation gold, silver, precious stones, wood materials,
hay, stubble, each one’s work will become manifest, for the day will show
it up, because it will be revealed by means of fire; and the fire itself will
prove what sort of work each one’s is. If anyone’s work that he has built
on it remains, he will receive a reward; if anyone’s work is burned up, he
will suffer loss, but he himself will be saved; yet, if so, it will be as through
fire.” (1 Corinthians 3:12-15)
The inspired apostle’s illustration completely harmonizes with Ezekiel’s prophecy. It is, therefore, evident that all Christians living at the time of Christ’s inspection
will be “liquefied” in the blast furnace of God’s heated anger. In both illustrations only
the precious metals will remain after the judgment is concluded. No doubt the Watchtower’s cherished 1914 dogma will be incinerated as mere hay and stubble during the
day of fire.
Surely none of Jehovah’s Witnesses are so unreasonable so as to insist that the
day of fire has already taken place! In reality, there is nothing in Christian history that
fulfills the pattern of the prophecies. Reasonably, then, the fiery desolation and subsequent restoration of antitypical Jerusalem has not already taken place. No doubt the
disgusting thing that causes desolation will be instrumental in carrying out the modern parallel.
Returning to the prophecy of Malachi, consider the rhetorical question posed by
the prophet: “But who will be putting up with the day of his coming, and
who will be the one standing when he appears?” Jesus echoed those words on
two occasions when he spoke of the trials associated with his second coming. For instance, warning his disciples of the severity of the coming tribulation, Jesus said at
Luke 21: 34: “For it will come in upon all those dwelling upon the face of all
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the earth. Keep awake, then, all the time making supplication that you
may succeed in escaping all these things that are destined to occur, and in
standing before the Son of man.”
Not even the Watchtower teaches that the great tribulation has already come
“upon the face of all the earth,” as Christ foretold. That being the case, it remains to be
seen who will succeed in faithfully “standing before the Son of man.” Yet, why is it that
the Watchtower boasts that the prophecy of Malachi was long ago fulfilled when a few
thousand Bible Students were supposedly made to stand before Christ in 1918?
Furthermore, at Luke 18:8 Jesus posed a similar question as is found in Malachi,
when he asked: “When the Son of man arrives, will he really find the faith
on the earth?”
Since the Watchtower claims that Christ arrived for the judgment back in 1914,
and the faithful slave class received his unqualified approval in 1919—having been appointed over all of the master’s belongings then—the Watchtower has unwittingly rendered Christ’s question more or less irrelevant. That is so because by following the
Watchtower’s reasoning to its logical conclusion, it means there is no longer any need
for any of Christ’s prospective bride class to even stay on the watch any longer for the
master’s return.
Of course, none of Jehovah’s Witnesses would ever admit that, but because of
having misapplied vitally important prophecies to times past, Jehovah’s Witnesses
have no scriptural basis for anticipating the unveiling of God’s future judgments.

WHO IS THE FAITHFUL AND DISCREET SLAVE?
Jesus repeatedly stressed the importance of his disciples staying awake and responsive to his sudden thief-like arrival. At Luke 12:35-40, Jesus illustrated his coming by saying: “Let your loins be girded and your lamps be burning, and you
yourselves be like men waiting for their master when he returns from the
marriage, so that at his arriving and knocking they may at once open to
him. Happy are those slaves whom the master on arriving finds watching!
Truly I say to you, He will gird himself and make them recline at the table
and will come alongside and minister to them. And if he arrives in the second watch, even if in the third, and finds them thus, happy are they! But
know this, that if the householder had known at what hour the thief would
come, he would have kept watching and not have let his house be broken
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into. You also, keep ready, because at an hour that you do not think likely
the Son of man is coming.”
Even a casual reading of Jesus’ illustration ought to impress upon the reader that
the timing of his coming is unknowable and that Jesus was emphasizing upon his disciples that a future day of reckoning and accounting lay ahead for the members of God’s
household who would be on earth when the master suddenly arrives. However, as already stated in connection with other prophecies, the Watchtower’s interpretation of
this simple illustration has rendered Christian watchfulness entirely unnecessary
since Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that Jesus’ thief-like coming already occurred back
in 1914. Even though some Watchtower articles also apply the parable to a future coming of Christ, the fundamental teaching is that the faithful slave has already been appointed over all the master’s belongings, which clearly contradicts Christ’s parable.
To illustrate the point, a Watchtower article written over 50 years ago states:
“The world events since A.D. 1914, and particularly the events among Jehovah’s
people since A.D. 1918, give visible evidence that the Lord Jesus Christ, having come
into his kingdom, has come to God’s spiritual temple to carry on the final judgment
at the “house of God” and, in expression of his judgment work, he has found a
“faithful and discreet slave” and has appointed him over all his belongings, all his
visible Kingdom interests on earth. Hence in order to render complete recognition of
the theocratic organization today, we have to take recognition of this “faithful and
discreet slave” that the returned Lord and Judge has appointed over all his
belongings.” (Watchtower 9-1-1954)
The Watchtower’s teaching has not changed in a half-century. Hence, an article
in the January 15, 2001 reads:
“The faithful slave has been ‘appointed over all his master’s belongings.’ These
include facilities at headquarters in New York State, U.S.A., and the 110 branches
now operating worldwide. The members of the slave class know that they will be
called upon to render an account for the way in which they have used what has been
entrusted to them.”
The above statement is not accurate.
First, the Watchtower states that the faithful slave has been appointed over all of
the facilities of the Society. But even assuming that the Governing Body represents the
worldwide body of anointed Christians, the Governing Body does not control the various legal entities and facilities that come under the umbrella of the Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society Incorporated. In 2000 the Governing Body resigned from positions
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on the seven-member Board of Directors and entrusted complete control and ownership of the Society to a board made up exclusively of non-anointed individuals. For example, Don Adams—a non-Governing body member—is the current president of the
Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New York Incorporated. The Governing Body
no longer has any legal authority as regards the operation and ownership of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society Inc.
The implications of these actions are that the Governing Body has made Christ’s
anointed congregation, which has supposedly already been appointed over all the master’s belongings, subject to the Board of Directors of the Watchtower Inc. But the question is: How likely is it that Jesus would consent to his faithful slave abdicating their
control over “his belongings” to persons not even professing to be of the so-called
slave class? It is unthinkable that Christ would sanction such actions.
While Watchtower officials steadfastly maintain that they have already been appointed “over all of his belongings,” a sensible interpretation of the Scriptures indicates otherwise. According to a straightforward reading of Jesus’ illustration, there are
two appointments of the slave, but only one arrival of the master. What does that
mean?

Since the second edition of this publication the Society has revised their
interpretation regarding when it is that the slave is appointed over all of
the master’s belongings to conform with the view expressed by this
author.
Consider: After Jesus exhorted his disciples to stay on the watch and be prepared
for his return, Peter asked Jesus to whom the illustration applied. In reply Christ
asked the question: “Who really is the faithful steward, the discreet one,
whom his master will appoint over his body of attendants to keep giving
them their measure of food supplies at the proper time? Happy is that
slave, if his master on arriving finds him doing so! I tell you truthfully, He
will appoint him over all his belongings.”
In the quoted verse above the phrase “will appoint” appears twice. The first appointment by the master places his slave “over his body of attendants to keep giving
them their measure of food supplies.” Based upon whether or not the slave is faithful
to his commission, the master then appoints the slave “over all his belongings”—a second appointment. The crucial question is this: When does the master appoint the
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slave “over all his belongings”? The text clearly indicates the second appointment
takes place upon the master’s “arriving” as a thief in the night. Another pertinent question is this: How many times does the master “arrive”? Reasonably, there is only one
arrival.
In the original illustration about the bridegroom returning from the marriage, Jesus used the words “arriving,” “arrive” and “coming.” The point was to impress upon
his disciples the need to stay in expectation of the master’s eventual arrival. Only
those slaves who are found in faithful anticipation will be appointed over all of the
Lord’s possessions. So, the Watchtower’s interpretation is in error. If Jesus’ thief-like
arrival has not taken place yet, which it most assuredly has not—then neither has the
master appointed his faithful slave “over all his belongings.”
What is more, when the faithful slave has finally been appointed over all of his
master’s belongings, that appointment is irrevocable. Jesus gave numerous other illustrations, such as the parable of the talents, which indicates that Christ’s anointed disciples are entrusted with the master’s money and are judged as to their faithfulness in
handling the master’s silver in his absence. And just like the illustration of the faithful
and discreet slave, the slaves judged to have been faithful in the discharge of their fiduciary duties are entrusted with more of the master’s assets. It is worth noting, too, that
Jesus also prefaced the parable of the talents by saying: “Keep on the watch, therefore, because you know neither the day nor the hour.”
Another important similarity between the parable of the talents and the illustration of the faithful and discreet slave is that both prophetic stories feature a wicked
slave who is ultimately condemned and stripped of his privileges and thrown out,
where he weeps and gnashes his teeth—like unfaithful Judas did before he destroyed
himself. In spite of the obvious parallels between the two illustrations the Watchtower
assigns the fulfillment of the parable of the talents to the future, at least in principle;
all the while doggedly insisting that the related parable of the faithful and the evil
slave was fulfilled in 1918. Even more contradictory, the 2001 Watchtower, previously
quoted, stated:
“The members of the slave class know that they will be called upon to render an
account for the way in which they have used what has been entrusted to them.”
There most certainly is a future day of accounting before Jehovah, but if “the
members of the slave class” have already been appointed over all things, as the Watchtower claims, then according to Christ’s illustrations both the faithful and unfaithful
slaves have already rendered an account of themselves before Jesus.
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Again, what accounts for the Watchtower’s contradictory interpretations of
Christ’s parables? There are several factors that weigh heavily. One, the organization
has apparently gone beyond what is written in an attempt to establish absolute interpretive authority over Jehovah’s Witnesses. By claiming to have already been appointed over all the master’s belongings, instead of merely being a humble servant
feeding his fellow slaves, the Watchtower is intent on establishing unchallengeable
authority as Jehovah’s sole channel of communication.
The popular view among Jehovah’s Witnesses is that anyone who does not accept the Watchtower’s every utterance as being true is rejecting the slave’s authority,
which may not be the case at all.
Secondly, if the illustration is taught correctly it indicates that the faithful slave
and the evil slave co-exist in the same household up until Jesus arrives as a thief in the
night. If the Watchtower were to admit that the faithful slave has not yet been appointed over all the Lord’s belongings, it would require them to also come to terms
with the fact that not all the slaves in the house of God are faithful.
The truth is, Christ’s congregation is presided over by both faithful and unfaithful slaves up until the very moment the master unexpectedly arrives for the inspection.
No wonder Jesus framed his discussion of the slaves of the household in the form of
the thought-provoking question: “Who really is the faithful and discreet slave?”
The answer will not be apparent until Jesus actually distinguishes his faithful
slave and dismisses the unfaithful slave during the initial phase of the parousia and
the judgment of the house of God.
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5

THE PAROUSIA
“And he was transfigured before them, and his face shone as the sun, and his outer
garments became brilliant as the light.”
- Matthew 17:2-

Since the appointed times of the nations clearly do not relate to the original destruction
of Jerusalem by Babylon there is simply no validity in the Watchtower’s seven-times
chronological formula anchored to 607 BCE. It is also demonstrably not true that the har47

vest of the kingdom wheat and the incineration of the weeds has already been accomplished or that the judgment of the spiritual house of God took place in 1918.
It is not a case of obstinate disbelief or ridiculing the reality of the presence of
Christ on the part of men bereft of the truth. Rejecting what is untrue is not an act of
apostasy. No one should accept the Society’s 1914 doctrine based merely upon the sagacity of the “faithful slave” in other doctrinal matters that are beyond dispute. Determining whether any doctrine is true or false is simply a matter of honestly reasoning
upon the Scriptures—as the Watchtower occasionally admonishes—and putting to the
test that which is put forth as inspired expressions. And doing so in this instance leads
to the inescapable conclusion that the Watchtower’s 1914 parousia proclamation is
false.
In view of such a massive miscalculation and the blind insistence on the part of
the leadership of Jehovah’s Witnesses on retaining such a grievous error for so long,
not only must the 1914 time frame of the parousia be rejected, but the very nature of
an invisible parousia itself must be reconsidered as well—or what C.T. Russell succinctly defined as the “object and manner of our Lord’s return.”
To the point: It is emphatically stated here that nowhere in the Scriptures is it either implicitly or explicitly stated that the “manner of our Lord’s return” will be exclusively invisible to human eyes. It is an unquestioned religious dogma that has for too
long passed as genuine Bible truth among Jehovah’s Witnesses.
The case will be made in this chapter for a visible manifestation. After all, Jesus
has always been invisibly present with his followers, as is implied by the statement:
“Look! I am with you all the days until the conclusion of the system of
things.” The parousia must, therefore, be something profoundly more significant
than Christ merely being with his followers in spirit, as he has always been since his departure, which is all the Watchtower’s invisible parousia doctrine amounts to.
The sacred secret that must eventually come to light is that Jesus will visibly
show himself to the chosen ones on earth during the actual day of our Lord. Indeed,
the parousia must culminate in nothing less than the glorious manifestation of Jesus
Christ before the sons of the kingdom. Surely, the mere prospect of such an encounter
ought to stir all those with the heavenly hope. But what is the scriptural basis for that
bold assertion?
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PAROUSIA, EPIPHANEIA AND APOKALYPSIS
There are three different Greek words that are used in conjunction with Jesus’
second coming. As is known, “parousia” means “presence” and has been consistently
rendered as such in the New World Translation. Parousia appears in the Greek Scriptures 13 times outside of the Gospel in connection with Christ (Parousia is also used in
a commonplace way, such as the parousia of Paul among the brothers).
Another related Greek word is “epiphaneia,” from whence the English word
“epiphany” is derived. Epiphaneia occurs eight times in connection with Christ and is
used not only with reference to the time Jesus visibly appeared on earth as a man, as
well as his post-resurrection materializations, but more commonly it is used with respects to his parousia. Epiphaneia literally means an “appearance,” and as is obvious,
Jesus became visibly manifest to his disciples in the first century in a variety of ways.
But epiphaneia also carries the connotation of “brightness,” being derived from the
Greek verb “epiphaino,” which means, “to shine forth”—suggesting a glorious, brilliant
appearance, even a rapturous epiphany for the observer of the appearance.
Epiphaneia is consistently translated in the New World Translation as
“manifestation.”
For example, at 2 Thessalonians 2:8 Paul wrote of the “epiphaneia [of his] parousia,” or “the manifestation of his presence”—alternatively translated as “the brightness
of his coming” in the King James Version.
Another related Greek term is “apokalypsis,” which is transliterated as “apocalypse”—meaning the uncovering, revelation or disclosure of something previously hidden. It may also mean a literal manifestation or visible appearance. The New World
Translation renders apokalypsis as “revelation.” Apokalypsis occurs in the Christian
Greek Scriptures 18 times, but not always in reference to the revelation of Jesus
Christ. There are also derivations of apokalypsis, such as “apokaluptetai,” which is
translated into English as “revealed”; and also “apokaluyin”— translated as “revealing.”
With these terms in better focus, since Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that Jesus’ parousia has already begun, what does the Watchtower presently teach as regards the
manifestation and revelation of Jesus Christ? Surprisingly, precious little.
Although there are dozens of references to and explanations of the Greek word
“parousia” in Watchtower literature, there have only been a couple of instances in the
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past half century where the Society even offhandedly mentioned the related Greek
term epiphaneia. No special importance is attached to either the manifestation or the
revelation of Jesus, since the revelation and the day of Jesus Christ are believed to
have already begun in 1914. By their misapplication, omission, lack of clarity, or simply their non-emphasis on the meaning of the epiphaneia and the apokalypsis, the
Watchtower has relegated what is clearly presented in the Bible as the glorious appearance and unveiling of Christ into a non-event—a mere figment of the Society’s parousia phantasm.
A vital question to consider, though, is when in relation to the parousia is the
epiphaneia and the apokalypsis? And is there a substantive difference between the
presence, the manifestation and the revelation of Christ?
As is sometimes the case with the Watchtower, they actually hold two contradictory opinions. For example, the following statement appeared in the February 15,
1955, issue of the Watchtower Magazine declaring the epiphaneia to have already occurred in 1918:
“Having cleared his enemies out of heaven Christ next turned his attention to his
followers on earth, both those sleeping in death and those living, to proceed with his
epiphaneia, or “manifestation.” The physical facts indicate that, just as Christ came
to the Jewish temple three and a half years after he came as the Messiah, so in 1918,
three and a half years after his presence began, he came to his spiritual temple for
judging and rewarding.”
Of course, the Watchtower cannot produce any “physical facts” in support of the
lame assertion that Christ invisibly manifested himself in 1918. No doubt that is why
the Society has quietly walked
away from that untenable and
The Watchtower has rendered the profound absurd position (without remanifestation and revelation of Jesus Christ
nouncing their erroneous view),
into meaninglessness
so that now they teach that the
manifestation will take place
when Jesus destroys Christendom; again, though, without attaching any special significance to the underlying meaning of epiphaneia. Essentially, the Society teaches that
the parousia progresses through three vague stages, starting with an invisible presence
and nebulous revelation and concluding with an invisible and indistinct
manifestation.
But the question thinking Jehovah’s Witnesses should consider is this: Is it reasonable that an ongoing invisible presence ought to culminate in an invisible manifes50

tation or an invisible unveiling of what is hidden? The answer should be obvious to
anyone willing to honestly reason upon the facts presented. In reality, the invisible
presence/manifestation/revelation doctrine has provided a shroud for mere mischiefmakers to work their magic upon trusting Christians.
Another important question to consider is what justification is there for dividing
“the day of the Lord” into three phases? Do the Scriptures speak of the parousia, the
epiphaneia and the apokalypsis as being three distinct stages? And if so, does the parousia unfold over decades or even centuries before culminating in the epiphaneia?
It should not be that difficult to determine the answers. What follows is a selection of relevant verses (in no particular order) pertaining to the presence, manifestation and revelation of Christ as they appear in the inspired epistles.
• “For what is our hope or joy or crown of exultation—why, is it not
in fact you?—before our Lord Jesus at his presence?” — 1 Thessalonians 2:19
• “On the contrary, go on rejoicing forasmuch as you are sharers in
the sufferings of the Christ, that you may rejoice and be overjoyed also
during the revelation of his glory.” — 1 Peter 4:13
• “Moreover, may the Lord cause you to increase, yes, make you
abound, in love to one another and to all, even as we also do to you; to the
end that he may make your hearts firm, unblamable in holiness before
our God and Father at the presence of our Lord Jesus with all his holy
ones.” — 1 Thessalonians 3:12-13
• “I give you orders that you observe the commandment in a spotless and irreprehensible way until the manifestation of our Lord Jesus
Christ. This manifestation the happy and only Potentate will show in its
own appointed times…”— 1 Timothy 6:13-15
• “In this fact you are greatly rejoicing, though for a little while at
present, if it must be, you have been grieved by various trials, in order
that the tested quality of your faith, of much greater value than gold that
perishes despite its being proved by fire, may be found a cause for praise
and glory and honor at the revelation of Jesus Christ.” — 1 Peter 1:6-8
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• “So that you do not fall short in any gift at all, while you are eagerly waiting for the revelation of our Lord Jesus Christ. He will also
make you firm to the end, that you may be open to no accusation in the
day of our Lord Jesus Christ.” — 1 Corinthians 1:7-8
• “Exercise patience, therefore, brothers, until the presence of the
Lord. Look! The farmer keeps waiting for the precious fruit of the earth,
exercising patience over it until he gets the early rain and the late rain.
You too exercise patience; make your hearts firm, because the presence of
the Lord has drawn close.” — James 5:7-8
• “So now, little children, remain in union with him, that when he
is made manifest we may have freeness of speech and not be shamed away
from him at his presence.” — 1 John 2:28
• “I solemnly charge you before God and Christ Jesus, who is destined to judge the living and the dead, and by his manifestation and his
kingdom…” — 2 Timothy 4:1
• “For just as in Adam all are dying, so also in the Christ all will be
made alive. But each one in his own rank: Christ the firstfruits, afterward
those who belong to the Christ during his presence.” — 1 Corinthians
15:22-23
• “To you who suffer tribulation, relief along with us at the revelation of the Lord Jesus from heaven with his powerful angels in a flaming
fire, as he brings vengeance upon those who do not know God…” — 2 Thessalonians 1:7-8
• “Instructing us to repudiate ungodliness and worldly desires and
to live with soundness of mind and righteousness and godly devotion
amid this present system of things, while we wait for the happy hope and
glorious manifestation of the great God and of the Savior of us, Christ Jesus…” — Titus 2:12-13
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• “Hence brace up your minds for activity, keep your senses completely; set your hope upon the undeserved kindness that is to be brought
to you at the revelation of Jesus Christ.” — 1 Peter 1:13-14
___________________________________
Reasoning on the Scriptures, although in some instances there do appear to be
subtle distinctions, it is also more readily apparent that the presence, manifestation
and revelation of Jesus are otherwise virtually interchangeable terms. That is evident
by reason of the fact that the intended meaning of the writings of Peter, Paul, James
and John would not be substantially altered if the words parousia, epiphaneia and apokalypsis and their corresponding English counterparts were transposed.
For example, at 1 Peter 1:13-14 Christians are exhorted to be faithful and active
until the “revelation of Jesus Christ.” But Paul exhorted Titus to faithfully wait for the
“glorious manifestation” of Jehovah and his Christ. However, James encourages the
brothers to patiently wait for the parousia as the end goal, as Paul did also at 1 Thessalonians 3:12-13. And at 1 John 2:28, the grandfatherly apostle exhorts the children of
God to remain in union with Jesus until “he is made manifest” so as not to “be shamed
away at his presence,” making no differentiation at all between his being made manifest and his presence.
In all instances cited, the parousia, the epiphaneia and the apokalypsis are presented as the ultimate goal—the Journey’s End as regards the Christian’s sojourn in response to the heavenly calling. But if the parousia were to commence, say, a century
before the epiphaneia or the apokalypsis, then the parousia would hardly be the end of
our hope, as it is portrayed in the Christian Greek Scriptures.
Phrasing it another way, if the hope of Christians is only “until the presence of
the Lord,” as James wrote, why is it that Jehovah’s Witnesses have been patiently waiting long after the presence of Christ is assumed to have begun; meanwhile, entire generations have come and gone and still there has been no manifestation or revelation of
Christ in all this time?

“UNTIL THE DAY OF JESUS CHRIST”
Reasoning further on these matters—at Philippians 1:6 Paul referred to “the day
of Jesus Christ” in relation to the completion of a work that began in the first century.
In context the apostle wrote: “For I am confident of this very thing, that he who
started a good work in you will carry it to completion until the day of Jesus Christ.”
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Of course, the first century Christians in Philippi to whom Paul addressed his letter will not be alive on earth during the day of Jesus Christ. The “good work” that was
started by Jesus and carried on by the apostles and original disciples and which has
continued down through the centuries up until the present moment, will continue on
only “until the day of Jesus Christ.” This indicates that the day of Jesus is the completion of the work of building and developing the world-ruling congregation of holy
ones. In view of the foregoing, it ought to be apparent that Christian evangelism and
the calling and choosing of the sons of the
kingdom will not
characterize the day
of Jesus Christ;
The glorious manifestation
rather, the day of the
and revelation of Jesus
Lord is the complete Christ to the chosen ones
accomplishment and will be no ordinary affair
subsequent cessation of that work.
That being the
case, although the apostolic writings do
not directly connect
the parousia and the
day of Jesus Christ,
as indicated in the
previously cited
verses in connection with the presence of Christ, the parousia is also portrayed as the
complete culmination of the Christian era—not merely another drawn-out phase of
evangelizing and disciple-making.
However, the writings of the apostle Paul do make a connection between the revelation of Jesus and “the day of our Lord Jesus Christ.” At 1 Corinthians 1:7-9 Paul
wrote: “While you are eagerly waiting for the revelation of our Lord Jesus
Christ. He will also make you firm to the end, that you may be open to no
accusation in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ. God is faithful, by whom
you were called into a sharing with his Son Jesus Christ our Lord.”
To emphasize the point, the verse above shows that Christians are to be made
“firm to the end”—“the end” being variously described as both the revelation of Jesus
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and the day of Jesus. However, in the previously afore-cited verse at 1 Thessalonians
3:13, Paul similarly exhorts the brothers to remain unblamable and firm to the end;
but instead of using the expression “apokalypsis” or “day of Jesus Christ” the apostle
used “parousia” instead. Again, this indicates that the terms are more or less interchangeable and that the day of Jesus Christ is the termination of the long period when
Christians with the heavenly hope will no longer be under scrutiny as to their worthiness of attaining to their calling.
The presence, revelation or manifestation of Christ will mean that Christians are
no longer required to wait in faith; the parousia is when those who have been “called
into a sharing” with the Son of God will at that time either be rejected as unfaithful or
be fully accepted into the kingdom of heaven, and hence—“open to no accusation in
the day of our Lord Jesus Christ.”
Since Satan the Devil is “the accuser of our brothers,” who “accuses them night
and day” before Jehovah up until he is forever banished from the face of God and forcibly hurled down from heaven, the “day of Jesus Christ” must commence after the Accuser is thrown down to the earth and that is why the chosen ones are no longer open
to any further accusations by the Devil—because he will no longer have access to
heaven to accuse them before God.
Even given the fact that there is not any significant difference between the Greek
terms discussed, what Scriptural proof is there that the heavenly Christ will at some
point become visibly manifest to mere earthlings?

“AS IF TO ONE BORN PREMATURELY”
After Jesus was resurrected from the dead he first manifested himself to Mary
and lovingly charged her to stop clinging to him until he returns to the Father; commanding her to tell Peter and the disciples that he was alive and that he would soon reveal himself to them also. In that respect Jesus was present with them although not immediately visible to all of his followers. But gradually over the course of the forty days
he was on earth prior to his ascension Jesus visibly manifested his presence to them in
various ways.
First he appeared as a stranger to two disciples walking upon the road and engaged them in conversation only to rebuke them as senseless and slow to believe the
prophets. Next he suddenly appeared before a gathering of disciples in a room with
the doors locked and again in another gathering with Thomas present, whom Jesus
also rebuked for his disbelief. At John 21:1 the apostle John wrote of yet another ap55

pearance, using the Greek term “epiphaneia,” saying: “After these things Jesus
manifested himself again to the disciples at the sea of Tiberias; but he
made the manifestation in this way.”
On the occasion of that manifestation Jesus kindly reproved Peter for having
thrice denied him. The common theme of each appearance during Jesus’ 40 day postresurrection parousia was that he used each occasion to reprove, instruct, exhort and
strengthen his disciples. Finally, Jesus manifested himself before a large group of his
disciples on the occasion when he was taken up to heaven. But that was not the last
epiphaneia of Christ.
Evidently Paul was the last person to actually see Jesus. Paul explained it to the
Corinthians, writing: “For I handed on to you, among the first things, that
which I also received, that Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures; and that he was buried, yes, that he has been raised up the third day
according to the Scriptures; and that he appeared to Cephas, then to the
twelve. After that he apPaul, struck blind by his encounter
peared to upward of five hunwith Jesus. - 1600 Caravaggio
dred brothers at one time,
the most of whom remain to
the present, but some have
fallen asleep in death. After
that he appeared to James,
then to all the apostles; but
last of all he appeared also
to me as if to one born prematurely.” (1 Corinthians
15:3-8)
Not only was Paul the last human
to see Jesus, but he is the only
man to have seen Christ after his
ascension to the Father. Mary,
Cephas and the apostles, as well
as the five hundred who saw their
Lord ascend into the heavens, all
saw Jesus manifested in the
flesh, even as Jesus assured them
on several occasions that he was
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flesh. However, Paul did not see a materialized, human-appearing Jesus. Paul saw a
great flash of divine light—glimpsing the transfigured Christ as he presently exists in
the spirit dimension. For a certainty, he had contact with the most glorious creation in
the universe! As a result of that close encounter with the divine Paul was stunned and
blind and for three days he neither ate nor drank.
What is the significance of Paul describing the experience as if he had been born
prematurely? The Watchtower explains it by saying that Paul received a preview of
heavenly life. But is that reasonable? John received a vision of heavenly life, even seeing in vision Jehovah and Jesus and the 144,000 standing upon a heavenly Mount
Zion, yet the apostle John did not describe the experience of receiving the Revelation
as being born prematurely. It is noteworthy that Paul’s encounter was not an inspired
dream or vision—as was John’s revelatory vision. Paul saw the Lord, even as he stated
at 1 Corinthians 9:1, when he asked: “Am I not an apostle? Have I not seen Jesus our
Lord?”
In view of the fact that Jesus appeared to Saul/Paul but the men who were accompanying him apparently did not see the sight and so were not struck blind by the glory
of Jesus’ manifestation, the experience serves as a preview, not of the ultimate heavenly reward, but of the epiphaneia that will take place during the parousia. Paul experienced beforehand what the chosen ones on earth will experience during the intimate
manifestation of Jesus Christ in glory.
In that respect it was as though Paul was born prematurely. The chosen ones will
be “born” in the sense that they will at that point become fully born again, in that, they
will then become glorified in connection with Jesus. It will be nothing less than the glorious unveiling of the new creation. Paul also wrote to the Colossians regarding the future manifestation of born again sons in connection with Christ, saying: “For you
died, and your life has been hidden with the Christ in union with God.
When the Christ, our life, is made manifest, then you also will be made
manifest with him in glory.” (Colossians 3:3-4)

“AND HE WAS TRANSFIGURED BEFORE THEM”
Consider what Jesus had to say at Luke 9:26-27 concerning his arrival in the
kingdom of God: “For whoever becomes ashamed of me and of my words,
the Son of man will be ashamed of this one when he arrives in his glory
and that of the Father and of the holy angels. But I tell you truthfully,
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There are some of those standing here that will not taste death at all until
first they see the kingdom of God.”
“Some of those standing here,” to whom Jesus was speaking, proved to be Peter,
James and John. About a week after Jesus spoke those words he took his three apostles to the top of an unnamed mountain and the account says: “And he was transfigured before them, and his face shone as the sun, and his outer garments
became brilliant as the light. And, look! there appeared to them Moses
and Elijah, conversing with him.” (Matthew 17:2-3)
The illustrious transfiguration prefigured Christ coming in his kingdom—as Jesus said: “when he arrives in his glory.” By means of the transfiguration the apostles
“saw” the reality of the kingdom of God in a vivid vision.
Years later Peter wrote about the significance of the occurrence, saying: “No, it
was not by following artfully contrived false stories that we acquainted
you with the power and presence of our Lord Jesus Christ, but it was by
having become eyewitnesses of his magnificence. For he received from
God the Father honor and glory, when words such as these were borne to
him by the magnificent glory: ‘This is my son, my beloved, whom I myself
have approved.’ Yes, these words we heard borne from heaven while we
were with him in the holy mountain.”
Peter testifies that the transfiguration had to do with “the power and presence
(parousia) of our Lord Jesus Christ.” The apostle further wrote concerning it: “Consequently we have the prophetic word made more sure; and you are doing well in paying
attention to it as to a lamp shining in a dark place, until day dawns and a daystar rises,
in your hearts.”
Peter’s writings establish the transfiguration as the centerpiece of God’s prophetic word. That is because the ultimate realization of the prophetic vision during the
parousia will accomplish the complete enlightenment of Christ’s congregation. That is
why Peter likens God’s prophetic word to “a lamp shining in a dark place.” According
to the illustration, when Christ’s presence becomes a reality the darkness of night will
give way to the “dawn”; at which point it will no longer be necessary to keep “paying
attention” to the “lamp shining in a dark place.” During the dawn of the kingdom “a
daystar rises” in the hearts of anointed Christians—meaning, they will have finally
gained the reward of complete enlightenment and admittance into the heavenly kingdom.
Now, the question: If Christ’s presence commenced in 1914, does that mean that
the “dawn” has already arrived and all surviving Christians are now spiritually illumi58

nated from within by the figurative daystar that Christ causes to arise in their hearts?
Incredibly, the Watchtower answers in the affirmative. The April 1, 2000, Watchtower
makes the following fantastic assertion:
“The Daystar has already risen!…How blessed we are to know that in 1914, Jesus
Christ, the Daystar, rose in all the universe and began to fulfill the transfiguration
vision! Jehovah’s Daystar is now on the scene, ready to carry out God’s purpose in
further fulfillment of the transfiguration—‘the war of the great day of God the
Almighty’…Until that grand day, let us keep on walking in divine light by paying
attention to God’s prophetic word.”
While artfully contrived and convincing to many, the Watchtower’s teaching utterly fails to take into account the basic meaning of the simple illustration that Peter
used. The apostle was contrasting the darkness of night with the precious light of day.
Whereas, just as in literal nighttime people light lamps to see their way through the
darkness, however, when the sun arises at dawn it is no longer necessary to use a lamp
for illumination.
In the apostle’s illustration the prophetic Word of God, of which the vision of the
transfiguration is the keystone, serves as a figurative lamp—guiding Christians
through this world’s spiritual darkness “until day dawns.” Christ’s radiant presence
will be like the glowing aurora of new day. The radiance of the dawning of the kingdom will then transcend even the very light of God’s prophetic word—precluding the
continued groping by the figurative lamplight of prophecy.
That is what is symbolized by the daystar rising “in your hearts.” The risen daystar within the hearts of the sons of the kingdom symbolizes their complete enlightenment—an illumination that cannot by any means be attained through even the most
diligent Bible study—but can only proceed from personally experiencing the transcendent brightness of the presence and manifestation of Jesus Christ. Apparently “the
kings from the rising of the sun” (Revelation 16:12) are the sons of the dawn in whose
hearts arise the daystar. And as will be discussed further on, the rising daystar within
the hearts of the sons of the kingdom will result in their shining as brightly as the
sun—just as did Christ during his transfiguration.
Peter’s illustration of the night giving way to the dawn harmonizes with the facts
already presented, providing additional proof that the realization of the transfiguration is the end of a Christian’s faith—not the beginning of another epoch during which
Christians must faithfully wait for another day of Jesus to dawn.
To emphasize the point, Bible prophecy is only intended to lead Christians to
Christ, but once Jesus Christ arrives in his glory—like the blessed sun of a new day—
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the light of prophecy will have completely accomplished its intended purpose—being
eclipsed by the illumination of the Christ himself. Consequently, if the parousia had actually become a reality in 1914 it would obviate the need to continue to pay attention
to God’s prophetic Word.
Even though the transfiguration was merely a vision, the significance of the transfiguration revelation is that Peter, James and John became “eyewitnesses of his magnificence.” And as Peter later stated, the purpose of their seeing the vision was so that
they might acquaint their brothers with “the power and presence (parousia) of our
Lord Jesus.”
The implications of the fact that the three apostles figuratively became awestruck
eyewitnesses to Christ’s very presence cannot be understated. The ultimate realization
of the transfiguration will mean that the anointed followers of Christ on earth who experience the actual parousia and epiphaneia will become eyewitnesses of Christ. They
will literally see him, even as the apostles were privileged to see his magnificence in
the resplendent vision!
Perhaps more profound in its implications though—as awesome as the prospect
of a visible manifestation of Christ may be—the epiphaneia is not solely a matter of the

And he was transfigured before them
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glorious revelation of Jesus. The sacred secret tied up with the seed of the promise, is
that the sons of God are also destined to become manifest in glory—shining forth
along with Christ before their heavenly resurrection.
The apostle John, who was also favored as one of the “eyewitnesses of his magnificence” on the mountain later wrote of the manifestation of Jesus and that “we shall
see him just as he is,” writing at 1 John 3:2-3— “Beloved ones, now we are children of God, but as yet it has not been made manifest what we shall be.
We do know that whenever he is made manifest we shall be like him, because we shall see him just as he is. And everyone who has this hope set
upon him purifies himself just as that one is pure.”
Of course, it is understood that all of the chosen ones will see Jesus Christ and become as he is when they are united with him in heaven. But if Christians “will be made
manifest with him in glory,” to whom will they become manifest?
Returning to the harvest illustration momentarily, Jesus concluded his parable
of the wheat and weeds by saying: “There is where their weeping and the gnashing of their teeth will be. At that time the righteous ones will shine as
brightly as the sun in the kingdom of their Father.” Since the case has already
been made against the notion that the harvest has already taken place, the weeping
and gnashing of teeth on the part of those who are to be put out of the kingdom has to
be a future event. That being the case, then, what must it mean—“the righteous ones
will shine as brightly as the sun in the kingdom of their father”?
The Watchtower, of course, persists in the absurdity that the righteous ones began to shine like the brilliance of the sun in 1919. (Since the publication of the 2nd edition of this material the July 2013 Watchtower readjusted the phenomenon to the future, insisting that their shining as the sun merely refers to their being in heaven.)
But if that is true what evidence is there that the spiritual condition of the International Bible Students appreciably changed then? Were not the International Bible
Students still laboring under the delusion that the parousia had begun in 1874? And
the falsity of the present 1914 schema aside, if the Bible Students had actually begun
shining as brightly as the sun back then should it not be expected that they would at
least have had a clearer understanding of the parousia and the kingdom? As Bethel
well knows, it would be more than a decade after the time when the Bible Students supposedly began to shine like the sun before the present doctrine regarding the expulsion of Satan and Christ’s kingdom coming to power in 1914 took its present form.
Not only that, since the time Jesus encouraged his disciples in the Sermon on the
Mount to let their light shine before men, those who seek to follow Christ have served
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as shining lights in this spiritually darkened world. Paul also described Christians as
shining illuminators. And yet at no time did Jesus or the apostles say that the early disciples were shining as brightly as the sun in Jehovah’s kingdom. There is, after all, a
considerable difference in magnitude between the luminosity of the flickering flame of
an oil lamp and the brilliance and intensity of the sun in the heavens. Furthermore,
there is sound reason to believe the act of shining as brightly as the sun is not merely a
metaphor for the spiritual light cast by Christians.
For a certainty, the righteous ones shining as brightly as the sun does not come
about as a result of reading Watchtower literature or even the Bible. The phenomenon
of their becoming like solar luminaries will be accomplished when Jesus reveals himself to the chosen ones and infuses them with Jehovah’s spirit, bringing about their
metamorphic transformation. It will be an actual physical, visible phenomenon, which
will accompany the revealing of the sons of God. Indeed, did not the apostles point to
the future, to a special event when Christians would become glorified in connection
with Christ? And did not Jesus’ face literally shine as the sun during the transfiguration? If anointed Christians are to be glorified in connection with the presence of
Christ there must be a similar phenomenon.
Paul wrote of the “revealing” (apokaluyin) of the sons of the kingdom at Romans
8:18-19: “Consequently I reckon that the sufferings of the present season
do not amount to anything in comparison with the glory that is going to be
revealed in us. For the eager expectation of the creation is waiting for the
revealing of the sons of God.”
If Christ and his fellow sons of God are to be made manifest and revealed in glory
to suffering “creation,” that is, to mere humans on earth, and yet prior to the time of
the unveiling the sons of God who are in the flesh are said to be “hidden with Christ,”
their glorious manifestation as the chosen ones must be a supernatural display.
Surprisingly, the Watchtower tentatively agrees. In writing of the revelation of
the sons of God in the September 15, 1998, issue:
“The remnant of the anointed “sons of God” must first be ‘revealed.’ What will this
involve? In God’s due time, it will become evident to the other sheep that the anointed
have been finally “sealed” and glorified to reign with Christ. The resurrected “sons of
God” will also be ‘revealed’ when they share with Christ in destroying Satan’s wicked
system of things.”
How might it “become evident to the other sheep that the anointed have been finally sealed and glorified”? The article does not say. However, the Bible gives some indication how this will come about.
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In the third chapter of 2 Corinthians Paul recounted the occasion when Moses
had come down from the mountain after having met with Jehovah and received the
law of the covenant and his very face “emitted rays”—like the sun. Aaron and the
older men who were waiting for Moses to come down from the mountain became so
startled at the appearance of his face that they at first fled from him. For some time afterwards Moses wore a veil over his face when speaking with the Israelites, but he removed it when he spoke with Jehovah.
Paul, though, described all the ministers of the new covenant as though they possessed the same glory as Moses, saying of Christians: “And all of us, while we with
unveiled faces reflect like mirrors the glory of Jehovah, are transformed
into the same image from glory to glory, exactly as done by Jehovah the
Spirit.” (2 Corinthians 3:18)
Of course, Paul and his fellow ministers of the new covenant did not literally
emit rays of light from their faces, as did Moses. However, Paul was not merely an
apostle to first century Christians. Since the word of God is alive in all ages, for all
time, it is as though Paul lives now too. The stoning of Stephen - by Rembrandt
To illustrate the matter, when discussing the resurrection Paul referred to himself as “we the living who survive to the presence of the Lord…” But Paul is no longer
among the living. He will not be alive on earth when the parousia begins. But that he
spoke of himself as among the living at that time speaks to the fact that much of Paul’s
writings are prophetic. It is as though Paul is alive during the parousia, explaining it.
Since the purpose of the new covenant is to produce a royal seed for the eventual
blessing of all the nations, it would be especially appropriate for the ministers of the
new covenant to be revealed in glory at such a time as the new covenant accomplishes
its intended purpose, which is to bring into existence the new creation.
And indeed, that the new covenant is terminated with the arrival of Christ is evident by the fact that Paul said that the Lord’s evening meal of unleavened bread and
wine, which serve as the emblems of the new covenant, would only be partaken of until such time as “he arrives.” (1 Corinthians 11:26)
Obviously, the revealing of the sons of God can only take place in connection
with the revelation (apokalypsis) and manifestation (epiphaneia) of Jesus himself.
And since the sons of God are yet to be glorified in connection with the manifestation
of Jesus, the actual realization of the phenomenon—when, “we with unveiled faces reflect like mirrors the glory of Jehovah”—will take place when the curtain is lifted and
the sons of God are revealed in all their glory as true sharers in the glory of Jesus
Christ himself.
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Whereas, Jesus will personally manifest himself to the chosen ones, the manifestation of Christ to the expectant creation will be through the glorified holy ones after
the harvest has been accomplished, as they then “shine as brightly as the sun in the
kingdom of their Father.”

“HIS FACE WAS AS AN ANGEL’S FACE”
A similar sensational spectacle as occurred with Moses’ face emitting rays took
place in the first century in connection with the martyrdom of Stephen. The account in
Acts serves as a powerful portent, in that, it occurred shortly after Pentecost when the
apostle Peter announced that the prophecy of Joel had been fulfilled and that the last
days had begun. However, the prophecy of Joel will find its ultimate fulfillment during
the last days of the world—the conclusion of the system—the harvest. That is when the
spirit will be poured out in its fullest measure upon the then-sealed sons and daughters of Jehovah; that is when they will see the prophetic visions and dreams with full
spiritual comprehension.
With that in mind, Stephen is said to have been full of holy spirit in performing
powerful works and portents and that none of the Jews in opposition to Christianity
could hold their own against him in debate. In that respect he typifies the glorified
sons of the kingdom. Significantly, as a result of his powerful witness before the disbelieving Jews, Stephen was hauled before the Sanhedrin—the same court that had earlier condemned Jesus to death. The account says: “And as all those sitting in the
Sanhedrin gazed at him, they saw that his face was as an angel’s face.”
After Stephen recounted to them God’s dealings with Israel, he scathingly condemned the court as the murders of the Son of God. The account relates: “Well, at
hearing these things they felt cut to their hearts and began to gnash their
teeth at him. But he, being full of holy spirit, gazed into heaven and caught
sight of God’s glory and of Jesus standing at God’s right hand, and he said:
‘Look! I behold the heavens opened up and the Son of man standing at
God’s right hand.’ At this they cried out at the top of the voice and put
their hands over their ears and rushed upon him with one accord. And
they went on casting stones at Stephen as he made appeal and said: ‘Lord
Jesus, receive my spirit.’”
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No one really knows what an angel’s face may look like. The account in Acts gives
no description whatsoever. But given the fact that angels are superhuman creatures
who dwell in the heavenly realm and bask in the radiance of the unapproachable light
emanating from the throne of Jehovah, it is understood that the Jews beheld in Stephen’s face a marvelous sight of divine luminescence. However, that did not restrain
them from murdering him.
After Stephen gave his final witness to the killers of Christ he then beheld in vision the very glory of Jehovah in heaven and Jesus at his right hand. In other words,
he had an epiphany. He saw the manifestation (epiphaneia) of both Jehovah and
Christ. The Jews before him, however, did not see the appearance.
Although the glorious revelation
came after Stephen’s face had already taken on the radiance of an
angel’s face, it still serves as a portent in connection with the glorification of the sons of God after they
become eyewitnesses to the manifestation of Christ.
It is also significant that the account says the enraged Jews “began to gnash their teeth at him.”
This may signify that the rejected sons of the kingdom, those weed-like sons of the
wicked one who claim to be spiritual Jews, who are yet destined to weep and gnash
their teeth when Jesus’ powerful angels bind them in bundles as a prelude to their destruction, will, in Judas-like fashion betray the true sons of God into death. Just as the
Jews who killed Christ became filled with madness and jealousy when condemned by
Stephen after his epiphany, so too, apostate Jehovah’s Witnesses will surely play an active role in the persecution and martyrdom of the sons of God after they have been
revealed.
Another portent exists in that Jesus foretold that during the conclusion Christians would be moved by the holy spirit to boldly speak before officialdom as a final
witness to them—just as Stephen was full of spirit when speaking before the Jewish
high court. Stephen’s powerful witness and martyrdom serves as a portent of the final
condemnatory message that will be delivered by the two anointed witnesses as a prelude to their being called up to heaven.
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Also, the fact that Stephen pleaded with the Lord Jesus to receive his spirit at
that very moment portends how the martyred holy ones will be resurrected instantaneously in the spirit—“in the twinkling of an eye,” as Paul described it. Stephen realized,
of course, that he was not going to be resurrected into heaven at that moment. And, indeed, the account says that he fell asleep in death after uttering those last words.
But the glorified sons of God who will shine as brightly as the sun during the conclusion will have the unspeakable privilege of having Jesus receive their spirit into the
heavenly realm the instant they are killed.
Finally, since proponents of the nonsensical notion that Jesus is God often point
to the account in Acts when Stephen addressed Jesus directly as a “proof text” to show
that Jesus occupies the place of God and is not merely a mediator between God and
men, a word is in order.
Given the fact that the martyrdom of Stephen is a portentous drama foreshadowing the epiphaneia and the first resurrection, and as already noted, the return of Christ
to gather his chosen ones marks the conclusion of Christ’s mediation of the new covenant, it ought to be apparent that once Jesus becomes manifest to the chosen ones and
in turn the sons of God are themselves revealed to creation—as figuratively took place
when Stephen’s face shown as an angel’s face—their relationship with Jesus changes.
At that point Jesus will no longer serve as their mediator. He will become their peer—
albeit, he will always be their firstborn older brother. The revealed sons of God will
then have direct access to Jehovah, just as Christ has always had, and as was portrayed by the fact that Stephen directly beheld the glory of Jehovah with Jesus at his
right hand.
This is the full significance of their being called the brothers of Christ and it is
also why the treatment given them after they become fully accepted as the adopted
sons of God will ultimately determine whether the peoples of the nations are judged to
be sheep or goats.
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6

THE SIGN
“But the most important date for all human creation is 1914, for that marked the
greatest turning point in all human history…”
-Watchtower, May 15, 1960 –
When confronted with the facts already presented concerning the falsity of the
1914 parousia doctrine, many of Jehovah’s Witnesses may be inclined to reason along
lines similar to this: ‘Perhaps there are some aspects of the Watchtower’s 1914 doc-
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trine that are not yet in focus, but surely the sign of Christ’s presence has been in evidence since 1914?’
This chapter will more closely examine the evidence presented. The central feature of the sign is very simple, as Jesus said: “For nation will rise against nation
and kingdom against kingdom, and there will be food shortages and earthquakes in one place after another. All these things are a beginning of
pangs of distress.”
There is no question that the First World War was the most destructive war in
history—at least up until then. But, did the war of 1914 fulfill Jesus’ prophecy in a way
that no other war can—or will? Is it possible that there could perhaps be another war
in the future, one even more destructive than the 20th century’s two world wars,
which, if accompanied by the other specified calamities, might serve as the actual sign
of Christ’s return?
The Watchtower says no. The reasoning behind that is based on the assumption
that because numerous nations now possess nuclear weapons and various other fiendish weapons of mass destruction, any future wars would be so destructive that the human race simply could not survive. And since the Bible assures us that the earth will
not be destroyed and that people will live forever on the earth, for that reason another
world war is deemed to be out of the question.
For example, in the book Reasoning from the Scriptures, under the topic “Last
Days,” the Watchtower offers this explanation to skeptical householders who might
pose the possibility of a future war fulfilling the sign of Christ’s presence:
“Well, part of the sign given by Jesus involves war between nations and kingdoms.
But what would happen today if fulfillment of the sign required that we wait until
another all-out war were to break out between the superpowers? Such a war would
leave few if any survivors. So, you see, God’s purpose that there be survivors
indicates that we are now very close to the end of this old system.”
The Reasoning from the Scriptures also offers the additional reasoning:
“Matching world events to this prophecy is like matching a fingerprint to its owner.
There will not be someone else with the identical print. Likewise, the pattern of
events that began in 1914 will not be repeated in some future generation.”
But is the Watchtower’s reasoning sound? Can it positively be ruled out that the
sign of Christ’s presence might not possibly display itself more convincingly in the future? That question is made all the more pertinent in view of the fact the Watchtower
also teaches that prophecies cannot be understood before they are fulfilled.
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In a backhanded sort of way the Watchtower contradicts its own reasoning. On
the one hand, Jehovah’s Witnesses are told that the pattern set in 1914 definitely cannot be repeated in some future generation; yet, the Watchtower also admits that
prophecies cannot be understood before they are fulfilled. But if prophecies cannot be
understood in detail beforehand, how can it be said for certain that future developments will not surpass the scope and scale of the foretold events now associated with
1914? According to the Watchtower’s own writings we will have to wait and see how
things develop in the future before we can confidently determine whether prophecies
have been fulfilled or not.
The previously cited statement said that a war involving nuclear powers would
“leave few if any survivors,” and for that reason it has been deemed impossible. But
that type of scenario is exactly what Jesus was alluding to when he said that the tribulation would be of such severity that unless Jehovah intervened to cut it short no flesh
would survive. Obviously, there is nothing that prevents the nations from engaging in
another world war—even one many times more destructive than any previous wars.
Needless to say, even a limited nuclear exchange would dwarf the catastrophe known
as the First World War.
In the past the Watchtower has taught that Jesus’ prophecy concerning “fearful
sights” and “great signs” from heaven, as well as men becoming “faint out of fear,” has
already been fulfilled in the 20th century. Citing the fearsome weapons used during
World War I, the Watchtower wrote as recently as October 1, 1988:
“World War I introduced terrible new weapons. From the heavens, airplanes and
airships rained down bombs and bullets. Even more terrifying was the destruction
that rained down on helpless civilians in World War II, including that of two atom
bombs…Meanwhile, as foretold,
Canvas-winged airplanes of WWI vintage
“men become faint out of fear
and expectation of the things
coming upon the inhabited
earth.” Crime, terrorism,
economic collapse, chemical
pollution, and radiation
poisoning from nuclear power
plants, together with the
mounting threat of nuclear war,
are all causes of “fear.”
But really, the canvas69

winged airplanes of the 1914 era cannot even begin to compare to modern weaponry.
Besides, those crude airplanes did not target civilian populations nor did they have the
capability to do so; whereas, merely one sophisticated warplane today can carry more
firepower than all of the weapons and munitions used in both world wars!
Furthermore, the anxiety people of the 20th century may have experienced concerning the future does not exactly appear to be what Jesus was describing when he
foretold that men will “become faint out of fear and expectation of the things coming
upon the inhabited earth.” It is true that the world has lived in fear of nuclear war and
other calamities, but becoming “faint out of fear” would seem to suggest a unique sort
of knee-buckling terror in response to a catastrophic situation—not merely anxiety
over the possibility.
Interestingly, since at least 1995 the Watchtower has quietly begun to reinterpret
this feature of the sign concerning men becoming faint with fear, so as to apply it to
the future. Now Jehovah’s Witnesses no longer consider the common anxiety society
has been experiencing as being part of the sign of Christ’s presence. However, that presents the Watchtower with yet another interpretive dilemma. That is because according to Jesus’ prophecy, the fearful sights from heaven and men becoming faint with
fright is a result of nation rising against nation in warfare. That is evidently why in the
very next verse Jesus told his disciples: “But as these things start to occur, raise
yourselves erect and lift your heads up, because your deliverance is getting near.”
As what “things start to occur”? According to Jesus, wars and even reports of
wars were going to induce terror. That is why Jesus exhorted his disciples not to give
into fear, saying: “Furthermore, when you hear of wars and disorders, do not be terrified. For these things must occur first, but the end does not occur immediately.”
Jesus went on to enlarge upon the sign, foretelling that his disciples would see
“fearful sights.” At Luke 21:10-11, Jesus said: “Nation will rise against nation,
and kingdom against kingdom; and there will be great earthquakes, and
in one place after another pestilences and food shortages; and there will
be fearful sights and from heaven great signs.”
The wars and disorders Jesus foretold are evidently also the primary cause of terror—perhaps culminating in fearful sights and great signs in the form of great billowing mushroom clouds boiling into the heavens. One thing is certain: Even the detonation of one thermonuclear weapon will induce in mankind a living terror never before
experienced in all of history.
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The most conspicuous deficiency of the Watchtower’s 1914 doctrine is the obvious fact that it has now been almost a century and virtually everyone who originally
witnessed the events associated with the Great War of 1914 has long since passed
away. However, up until 1995 the Watchtower fostered the belief among Jehovah’s
Witnesses that some of the 1914 generation would still be alive to see the end. As recently as 1993, the Watchtower stated:
“Thus, all the features of the last days must take place within the lifetime of one
generation, the generation of 1914. So some people who were alive in 1914 will still be
alive when this system comes to its end. That generation of people is now very
advanced in years, indicating that there is not much time left before God brings this
present system of things to an end.”
The November 1, 1995, Watchtower endeavored to redefine a generation while still retaining the 1914
date. Because Jesus used the term
“generation” in context with the
wicked faithlessness of the Jews, Jehovah’s Witnesses now believe that a
“generation” has no connection to
the duration of a group of people living at a specific time.
However, when Jesus pronounced sentence upon the faithless
Jewish nation at Matthew 23:36, he
said to them: “Truly I say to you,
all these things will come upon
this generation.” In the first century the generation that heard Jesus’
pronouncement did not pass away
until they also saw the fulfillment of
“all these things,” culminating with
the destruction of Jerusalem.
According to Jesus, his disciples living at the time would personally see the sign of his presence. Jesus even provided an illustration to emphasize the point, saying: “Now learn from the fig tree
as an illustration this point: Just as soon as its young branch grows tender
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and it puts forth leaves, you know that summer is near. Likewise also you,
when you see all these things, know that he is near at the doors.”
The pronoun “you” appears three times in the verse quoted. But, have you personally witnessed the events that took place in 1914? Has anyone living now personally witnessed all of the things Jesus foretold? Did Jesus merely intend for his disciples living at the time of his return to “see” the sign of his presence by reading history
books or by word of mouth eyewitness accounts handed down from grandparents and
great grandparents? If so, why did Jesus say, “when you see all these things”? According to the brochure quoted in the first part of this chapter, the Watchtower asserts that
many people have personally seen the sign of Jesus’ presence. The article poses the
question:
“Have you experienced the war destruction, the food shortages, or any of the great
earthquakes that have plagued the earth since 1914? If so, you have been an
eyewitness of "the sign" of "the time of
the end" of this system of things.”
How many people today
Honestly, though, how many peohave really “experienced” the
ple today have really “experienced” the
sign of Christ’s presence?
sign of Christ’s presence? Most people
living in the Western world have not personally experienced any of the things Jesus foretold. However, according to the Watchtower brochure entitled Does God Really Care About Us? the modern plagues of heart
disease, AIDS and cancer are also a fulfillment of the sign. Here is what the Watchtower Society has stated:
“The Spanish influenza alone killed about 20,000,000 people following World War I
—some estimates being 30,000,000 or more. AIDS has taken hundreds of thousands
of lives and could take millions more in the near future. Each year millions of people
die of heart ailments, cancer, and other diseases. Millions more die the slow death of
hunger. Without a doubt the ‘horsemen of the Apocalypse’ with their wars, food
shortages, and disease epidemics have been cutting down large numbers of the
human family since 1914.”
But if the four horsemen of the Apocalypse have already commenced their deadly
gallop, as is assumed, is it reasonable that the world’s population should be steadily increasing? Should not the population be dramatically reduced when the deadly prophetic horsemen are unleashed upon the world? For instance, during the time when
the Black Death stalked the continent of Europe, the population of some regions was
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reduced by as much as 50%! Entire towns were completely wiped out by the deadly
scourge. But, do the degenerate diseases of Western Civilization, such as cancer and
heart disease, even pose the same kind of menace as the bubonic contagion of centuries past? Obviously not.
Furthermore, does it make any sense that the a large part of the world’s population is being plagued by disease epidemics and famines of apocalyptic proportions
when, according to the Watchtower, one of the major threats facing the more affluent
nations today is obesity?
According to Revelation, a quarter of the earth’s population is destined to succumb to the combined ravages of the three apocalyptic horsemen: “And I saw, and,
look! a pale horse; and the one seated upon it had the name Death. And
Hades was closely following him. And authority was given them over the

Ther four horsemen of the
Apocalypse - 1887 Victor Vasnetsov
fourth part of the earth, to kill with a long sword and with food shortage
and with deadly plague and by the wild beasts of the earth.”
What does it mean that “the fourth part of the earth” is given over to the authority of Death? If words mean anything, particularly God’s words, the “fourth part” must
evidently signify that approximately 25%, or about one-quarter of the world is destined to fall victim to the apocalyptic horsemen. Do the number of deaths attributed to
the wars, famines, and pestilences of the 20th century approximate one-quarter of the
earth’s population then?
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In 1900 there were about 1.5 billion people on earth. There were about 8-9 million men killed during World War One and an additional 20-40 million unfortunate
souls perished from the Spanish Flu pandemic in 1918. Apparently there were no major famines during that same period. So, taking the high-end number of deaths from
the Spanish Flu and rounding up the deaths from WWI to 10 million, for a combined
total of 50 million, what percentage of 1.5 billion is 50 million?
That figure represents roughly 3% of the total population at that time— nowhere
near one-fourth of the world’s population in 1914-19.
But what about taking into consideration all of the deaths from war, famine and
pestilence during the 20th century, as the Watchtower does? For example, the Watchtower often states that the numerous wars of the past century claimed over 100 million lives. The problem with that approach is that the earth’s population is also expanding—now exponentially—in spite of the horrendous death toll of war, famine and
pestilence.
So, if we take the 100 million figure and even add an additional 150 million to it
for all sorts of untimely deaths, that hypothetical quarter of a billion dead still only represents roughly 4% of the present population, which now stands at over
6,700,000,000.
Is God’s Word exaggerating when it states that the four horsemen are given
authority “over the fourth part of the earth”? Or given all that has been presented up
to this point, is it more sensible to conclude that the sign of Christ’s presence has not
appeared yet?
Just as the Watchtower cannot authoritatively assure us that there will not be another world war, neither can they validly discount the possibility that food shortages
and pandemics may occur in the future on a scale never before experienced. For example, experts in the field of virology continue to issue dire warnings that the emerging
Avian flu has the potential to sweep the globe and could possibly kill as many as a billion people. If even only a fraction of that number should fall victim, such a grim,
worst-case scenario would far surpass the horrors of the Spanish Flu of 1918. And it is
not out of the question that future pestilences may even be the result of manmade biological weapons.
If the First World War was the “beginning of pangs of distress” that Jesus had
foretold, then the other facets of the sign of Christ’s presence ought to be in evidence
also. Are they?
Another aspect of the sign of Christ’s presence is recorded at Matthew 24:9-14,
which reads: “Then people will deliver you up to tribulation and will kill
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you, and you will be objects of hatred by all the nations on account of my
name. Then, also, many will be stumbled and will betray one another and
will hate one another. And many false prophets will arise and mislead
many; and because of the increasing of lawlessness the love of the greater
number will cool off. But he that has endured to the end is the one that
will be saved. And this good news of the kingdom will be preached in all
the inhabited earth for a witness to all the nations; and then the end will
come.”
There is no question but that in
the past 100 years Jehovah’s Witnesses have been one of the most
hated and maligned religious organizations in the world. The persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses
by the Nazis is well known. During the 1930’s and 40’s Jehovah’s Witnesses in the United
Police lead mob against
States were also subjected to
two of Jehovah’s Witnesses
waves of intense mob violence
and harassment. Canadian witnesses were intensely persecuted as well, particularly in the French-speaking province
of Quebec during the 1950’s.
More recently, during the 1970’s the government of Malawi sanctioned the vicious persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses, resulting in thousands being driven from
their homes, brutalized and killed. Jehovah’s Witnesses are presently being persecuted in numerous former Soviet countries. But do these persecutions, past and present, make up the sign of the conclusion of the system of things? After all, the original
Christians were viciously persecuted at times too. Is it not possible that all of the persecutions up to this point have merely been a preview of what is to come?
Consider more closely the parallel account of Christ’s prophecy as it appears in
Mark: “As for you, look out for yourselves; people will deliver you up to local courts, and you will be beaten in synagogues and be put on the stand
before governors and kings for my sake, for a witness to them. Also, in all
the nations the good news has to be preached first. But when they are leading you along to deliver you up, do not be anxious beforehand about what
to speak; but whatever is given you in that hour, speak this, for you are
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not the ones speaking, but the holy spirit is. Furthermore, brother will deliver brother over to death, and a father a child, and children will rise up
against parents and have them put to death; and you will be objects of hatred by all people on account of my name. But he that has endured to the
end is the one that will be saved.”
Please note that Jesus said that the good news had to be preached first. “First,”
before what? The good news is preached to the nations first before Christians are delivered up to the courts and rulers in order to give them a final witness. Have Jehovah’s
Witnesses been placed on the stand before the governors and rulers of the world “for a
witness to them”? True, some court cases involving the unjust persecution and banning of Jehovah’s Witnesses have attained national and even international prominence. The recent banning of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Moscow is an example. But do
such cases really fulfill the requirements of Christ’s prophetic sign? Remember, the
Watchtower has compared the sign of Christ’s presence to a unique fingerprint. The
question is, are past events an exacting match of what Christ foretold would happen?
Surely Jesus’ instructions to his followers not to be anxious about their legal
plight and to “settle it in your hearts not to rehearse beforehand how to make your defense,” (Luke 21:14-16) rules out lawyers even being involved in behalf of the defense.
Furthermore, do modern legal cases involving the Watchtower really allow Jehovah’s
Witnesses to give a witness concerning the kingdom of God before government officials? Or is it more a case of legal wrangling between governments and Watchtower
lawyers? In contrast with Christ’s counsel, what attorney would dare go to court without first carefully rehearsing beforehand how to make a defense for their client? Does
the holy spirit speak to the governmental rulers through legal petitions filed by Watchtower attorneys? The pattern found in the Holy Scriptures indicates otherwise.
Jesus Christ, himself, once stood before the judgment seat of the Jewish high
priest and King Herod, as well as before the Roman governor, Pilate, without having
an attorney present. His defense was very simple. He spoke about the kingdom of
God. Peter, James and John also gave a witness before the Jewish high court without
having some attorney speak for them in the legalese of that day. Paul even appeared
before Caesar in Rome in order to give a thorough witness concerning Christ’s
kingdom.
But have rank and file Jehovah’s Witnesses ever appeared before high-ranking
officials without being represented by lawyers and preparing a legal defense beforehand? While Jehovah’s Witnesses may assume that the underlying kingdom issue is
paramount in such instances where the Watchtower’s lawyers seek legal redress for
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bannings and persecutions, still, what comparison is there to the bold witness given by
Christ and the apostles?
Moreover, the persecutions of Jehovah’s Witnesses to date do not seem to approach the scale or severity that Christ was describing when he foretold: “Furthermore, brother will deliver brother over to death, and a father a child, and
children will rise up against parents and have them put to death.”
The familial betrayal of Christians is a significant feature of the sign of the conclusion of the system. If the time of the end really commenced in 1914, should not this
characteristic of Christ’s prophecy be as prominent as the wars, famines and pestilences? Perhaps there were a few instances of Christian witnesses being betrayed into
death by a family member during the Holocaust, but if there were such instances they
were very rare.
However, the Hebrew prophecies point forward to a time when the Christian society will be shattered and spiritual brothers will turn upon one another in large numbers to have them put to death. For example, the entire seventh chapter of Micah has
to do with the fall and subsequent restoration of Jehovah’s people during the conclusion. Specifically, Micah 7:2 says: “The loyal one has perished from the earth,
and among mankind there is no upright one. All of them, for bloodshed
they lie in wait. They hunt, everyone his own brother, with a dragnet.” Micah went on to say: “Do not put your faith in a companion. Do not put
your trust in a confidential friend. From her who is lying in your bosom
guard the openings of your mouth. For a son is despising a father; a daughter is rising up against her mother; a daughter-in-law against her motherin-law; a man’s enemies are the men of his household.”
It might be difficult for Jehovah’s Witnesses to visualize the organization ever imploding upon itself, while brothers and sisters turn upon each other in ugly acts of
treachery and betrayal; but it is also equally difficult for most people to imagine the
present system ever violently collapsing. Yet, the prophets assure us that Jehovah is going to rock this world to its very foundation.
As for the spiritual condition of the organization, there is already a detectable
spirit of disillusionment and waning zeal reflected among a growing number of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Meanwhile, many outsiders and ex-Witnesses consider the Watchtower Society to be a dangerous, brainwashed cult. The persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses in times past testifies as to how easily public sentiment can be inflamed, particularly during the hysteria of war. While the vast majority of Jehovah’s Witnesses
are content to unquestioningly follow the Watchtower at the moment, what happens
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when the Watchtower’s prophetic expectations are undeniably discredited by unanticipated developments? Then what?

“THEN, ALSO, MANY WILL BE STUMBLED”
It is well know, for instance, that the Watchtower has repeatedly stated that the
great tribulation will commence when the United Nations suddenly destroys Babylon
the Great—including all of Christendom. But the Scriptures simply do not support the
Watchtower’s speculative interpretations. Even more disconcerting is that Jehovah’s
Witnesses have been led to believe they will more or less be idle bystanders to God’s
judgments. Contrary to the prevailing opinion that the organization will survive the
end, Hosea foretells: “And I will put your mother to silence. My people will
certainly be silenced, because there is no knowledge.” Now, the question
posed here is: What will happen when Bethel is silenced at the critical juncture when
Jehovah’s Witnesses look to their “mother” for guidance?
In the inevitable confusion and madness of war, famine, pestilence, financial collapse and the ultimate humiliation and desolation of the Watchtower Society, the presently simmering hatred and fear of Jehovah’s Witnesses will erupt into a frenzied persecution never before experienced. Jehovah’s Witnesses who blindly follow the Watchtower with no real attachment to Jehovah will likely become completely bewildered
and confounded. Indeed, in the context of Micah’s prophecy concerning brothers being betrayed by brothers, the prophet says: “The day of your watchmen, of your
being given attention, must come. Now will occur the confounding of
them.”
Under conditions of a police state it does not require a great deal of imagination
to envision the faithless cracking under pressure and betraying their former brothers
and family members into death, as Christ forewarned when he said: “Then, also,
many will be stumbled and will betray one another and will hate one another. And many false prophets will arise and mislead many…”
Tragically, the Watchtower really has no insight into these vital matters. They
would have Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that the “many,” who “will be stumbled” and
“betray one another,” are not even Christians. As many times as the Watchtower has
cited the 24th chapter of Matthew they have rarely even offered a single word of commentary on the verses quoted above. Apparently it is considered an insignificant feature of the sign.
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Another facet of the sign of Christ’s presence is an “increasing of lawlessness.”
But what exactly was Jesus foretelling when he said: “Because of the increasing of
lawlessness the love of the greater number will cool off”? The Watchtower
has always maintained that the “increasing of lawlessness” has to do with an increase
in crime of all sorts. There are a few problems with that interpretation.
The United States Bureau of Justice website for crime statistics indicates that for
the last decade crime trends have been steadily decreasing—not increasing. There is
no question that the 1960’s through the early 1990’s saw an increasing of crime of all
sorts, but the trend has undeniably been reversed—at least in the United States, which
is one of the most violent and lawless nations in the world. However, the word “lawlessness,” as it is used in the Scriptures, always pertains to religious hypocrisy and rebellion against God. Jesus used the word on three other occasions. On the Sermon on
the Mount Jesus said he would say to the hypocrites who pretend to serve him: “And
yet then I will confess to them: I never knew you! Get away from me, you
workers of lawlessness.”
And in connection with the judgment upon the weed-like Christians, Jesus said:
“The Son of man will send forth his angels, and they will collect out from
his kingdom all things that cause stumbling and persons who are doing
lawlessness.” In judgment of the hypocritical Pharisees Jesus said: “In that way
you also, outwardly indeed, appear righteous to men, but inside you are
full of hypocrisy and lawlessness.”
In each of the cited texts “lawlessness” was used in reference to spiritual corruption among those who claimed to serve God. It is apparent, then, Jesus was foretelling
an increasing of hypocrisy and apostasy in his congregation as an aspect of the sign of
his presence—not an increasing of criminal activity in the world. The cooling off of the
love of many and the increasing of lawlessness
Jesus consistently used the word “lawlessness”
must occur among those
to describe religious hypocrisy and faithlessness who formally loved God
and were faithful to him.
In the Bible book of Mark,
Jesus foretold: “In all the nations the good news has to be preached first.”
Presently, Jesus’ words are understood to mean “first”—before the end of the system.
That is because Jesus said in the often-quoted 24th chapter of Matthew: “And this
good news of the kingdom will be preached in all the inhabited earth for a
witness to all the nations; and then the end will come.” Paradoxically,on the
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one hand, in the gospel of Matthew Jesus says the good news will be preached before
the end, but in Mark he says it must be preached first—before the persecution and
seemingly before “nation will rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom.”
That is made even more apparent in the 21st chapter of Luke, where Jesus said:
“But before all these things people will lay their hands upon you and persecute you, delivering you up to the synagogues and prisons.” “Before all these
things” is in reference to the wars, food shortages and fearful sights from heaven Jesus
foretold in the previous verse. Could it be that the world-wide kingdom preaching
work that has already been accomplished by Jehovah’s Witnesses and the persecutions suffered up to this point are preliminary to the actual appearance of the sign of
Christ’s presence, but that during Christ’s presence a great final witness will be delivered—“and then the end will come”? There are sound reasons to believe that is true.
Consider the first century pattern, whereby, shortly after Jesus commenced his
ministry he also trained and dispatched 70 disciples to herald the coming of the kingdom of God. It is noteworthy that the apostles and disciples only had a rudimentary
grasp of what the kingdom of God actually was at that time. The apostles also assumed
that the kingdom was going to begin ruling immediately. They believed that since Jesus was then physically present that the kingdom was going to instantly take over the
world. We are informed at Luke 19:11 that Jesus gave them an illustration because
“they were imagining that the kingdom of God was going to display itself instantly.”
Remarkably, though, Jesus still commissioned them to preach, in spite of their ignorance. But after Jesus’ resurrection the apostles and disciples had their minds fully
opened to the real truth concerning God’s kingdom. And after the anointing spirit was
poured out, the early Christians became an indomitable spiritual force that undertook
to evangelize the entire Mediterranean world.
Jesus’ dealings with his first century congregation stand as a pattern. Jehovah’s
Witnesses are in the same position relative to Christ’s coming as were the apostles before Jesus’ death and resurrection. Just like the 70 disciples who were sent out to announce that God’s kingdom had drawn near, Jehovah’s Witnesses have raised awareness of vital spiritual matters concerning God’s kingdom. But, like the 70 who were
sent out, Jehovah’s Witnesses are also laboring under various erroneous assumptions
and premature expectations.
According to virtually every prophetic book in the Bible, the arrival of Christ will
result in a massive sifting and refining of all Christians during a time of great distress.
That is when the genuine sign of Christ’s presence will become evident. Afterwards
there will be an outpouring of spirit and truth that will impel the chastised and hum80

bled to embark on an intense preaching campaign that will serve to put the world on
notice that the kingdom has finally arrived — “and then the end will come.”

And then the
end will
come
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THE TEMPEST
“Look! A calamity is going forth from nation to nation, and a great tempest itself
will be roused up from the remotest parts of the earth.”
–Jeremiah 25:32 –

When Charles Taze Russell formed the original Allegheny Bible study group in
1874 it had been less than a decade since the American Civil War had ended. To put
things into some perspective, at that time the last wave of the westward-heading pio82

neers were still plodding across the open prairie in ox and horse drawn covered wagons and wars were still being waged using muskets, bayonets and iron cannon balls.
When the Watchtower originally began publishing its message to the world it was still
more than a decade before the first crude “horseless carriages” would appear on city
streets and country lanes. And the
Wright brothers had not even
When C.T. Russell formed his Bible study
launched the era of aviation when the
group pioneers were still crossing
first International Bible Students in
America in covered wagons
America and Europe began to anticipate the great and fearful sights that
Jesus foretold would appear in the
heavens as a sign.
There were no telephones, no radios, no televisions, no computers, no
i-pads or earth-orbiting satellites
back then. The man-powered printing
press and the telegraph were still the
state-of-the-art means of communication and the bicycle was the most modern form
of personal transportation. The world was a much bigger and simpler place, or at least
it must have seemed that way.
But that was the setting on the world’s stage when the forerunners of the modern
movement of Jehovah’s Witnesses first came on the scene and began to announce the
coming of the great tempest of Jehovah. And for a brief period during the terrible tumult of the First World War, especially as it was accompanied with the horrific Spanish Flu pandemic of 1918, it surely must have seemed to many as though the horsemen
of the Apocalypse had been unleashed and that civilization itself was in its death
throes.
But of course, that was not the case at all. Instead of marking the start of the calamitous conclusion of the system of things, since 1914 the world has developed in
ways that were unimaginable to that bygone generation.
There is no question that mankind has benefited greatly from the technological
progress that has been made since the Industrial Revolution began. In the nations that
have been allowed to develop at least, the ultimate benefits of applied science and innovation have been many. At the very least the world has benefited in practical terms by
a reduction in infant mortality; the eradication of some diseases; the mitigation of
food shortages and famines and an increase in the lifespan and quality of life over all.
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At the same time, though, the peoples of the developed nations have become
more and more dependent on an increasingly intricate and complex system of things.
And most unsettling is the growing vulnerability of all the nations to the threat posed
by a variety of fiendish weapons of mass destruction and the specter of a nuclear holocaust and ecological collapse.
But to illustrate the profound social change that has taken place as a result of industrialization, around the turn of the 20th century the majority of people in the nowdeveloped nations still lived on small family farms or in small towns and rural villages.
Although perhaps poor, people living back then were more self-sufficient, if in varying
degrees. That is one reason why the Great Depression of the 1930’s did not result in
mass starvation in America. Besides the government safety nets that were provided
during that bleak time, such as soup kitchens, the Civilian Conservation Corp and Social Security, except for areas of the Dust Bowl many unemployed city dwellers simply
migrated back to the family farm, where they were able to scratch out a living until the
depression ended.
But now the majority of earth’s 7 billion souls live in cities and hundreds of millions of people around the world even live in sprawling mega-cities and are dependent
upon the continual function of an increasingly complex but fragile labyrinthal system;
such as an intricate electric grid, transportation infrastructure, just-in-time delivery
schemes, fuel transport and storage systems, water purification and sewage systems
and a maze of interconnected communications networks. Life’s necessities such as
food, fuel, clothing and medicines may come from a myriad of different suppliers and
middlemen from the farthest corners of the planet. A break in any link of the global
chain means certain catastrophe.
Perhaps one of the most profound and far-reaching ways in which technology
has changed the world over the most recent decades is the development of the incomprehensibly complex, computer-driven, global financial system. Although it is assumed to be beneficial to the peoples of the world, to underscore the susceptibility of
the nations to risks inherent in such a system, the recent financial crash that began in
earnest in September 2008 has sent shockwaves reverberating around the globe, instantaneously causing economic distress in places far-removed from the Wall Street
eye of the storm, such as Iceland, Indonesia and India. Even the industrial powerhouses, like Germany, South Korea, China and Japan are reeling from the collapse of
the Wall Street system.
As an indication of the critical nature of the ongoing financial crisis, although
just a few weeks before the crisis erupted as front-page news, politicians and business84

men scoffed at the suggestion of a severe economic downturn, now, though, some of
those same business and political leaders speak in stricken tones of the very real possibility of a systemic meltdown and the need for a global solution to the intractable difficulty that has overtaken them.
And indeed, since the financial
storm erupted governments and
central banks around the world
have been in an emergency crisismanagement mode, frantically
throwing trillions of Dollars,
Pounds, Euros, Yen and whatever
else, into the banks and markets
in an effort to avert the catastrophic crash of the world’s financial and monetary systems.
But collapse, it seems, is inevitable. That is because it is a physical impossibility
that the trillions upon trillions of dollars of debt and fictitious financial claims called
derivatives can ever be satisfied. The present global financial system is usurious, nonproductive, speculative and predatory by design. The gargantuan, must-expand-orimplode credit bubble, is rapidly reaching the end of its ability to extract any more
blood from its depleted host. What is likely to happen then?
Simply put, the stage is set for an unimaginable catastrophe; namely, the collapse of the U.S. Dollar-based financial system. And because globalization has developed to the extent that it has, with the U.S. Dollar functioning as the world’s reserve
currency, no nation can insulate itself from the calamity that is now engulfing the
Anglo-American system.
Truly, the growing financial tempest sweeping the planet has the potential to
wreck entire nations, especially the wealthiest. And with the world in such a state of
crisis there is also an increasing likelihood that another world war will be launched by
certain powers-that-be who are determined to stay in control in the post-crash world.
While on the one hand, scientific progress and computer technology has brought
many benefits, it has also given governmental authorities nearly omnipotent powers of
surveillance and empowered the money mavens to defraud and plunder on a global
scale. It has also made possible a devastating electronic run on the world’s banks with
a few clicks of a computer mouse. And though modern means of transportation has enabled people to travel the world with ease, it has also facilitated the swift spread of con85

tagious diseases from isolated areas. Most disconcerting, military planners have used
technology to perfect Hitler’s strategy of Blitzkrieg—lightening war—now known as
“shock and awe.”
And though science has brought about a green revolution of increased harvests,
the complexities of the market system and the monopolistic concentration of corporate power over all aspects of food production means that a breakdown anywhere in
the chain could create massive food shortages and famines, even in the developed nations. Yes, science has given mankind many lifesaving medicines and surgical devices,
but it has also developed bacteriologic and viral agents and super-toxins and empowered evil men with the ability to annihilate the human race with push-button ease.
In short, the world has unwisely constructed the means of its own destruction
and the principle of Jehovah’s decree is that those who have sown the wind must in
the end also reap the whirlwind. But how else ought such an ungodly and morally corrupt civilization conclude except in a maelstrom of its own madness?

“A GREAT TEMPEST ITSELF WILL BE ROUSED UP”
Although having been in expectation of it for a long time, Jehovah’s Witnesses
are, nonetheless, laboring under the illusion that the great tempest of Jehovah emanates directly from heaven and will be manifest as an awesome display of divine
power. While it is true that Christ will ultimately make his presence known in a supernatural manifestation of divine power during the actual war of Armageddon, that is
not what the storm of Jehovah is, at least not the initial phase of it.
According to the word of God the storm originates from within the nations themselves. Jehovah merely allows it to occur and uses it to accomplish his judgments.
That is apparent from the 25th chapter of Jeremiah, which reads: “A noise will certainly come clear to the farthest part of the earth, for there is a controversy that Jehovah has with the nations. He must personally put himself
in judgment with all flesh. As regards the wicked ones, he must give them
to the sword,’ is the utterance of Jehovah. This is what Jehovah of armies
has said, ‘Look! A calamity is going forth from nation to nation, and a
great tempest itself will be roused up from the remotest parts of the
earth.’”
In the days of Jeremiah the prophet, the “great tempest” that was “roused up
from the remotest parts of the earth” came in the form of the onward-sweeping legions of mighty Babylon. Nation after nation was crushed by the Babylonian jugger86

naut. No nation in the region escaped the calamity—not even Judah with its charmed
city on the hill, Jerusalem.
Isaiah described Babylon’s army as a ferocious, unstoppable force; commissioned by God himself, saying of it: “And he has raised up a signal to a great nation far away, and he has whistled to it at the extremity of the earth; and,
look! in haste it will swiftly come in. There is no one tired nor is anyone
stumbling among them. No one is drowsy and no one sleeps. And the belt
around their loins will certainly not be opened, nor the laces of their sandals be torn in two; because their arrows are sharpened and all their bows
are bent. The very hoofs of their horses will have to be accounted as flint
itself, and their wheels as a storm wind. The roaring of theirs is like that
of a lion, and they roar like maned young lions.” (Isaiah 5:26-29)
But Babylon’s conquest, as terrible and extensive as it was, was not by any means
a global calamity. Nor did Jehovah “put himself in judgment with all flesh” back then,
as the prophecy of Jeremiah states. This leads to the inescapable conclusion that the
Hebrew prophecies related to the “world” conquest by imperial Babylon have a much
broader application pertaining to the last king, the so-called eighth king of
Revelation.
To be sure, Jeremiah 23:19-20, indicates that the whirling tempest of Jehovah
will have an ultimate realization “in the final part of the days.” Those verses read:
“Look! The windstorm of Jehovah, rage itself, will certainly go forth, even
a whirling tempest. Upon the head of the wicked ones it will whirl
itself. The anger of Jehovah will not turn back until he will have carried
out and until he will have made the ideas of his heart come true. In the final part of the days you people will give your consideration to it with understanding.”
Although Jehovah’s Witnesses are convinced that the final part of the days began
in 1914, obviously “the windstorm of Jehovah” has not begun to rage yet. Indeed, and
neither will Jehovah’s Witnesses be idle bystanders—witnessing the tempest as if from
afar, as some may assume will be the case. Quite to the contrary, the coming storm of
tyranny will be the means by which Jehovah will put himself in judgment with his people first—flushing out wicked and faithless men from their places of concealment
within his organization. It may well be that the financial gales now buffeting the nations are but the preliminary outer squall bands extending out from the onrushing
tempest of Jehovah—time will tell.
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A THUNDEROUS STORM OF FLOODING WATERS
At Isaiah 28:2 God has issued a global storm warning in the form of an edict
against his nation/congregation, saying: “Look! Jehovah has someone strong
and vigorous. Like a thunderous storm of hail, a destructive storm, like a
thunderous storm of powerful, flooding waters, he will certainly do a casting down to the earth with force.”
“Someone strong and vigorous” is in reference to the earthly agency that God will
use to bring about his judgments. That the “thunderous storm of hail” will cast down
that which belongs to Jehovah is evident from the fact that a faithful remnant of “his
people” will not be swept away in the “thunderous storm of hail” and flooding downpour of Jehovah’s denunciation. But not only will the faithful survive the denunciatory
deluge, verses 5-6 foretell that Jehovah will distinguish them as with a “garland of
beauty” during the heat of battle. Those hope-inspiring verses read: “In that day Jehovah of armies will become as a crown of decoration and as a garland of
beauty to the ones remaining over of his people, and as a spirit of justice
to the one sitting in the judgment, and as mightiness to those turning
away the battle from the gate.”
The expression—“the ones remaining over of his people”—may also be expressed
as ‘the remnant of his people.’ “The remnant” is a biblical expression frequently used
by Jehovah’s Witnesses in reference to the anointed— the expression being a holdover
from the language of the King James Bible. Most noteworthy, though, is the similarity
of this portion of the prophecy of Isaiah with the 12th chapter of Revelation. Specifically, the “flood” of persecution disgorged by the symbolic satanic dragon directed at
the woman of the covenant is precisely the same event as is portrayed by the “thunderous storm of powerful, flooding waters.” How may that be conclusively determined?
The book of Revelation reveals that the Devil will be permitted to bring “woe”
upon the earth and sea when he unleashes shock and awe against the remnant of the
seed of the woman; which comes about as a direct result of his being forcibly cast
down from heaven by the first act of Christ’s incoming kingdom. Isaiah’s prophecy is
in harmony with that ordering of events.
The prophecy indicates that the tempest occurs concurrently with the establishment of the kingdom. Alluding to Jesus Christ as the foundational stone of the kingdom of Zion—Zion being the symbolic capitol of God’s heavenly kingdom—the prophecy goes on to say: “‘Here I am laying as a foundation; in Zion a stone, a tried
stone, the precious corner of a sure foundation. No one exercising faith
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will get panicky. And I will make justice the measuring line and righteousness the leveling instrument; and the hail must sweep away the refuge of a
lie, and the waters themselves will flood out the very place of concealment. And your covenant with Death will certainly be dissolved, and that
vision of yours with Sheol will not stand. The overflowing flash flood,
when it passes through—you must also become for it a trampling place. As
often as it passes through, it will take you men away, because morning by
morning it will pass through, during the day and during the night; and it
must become nothing but a reason for quaking to make others understand
what has been heard.’”
The flooding torrent of Jehovah’s condemnation will inevitably sweep away the
lie that Christ’s presence
began in 1914. It will
flood out and expose as
corrupt those who continue to perversely cling
to the Society’s “artfully
“Look! Jehovah has someone strong
contrived false stories”
and vigorous. Like a thunderous
storm of hail, a destructive storm”
after the actual powerful
presence of Christ begins. For a certainty, the
persistent belief that salvation is only attainable
for those who remain
loyal to the Watchtower
Society, as if they have
established a covenant
with Death, will be dissolved and washed away. Their place of refuge within the fabricated lie of the supposed inviolability of “Jehovah’s earthly organization” will be swept
away like a child’s sandcastle at high tide.
As an example of how the Society has tried to conceal itself from God’s denunciation consider how it has misapplied the 54th chapter of Isaiah. The prophecy is directed to God’s own beloved, but “tempest-tossed” woman of the covenant. Verses 7-8
say: “For a little moment I left you entirely, but with great mercies I shall
collect you together. With a flood of indignation I concealed my face from
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you for but a moment, but with loving-kindness to time indefinite I will
have mercy upon you…”
It should be apparent that the “flood of indignation” that Jehovah causes to be
unleashed against his people is the same “powerful, flooding waters” referred to in the
28th chapter of Isaiah. However, that is not how the Society interprets it. According
to the Watchtower, the flood of Jehovah’s indignation against the congregational
“woman” was expressed in 1918 against the International Bible Students; whereas, the
flood that washes away “your covenant with death” is construed as a denunciation of
Christendom, to be fulfilled during the desolation of the “holy place,” during the great
tribulation. Essentially, the Watchtower teaches that the prophecies of Isaiah pertain
to two separate metaphoric floods of denunciation directed against two unrelated entities, both of which Jehovah claims as his own possession.
Due to Bethel having gone to such lengths to interpret the prophetic visions in
such a manner so as to nullify God’s judgments against itself, it is as though the Society has affected a vision with Death and struck an agreement with the Grave to preserve itself alive. However, Jehovah has decreed that the oncoming tempest will nullify their contract with Death. As a result of Jehovah canceling their illicit pact with
Death and Sheol, the Watchtower organization is destined to become a mere “trampling place”; soon to resemble the mere wreckage strewn in the aftermath of a great
and terrible tempest, as it were.
Those who have been deceived into putting their faith in the Society’s deal with
Death are destined for disappointment. Jehovah’s Witnesses who are cocksure of their
righteousness due to their standing within the Society will be flushed out of their
“place of concealment” and made to stand before the judgment throne of Christ without the buffering mediation of any earthly organization. The oncoming storm of war,
global financial collapse and tyranny, will cause mere organizational men to quake in
terror.
The 32nd chapter of Isaiah also correlates the coming of Christ with a great tempest of tyranny. The opening verses of that chapter read: “Look! A king will reign
for righteousness itself; and as respects princes, they will rule as princes
for justice itself. And each one must prove to be like a hiding place from
the wind and a place of concealment from the rainstorm, like streams of
water in a waterless country, like the shadow of a heavy crag in an exhausted land.”
The Watchtower teaches that the prophecy has already been fulfilled in modern
times within the organization of Jehovah’s Witnesses. The princes ruling for justice
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who provide shelter from the storm are supposedly the congregation elders. But that
cannot be the case due to the fact that the “rainstorm” has not begun yet. It seems
more reasonable to conclude that the princes symbolize the holy ones of the kingdom
after they have been appointed over all their master’s belongings. The princes, along
with Christ—the King of kings, the Lord of lords, and the Prince of princes—will, during that bleak and desperate day, provide a place of refuge for the redeemed in the
post-Watchtower Society period.
The 25th chapter of Isaiah conclusively establishes the fact that the tempest of Jehovah is not a supernatural phenomenon, but it merely symbolizes a storm of tyranny
that is soon to engulf the nations. Accordingly, Isaiah 25:7 says: “And in this mountain he will certainly swallow up the face of the envelopment that is enveloping over all the peoples, and the woven work that is interwoven upon all
the nations.”
The mountain obviously symbolizes the established kingdom of Christ over the
earth. However, “the envelopment that is enveloping over all the peoples” is not mere
Adamic death, as the Watchtower
wrongly teaches. The context has
to do with Jehovah’s judgment
The coming tempest will flush out those
against “the town of tyrannical na- who have concealed themselves in the
tions,” which is in reference to the
falsehood of Christ’s supposed invisible
symbolic capitol city of Satan’s
presence since 1914
post-system collapse world government.
The “envelopment” that “is interwoven upon the nations” has to do the ultimate
“success” of the ongoing conspiracy to enmesh the nations into a genocidal net. In harmony with that, the prophecy of Habakkuk, which is a vision yet for the time appointed, pictures the Chaldean entrapping all the nations in his net as if they were hapless fishes. Elsewhere in prophecy the Chaldean is called “the despot of the nations.”
No wonder Jesus exhorted his disciples not to be terrified by the events that will
unfold with the desolation of the holy place during the conclusion of the system of
things. Happily, however, although Jehovah allows the tempest of tyranny to sweep
the world he also promises to provide a place of refuge for the faithful.
Isaiah further foretells: “For you have become a stronghold to the lowly
one, a stronghold to the poor one in the distress that he has, a refuge from
the rainstorm, a shade from the heat, when the blast of the tyrannical
ones is like a rainstorm against a wall. Like the heat in a waterless coun91

try, the noise of strangers you subdue, the heat with the shadow of a
cloud. The melody itself of the tyrannical ones becomes suppressed.”
Just as Almighty spoke to Job and set matters straight from the midst of a tempestuous wind and Moses had an encounter with Jehovah God atop Mount Sinai,
whilst the mountain quaked and was enveloped in billowing smoke and shook from
bone-rattling thunder, in the same manner the coming global tempest will be the backdrop in which Jehovah breaks his silence and speaks to his people today.
The 50th Psalm points forward to the occasion when God will “speak” from the
tempest to judge his people: “The Divine One, God, Jehovah, has himself spoken, and he proceeds to call the earth, from the rising of the sun until its
setting. Out of Zion, the perfection of prettiness, God himself has beamed
forth. Our God will come and cannot possibly keep silent. Before him
there devours a fire, and all around him it has become exceedingly stormy
weather. He calls to the heavens above and to the earth so as to execute
judgment on his people…”
Although the Watchtower Society has falsely announced the presence of Christ
and the imminence of the day of Jehovah for more than a century now, and as a result
has stumbled countless Christians and squandered its credibility in the eyes of many,
that in no way negates the purpose of God to bring the world into judgment. On the
contrary, the errors and corruption of the Watchtower Society and Jehovah’s Witnesses are what precipitates the very storm wind of Jehovah.
As in times past, God is soon to speak to his erring people from within the swirling tempest of the world’s greatest tribulation.
The breaking storm will rouse the somnolent from their spiritual slumber and
serve as the signal for the faithful to abandon that, which up until then will have
served as Jehovah’s earthly organization. But instead of any longer pledging their loyalty to a visible organization, Jehovah’s true witnesses will then be called upon to rally
around the invisible organization of God—the then-established heavenly kingdom of
Christ.
Judging by the ripeness of the Society’s ferment and the accelerating push for
global war and the inevitable collapse of the global financial system, it would appear
that the foretold times and seasons for the culmination of Jehovah’s grand purpose
has at last arrived. It is time for Jehovah to break his silence and speak!
The remainder of this publication will examine the judicial issues involved in the
coming judgment upon the house of God, as well as the nature of the political convul92

sions that are foretold in God’s prophetic word, which will bring down the AngloAmerican system of things and bring into existence the earthly agency that will execute Jehovah’s judgments and which will ultimately be executed by Christ and the
144,000 holy ones.
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8

WHO IS BLIND?
“Who is blind as the one rewarded, or blind as the servant of Jehovah?”
- Isaiah 42:19 -

Just imagine the wonderful privilege that the apostles had of personally associating with Jesus on a daily basis; traveling with him; being with him on social occasions
and listening to him masterfully silence the Pharisees and other critics. What an honor
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to be able to ask Jesus any question that they might have on their mind and he would
answer!
When Jesus gave the most inspiring sermon ever given—the Sermon on the
Mount—they were there.
They were on the Sea of Galilee
when Jesus roused himself from
sleep in the storm-tossed little fishing boat, and when he, with a mere
word, instantly calmed the tempestuous wind and waves!
When Jesus’ very word would
make the demons shiver in fright;
open the ears of the deaf; give sight
to the blind, and even wake the dead
from their slumber, the apostles
were at his side. They were eyewitnesses to so many amazing things
that Christ said and did that John
was later moved to write that he supposed that all the books in the world
could not contain the detailed account of the life and ministry of Jesus Christ!
Jesus calms the tempestuous sea - Rembrandt
However, in spite of having Jesus as their personal tutor, the modern reader of the gospel accounts cannot help but be struck by how unenlightened the apostles seemed to be at times. While
they had the privilege of speaking directly with Jesus, he also frequently rebuked
them. Take, for example, the fact that Jesus plainly spoke to the apostles on numerous
occasions about his impending death and resurrection, yet for some reason they simply could not grasp what he was telling them.
In the 16th chapter of Matthew, Jesus asked the apostles who they thought he
was. Peter responded positively and said that Jesus was the Son of the living God, to
which Jesus acknowledged that his Father was responsible for revealing that to them.
But shortly after that, the account says: “From that time forward Jesus Christ
commenced showing his disciples that he must go to Jerusalem and suffer
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many things, and be killed, and on the third day be raised up. At that Peter
took him aside and commenced rebuking him, saying: ‘Be kind to yourself, Lord; you will not have this destiny at all.’”
What a humiliation for Peter to presume to counsel Jesus Christ in this matter,
as if Jesus did not know what he was talking about when he spoke of his impending
death, especially since Christians living some 2,000 years after Christ recognize that
the death and resurrection of Jesus is the very cornerstone of the Christian faith. So
the question has to be asked how the apostles could have been so blind to the truth.
The question is not merely an academic exercise. The answer is most relevant to the
situation Jehovah’s Witnesses find themselves in today.
The reason the apostles just could not comprehend what Jesus was teaching
when he spoke so plainly of his death and resurrection is because it was not Jehovah’s
will that they understand at that time. Consider what Luke 9:43-45 states in this regard: “Now as they were all marveling at all the things he was doing, he
said to his disciples: ‘Give lodgment to these words in your ears, for the
Son of man is destined to be delivered into the hands of men.’ But they
continued without understanding of this saying. In fact it was concealed
from them that they might not see through it, and they were afraid to question him about this saying.”
In view of that statement, two very important questions arise: First—why could
not the apostles understand something that seems so elementary and straightforward
to Christians today? Secondly, why did God apparently conceal this vital truth from
the apostles when previously Jesus had commented that his Father had revealed the
truth to them that he was the Christ? What purpose was served by their enforced ignorance?
No doubt the primary reason that the apostles could not grasp Jesus’ teaching in
regards to his death is because they had preconceived ideas based upon their limited
knowledge of the prophecies that dealt with the Messiah. They imagined that Jesus
was literally going to sit on David’s throne in Jerusalem. That misunderstanding made
it impossible for them to comprehend the greater spiritual reality; namely, that the
heir to the throne of David was going to reign from a heavenly Jerusalem and not from
any literal city on earth. All that the apostles knew and believed was that Jesus was the
heir and rightful king, the Son of God—which, admittedly, was certainly more than the
Jewish establishment was willing to accept. But, since the Hebrew prophecies foretold
that the messianic descendant of King David was going to reign forever over all nations, the talk of Jesus’ death did not make any sense to them at the time. So, it was
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their own erroneous ideas and lack of vision that prevented them from understanding
that Jesus had to die.
However, after Jesus was resurrected he fully opened up their minds, even as
Luke 24:27 says: “And commencing at Moses and all the Prophets he interpreted to them things pertaining to himself in all the Scriptures.”
But, the question remains as to why Jehovah did not see fit to lift the veil of ignorance that shrouded the apostles before Jesus’ death and resurrection.
Besides their preconceived notions, another reason had to do with the apostles’
own lack of faith. That is why in the preceding verse Jesus rebuked them again, saying: “O senseless ones and slow in heart to believe on all the things the
prophets spoke! Was it not necessary for the Christ to suffer these things
and to enter into
his glory?”
Matthew 28:17
reveals that some of
the apostles doubted,
even when they were
in the very presence
of their resurrected
Lord! It should serve
as a humbling lesson
to all Christians that
Jesus described his
After his resurrection
closest disciples—the
Jesus rebuked his slowvery foundation
to-believe apostles on
stones of his congregaseveral occasions
tion—as being “senseless and slow in heart to believe on all the things the prophets spoke.”
Another reason the apostles had to have their faith tested is because Satan demanded that such a test be made of those whom Jehovah had chosen to rule the universe with Christ. That is why Jesus explained to Peter on the night of his betrayal and
arrest that Satan had especially demanded to have the apostles, to ‘sift them as wheat.’
Jesus reassured Peter, though, that he had supplicated Jehovah in their behalf in order that their faith might not give out under test.
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Peter could therefore speak from experience when he later wrote about Christians “being grieved by various trials, in order that the tested quality of your faith may
be found a cause for praise and glory and honor at the revelation of Jesus Christ.”
Satan’s demand appears to be the primary reason Jehovah concealed the reality
of the death of Christ from the otherwise enlightened apostles. And what a test it was!
When faced with the accusation of having been associated with Jesus Peter three
times denied even knowing the man.
Without question with the establishment of Christianity, the quality of each
Christian’s faith and depth of devotion to God became the focus of the Devil’s accusations. Before the universal issue is settled with finality, every servant of God must face
some sort of trial that can only be surmounted by faith. God is pleased to allow his servants to prove their faith under trial in order to silence the Accuser.
Now, the question to be considered here is this: If Jehovah saw fit to allow so severe a test of faith to befall the original followers of Christ, why should anyone suppose that Christians living at the tumultuous time of Christ’s return will somehow be
exempt from such tests?

“HE HAS COVERED YOUR HEADS, THE VISIONARIES”
Just as certain vital truths were concealed from the apostles, the prophecies reveal that it also serves the divine purpose to allow a similar “operation of error” to
have its work complete with true Christians during the parousia. In this regard Jehovah has determined that his own people shall be stupefied as with intoxicating liquor,
so as to be blind to the very outworking of his grand purpose in connection with them.
Isaiah 29:9-10 reads: “Linger, you men, and be amazed; blind yourselves,
and be blinded. They have become intoxicated, but not with wine; they
have moved unsteadily, but not because of intoxicating liquor. For upon
you men Jehovah has poured a spirit of deep sleep; and he closes your
eyes, the prophets, and he has covered even your heads, the visionaries.”
Although intoxicated with their own knowledge and supposed importance as
God’s appointed spokesmen, from Jehovah’s standpoint the leading men of Ariel are
as unreasoning as an inebriate. And it should be noted that the scripture does not say
that God closes the eyes of those who merely claim to be his prophets and visionaries.
Nor does it say that they are necessarily false prophets and valueless visionaries, although elsewhere in prophecy they are described as such. After all, though, the apostles served as spokesmen and prophets when they were first commissioned by Jesus to
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announce that the kingdom of God had drawn near; nevertheless, Jehovah was
pleased to temporarily conceal from them the vital truth as regards Jesus’ sacrificial
death.
Reasonably, then, God also recognizes the “prophets” and “visionaries” of
Isaiah’s prophecy as his servants; but following the pattern that was established in connection with the pre-Pentecost apostles and disciples, Jehovah has likewise concealed
the meaning of the recorded prophetic visions from his otherwise enlightened servants, until such time as he is pleased to unveil the truth to those with faith. The context of the prophecy in the 29th chapter of Isaiah has to do with Jehovah making
things difficult for his servant Ariel; allowing him to suffer mourning and lamentation,
before finally redeeming him from calamity. The reason that God allows such a judgment is stated in the 13th verse, which reads: “And Jehovah says: ‘For the reason
that this people have come near with their mouth, and they have glorified
me merely with their lips, and they have removed their heart itself far
away from me, and their fear toward me becomes men’s commandment
that is being taught.’”
Only God can read the secrets of the human heart and only he is in a position to
determine if our hearts are complete towards him. It matters not how we may judge
ourselves; it is God’s judgment that counts. That is why Paul stated at 1 Corinthians
4:4: “For I am not conscious of anything against myself. Yet by this I am
not proved righteous, but he that examines me is Jehovah.”
As an example of Jehovah’s penetrating foresight and insight, Jesus quoted the
prophecy of Isaiah and applied it to the Jews, when he said: “You hypocrites,
Isaiah aptly prophesied about you, when he said, ‘This people honors me
with their lips, yet their heart is far removed from me.’”
The Jews had corrupted God’s law by turning it into mere human tradition. But,
the point is that the Jews were God’s people at the time—they were his servants. Yet,
the context indicates the prophecy primarily applies to spiritual Israel, as Jesus merely
applied the principle to the Jews of his day.
In reality, the judgment applies most aptly to Jehovah’s Witnesses today. How
so? Well, who else glorifies Jehovah with their mouths? The clerics and parishioners
of Christendom certainly have not honored the name of Jehovah. Far from it! They refuse to even acknowledge that Jehovah is God. Translators of the Bible have even gone
so far as to expunge the sacred name of God from their versions of the Bible—substituting God’s unique personal name with generic terms like Lord and God. They have dis-
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honored Jehovah with their nonsensical Trinity and other babylonish religious doctrines and practices.
On the other hand, though, Jehovah’s Witnesses glorify Jehovah “with their lips”
by speaking about God in an organized public ministry and within the congregations.
Be that as it may, from God’s lofty vantage point he evidently discerns that the fear of
him has degenerated into following mere human commandments. Indeed, who can
deny that Jehovah’s Witnesses place great emphasis on closely adhering to organizational procedures and policies emanating from the Watchtower?
Unquestionably, the Watchtower is the very heart and soul of the faith of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Equally undeniable is that Jehovah’s Witnesses are more the agents
and representatives of the Watchtower Society and far less so the actual ministers of
Jehovah. Jehovah’s Witnesses are not only instructed as to what to say in the ministry,
but how to say it as well. Bethel determines virtually every aspect of faith to such an extent that it is not at all unusual to hear Jehovah’s Witnesses cite the authority of ‘The
Society,’ as opposed to the authority of the Bible or Jehovah God himself. With no hint
of irony, the Society has even instructed Jehovah’s Witnesses not to say ‘the Society
says...’ It is no wonder that outsiders and ex-Jehovah’s Witnesses alike view Jehovah’s
Witnesses as the victims of a brainwashed cult.
It is true that Paul counseled Christians to be obedient to those taking the lead
among them; but the apostle was also aware of the prevailing tendency among Christians to become mere followers of men. Some of the Corinthians had even declared
themselves to belong to Paul, others to Peter and Apollos. Are Christians today any
less inclined to follow men or an organization? Clearly, the answer is no. That being
the case, and in view of the all-imposing role that the Organization plays in the lives of
Jehovah’s Witnesses, the question is whether Jehovah’s Witnesses are actually devoted to Jehovah God and are really following in the footsteps of Christ or whether
they are mere followers of men.
What is to be the end for those who merely honor Jehovah with their lips but
whose hearts are far removed from him? That is exactly what the remainder of the
29th chapter of Isaiah is about. The 14th verse states that God “will act wonderfully again with this people, in a wonderful manner and with something
wonderful; and the wisdom of their wise men must perish, and the very
understanding of their discreet men will conceal itself.”
If the judgment of Isaiah applies to Christendom, how is it that God is to “act
wonderfully again with this people”? It should be considered a good thing if God acts
toward someone in a "wonderful manner.” Since the entire context of Isaiah outlines
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how Jehovah will bring about a restoration of heart for his people, it must be concluded that “their discreet men,” those whose wisdom “must perish” in the face of
God’s judgment, is none other than the faithful and discreet slave class. That such is
the case is evident from verses 15-16, which say: “Woe to those who are going
very deep in concealing counsel from Jehovah himself, and whose deeds
have occurred in a dark place, while they say: ‘Who is seeing us, and who
is knowing of us?’ The perversity of you men! Should the potter himself be
accounted just like the clay? For should the thing made say respecting its
maker: ‘He did not make me’? And does the very thing formed actually say
respecting its former: ‘He showed no understanding?’”
Jehovah God is the
A sub-theme of the book of Isaiah is the pervasive
master Potter, the
blindness of God’s people - particularly their leaders, wise Maker and Forwho are spiritually drunk and unable to discern the
mer of Israel for his
judgments of Jehovah recorded in the prophecy. The own glory. It is sheer
authentic parousia of Christ will result in the meek
perversity for any
having their eyes and ears opened for the first time.
lowly creature animated from mere mud
to question why it would suit God’s purpose to bring hardship and confusion upon his
own beloved spiritual organization. It is significant that the apostle Paul quoted from
the illustration of the potter and the clay and applied it to Christians in the first century who might foolishly question the way God deals with his people to accomplish his
purpose. Logically then, “those who are going very deep in concealing counsel from Jehovah himself” can only be those who are in a position to give Jehovah’s counsel in the
first place. Thus, Jehovah’s pre-recorded rebuke seems to be directed toward those,
who, in modern times, have gone to great lengths to prop up the fictitious doctrine
that Christ returned in 1914 and that he has already set matters straight within the
house of God.
In spite of the collective wisdom and knowledge of the Watchtower Society, when
it comes to understanding the judgments of Jehovah contained in prophecy the Society’s discreet men and organizational seers may as well be illiterate. There is no
greater testament to their interpretational illiteracy and blindness than what is contained in the Watchtower’s own commentary of Isaiah.
Although Bethel would never admit to being blind or ignorant it is apparent that
the following portion of prophecy most aptly fits them: “And for you men the vision of everything becomes like the words of the book that has been sealed
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up, which they give to someone knowing the writing, saying: ‘Read this
out loud, please,’ and he has to say: ‘I am unable, for it is sealed up’; and
the book must be given to someone that does not know writing, somebody
saying: ‘Read this out loud, please,’ and he has to say: ‘I do not know writing at all.’”
Just as the apostles’ assumptions stumbled them,” so too, the Watchtower’s cocksureness that Christ began ruling the world in 1914 virtually insures that Jehovah’s
Witnesses will be confronted with a severe test of faith when Christ actually arrives.
And precisely at that critical moment the prophecies indicate that Jehovah’s earthly
mouthpiece will silenced. Isaiah 29:4 foretells: “And you must become low so
that you will speak from the very earth, and as from the dust your saying
will sound low. And like a spirit medium your voice must become even
from the earth, and from the dust your own saying will chirp.”
Jehovah cryptically describes his organizational servant, Ariel, as being brought
low, so that his voice becomes ghostlike—as if arising from the dust in a faint whisper
from beyond the grave. By such imagery God is foretelling that the once robust voice
of his Christian servant will become muted during the judgment. Since Jehovah’s Witnesses have come to accept that the Watchtower is the earthly mouthpiece of Jehovah’s organization, Ariel’s chirping from the dust means that Christ’s faithful and discreet slave will become speechless, as if afflicted with aphasia.
Not only that but the reference to
a spirit medium may be intended
to indicate that the once-trusted
voice of God’s guide will become
an uncanny spiritistic voice at the
coming of Christ.
Whatever the case, only then will
God open the eyes of the blind
and unstop the ears of the spiritually deaf. Not by means of any
earthly agency, but directly by
means of Christ Jesus, as foretold at Isaiah 29:18: “And in that day the deaf ones
will certainly hear the words of the book, and out of the gloom and out of
the darkness even the eyes of the blind ones will see. And the meek ones
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will certainly increase their rejoicing in Jehovah himself, and even the
poor ones of mankind will be joyful in the Holy one of Israel himself...”
If the meek ones are to “increase their rejoicing in Jehovah himself,” of necessity
that means that the meek have rejoiced in Jehovah prior to their having their eyes and
ears opened— just not to the fullest extent.
The 29th chapter of Isaiah concludes with Jehovah accomplishing his purpose in
connection with his erring people by personally instructing them—finishing their training. And just as the apostles finally had their blinded eyes pried open after Christ’s resurrection, in the same way “Jacob” is reassured that his children, the other sheep, will
finally come to know God and fully understand the truth: “For when he sees his
children, the work of my hands, in the midst of him, they will sanctify my
name, and they will certainly sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and the God
of Israel they will regard with awe. And those erring in their spirit will actually get to know understanding, and even those who are grumbling will
learn instruction.”

“MY OWN IDOL HAS DONE THEM”
The 48th chapter of Isaiah similarly explains that Jehovah has concealed a considerable body of scriptural truth from his people, keeping it in reserve until a future
time of revelation. Isaiah 48:6-7 speaks from a future point in time, as if from a time
capsule, saying: “You have heard. Behold it all. As for you people, will you
not tell it? I have made you hear new things from the present time, even
things kept in reserve, that you have not known. At the present time they
must be created, and not from that time, even things that before today you
have not heard, that you may not say, 'Look! I have already known them.’”
What purpose is served by Jehovah concealing matters from his servants? The
fifth verse explains that it is in order “that you might not say, ‘My own idol has
done them, and my own carved image and my own molten image have
commanded them.’” That Jehovah withholds light from his people in order to discredit the Watchtower idol is evident from the 11th verse, which goes on to say: “For
my own sake, for my own sake shall I act, for how could one let oneself be
profaned? And to no one else shall I give my own glory.”
Because the Watchtower immodestly takes credit for revealing all truth, God has
seen fit to withhold vital revelations in order to discredit the all-knowing, all-seeing
idol. During the period of distress and affliction, Jehovah then becomes King by repur103

chasing his humiliated servants and revealing the things held in reserve directly to
them.
Now for the questions posed in the title and caption of this chapter, taken from
Isaiah 42:19, which reads: “Who is blind, if not my servant, and who is deaf as
the messenger whom I send? Who is blind as the one rewarded, or blind
as the servant of Jehovah?” What is the answer?
Well, to whom is God speaking in the 20th verse, which says: “It was a case of
seeing many things, but you did not keep watching. It was a case of opening the ears, but you did not keep listening.” Jehovah’s Witnesses certainly give
evidence of having had the privilege “of seeing many things”—even many deep and hidden things from God’s Word. And Jehovah’s Witnesses boast of being “in the truth”
and of having their ears opened to hear the truth. But, just as God holds things in reserve in order that his people may not continue to brag that their idol has already revealed it to them, the verse preceding God’s series of questions at Isaiah 42:18-20 also
reveals that the underlying reason for the blindness of his servants is because they are
idolaters. The 17th verse reads: “They must be turned back, they will be very
much ashamed, those who are putting trust in the carved image, those
who are saying to a molten image: ‘You are our gods.’”
God’s purpose is to cause his people to “be turned back” from their organizational idolatry so as to worship and trust God exclusively.
Now, as regards the answer to the searching rhetorical questions God poses as to
who is blind as the servant of Jehovah; when Jehovah himself becomes king the only
answer that a humble servant can possibly offer to God in reply is: ‘No one, Father.
No one is as deaf as your own messengers. No one is as blind as your servant. None
are as blind as Jehovah’s Witnesses!’
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SPIRITUAL PARADISE
“However, think of the spiritual paradise that we now enjoy. Compared with the
sick condition that we once were in, we have been healed spiritually.”
- October 15, 2004, Watchtower -

Nowhere is the spiritual blindness foretold in Isaiah more painfully apparent
than in the persistent belief that a spiritual paradise presently exists among Jehovah’s
Witnesses. While the exact expression “spiritual paradise” is not found in the Bible,
the concept of a trouble-free, Edenic, spiritual haven certainly is. However, what ex105

actly is it? This chapter will examine that question along with the Watchtower’s claim
that Jehovah’s Witnesses are currently living in the spiritual paradise the Bible
describes.
The October 15, 2004, Watchtower carried a study article, intriguingly entitled:
“Paradise—For You?” The article reinforces the long-held belief that Jehovah’s Witnesses are living in the biblically foretold spiritual paradise of God’s making. The article rightly points out that Paul’s rapturous vision of the “third heaven” was spiritual in
nature. The apostle was likely privileged with a visionary foregleam of the spiritual
paradise Isaiah prophesied about. Not to be overlooked, though, the obvious reason
that God gave Paul an inspired glimpse of paradise in the first place, was because
those anointed Christians were not then living in any sort of spiritual paradise. It existed only in a vision—a supernatural revelation of things to come.
The question is: What has changed so that Christians are now living in a spiritual
paradise even though the apostles and early Christians did not enjoy such a blessed
condition? Is the organization of Jehovah’s Witnesses somehow superior to the congregation Christ originally founded? That would certainly be an extraordinary thing if it
were true! The Watchtower article implies that spiritual paradise is merely the result
of knowing basic Bible truths. For example, the 19th paragraph says:
“However, think of the spiritual paradise that we now enjoy. Compared with the sick
condition that we once were in, we have been healed spiritually. And contrast our
once-famished state with our present well-fed spiritual state. Rather than struggling
as in an arid spiritual land, God’s people have his approval and a downpour of
blessings. Rather than being blinded in dungeonlike spiritual darkness, we see the
light of freedom and of God’s favor. Many who were as good as deaf to Bible
prophecies have come to hear with understanding what the Scriptures say. For
example, millions of Jehovah’s Witnesses around the globe have studied Daniel’s
prophecy verse by verse. Then they considered in depth each chapter of the Bible
book of Isaiah. Does not that refreshing spiritual food give evidence of our spiritual
paradise?”
According to the Watchtower’s reasoning, merely studying Bible prophecy is one
of the evidences that Jehovah’s Witnesses are in spiritual paradise. In keeping with
our duty to test the “inspired expressions,” though, we ought to ask a few pertinent
questions, such as: If merely studying and even understanding Bible prophecy is evidence of the existence of a spiritual paradise, why did the early Christians not enjoy
such a blessed condition?
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Paul and Peter, as well as others such as James and Jude, were not merely students of Bible prophecy, they were actually inspired Christian prophets! The record
shows that those prophets served the congregations much in the way of thought provoking and “refreshing spiritual food,” as the article words it; and yet, those early congregations were not in paradise. Why is that? Jehovah rained down upon them many
spiritual blessings too; why, then, did not the apostles enjoy the blessings of spiritual
paradise?
The article asks Jehovah’s Witnesses to contrast their spiritual condition before
and after becoming Jehovah’s Witnesses as a proof of their supposed paradisiacal bliss
now. However, the apostle Paul told the non-Jewish Christians that they were once alienated from God and blind to the covenants, but that they were granted by God’s undeserved kindness to come into the glorious light of truth—yet, still, they were not
blessed to reside in any sort of spiritual paradise. Again, why is that?
Paul himself contrasted his own life before and after his conversion. His spiritual
blindness as Saul, the Pharisee, was so extreme it was only remedied by a close encounter with a manifestation of the glorious Lord, so that what was described as scales literally fell off from his blinded eyes a few days after his experience. Surely, no one alive
today can recount such a radical life-altering experience as that; and yet, even though
Paul experienced such a miraculous transformation he still could only envision the
spiritual paradise the Watchtower claims that Jehovah’s Witnesses now enjoy.
Another line of reasoning presented in the Watchtower as proof that Jehovah’s
Witnesses are living in a glorious spiritual paradise is the personality transformation
that many Christians have made. The 11th paragraph states:
“Think, too, of the changes in traits as sincere ones of all backgrounds have striven to
understand and apply God’s Word. Basically, they have worked to put away
animalistic traits that used to characterize them.”
Jehovah’s Witnesses are well aware that the Bible’s truth has a transforming effect when its counsel is applied. There is no question that thousands of Christians
throughout the world have made astounding personality changes. But does that in itself make for a spiritual paradise? Why should it? Did not the original Christians also
make remarkable character changes as well? Paul wrote to the Corinthians reminding
them that some of them were once fornicators, revilers, homosexuals, drunkards and
greedy persons, but they had been washed clean. But as extraordinary a transformation that many of those early Corinthians made in their personal lives, they still did
not enjoy the blessings of a spiritual paradise. Why is that? The Watchtower comments further on in the 11th paragraph:
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“Hence, as you associate with a congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses, you are with
people who have become more peaceable and pleasant. No, they are not yet perfect,
but they could hardly be described as ferocious lions or rapacious wild beasts. What
does this pacific spiritual fellowship indicate? Clearly, we enjoy a spiritual condition
that we rightly call a spiritual paradise.”
According to the Watchtower’s line of reasoning, the congregations of Jehovah’s
Witnesses enjoy spiritual paradise because everyone has made a radical personality
transformation. But is that really true? Consider for a moment some of the problems
in the early Christian congregations. As previously stated, even though many of the
Corinthians had made remarkable changes there were still many problems that
marred the peace of the congregations. As proof of that, there was the well-known sex
scandal involving a brother living with his father’s wife—a deplorably immoral situation, which the Corinthian brothers apparently tolerated.
Then there was the problem of cult-like worship of Apollos, Paul and Cephas,
which the apostle Paul also addressed in his letter to the Corinthians. There was also
the distressing state of affairs as a result of the influence of “superfine apostles” in the
congregation; whom Paul revealed were actually covert agents of the Devil who had
made a transformation—not into the image of Christ—but into phony “ministers of
righteousness.” For good reason, Paul did not boast of the Corinthians as living in a
spiritual paradise. It seems more probable that Paul spoke of his supernatural vision
of spiritual paradise to the Corinthians because they were so dysfunctional as a congregation—far removed from the paradise Paul envisioned, and which was “unlawful” for
him to even discuss the vision in detail.
Then there were the Galatians. Paul’s counsel to the congregation in Galatia indicates that not everyone there had made a complete spiritual transformation. Even
though they had knowledge of Christ, out of sheer despair over their unreasonableness
Paul addressed them as “O senseless Galatians”! Because of their fleshly frame of
mind the apostle warned the Galatians, saying to them: “If, though, you keep on
biting and devouring one another, look out that you do
Is it really honest to claim that 1st century
not get annihilated by one
Christians were living in “spiritual paradise”?
another.”
The condition described in prophecy is the
complete absence of evil persons.
The act of “biting and devouring one another” is hardly
something that would occur in spiritual paradise, is it? Obviously, some of the Galatians gave evidence that they still possessed certain unchristian, animalistic
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characteristics.Clearly, the Galatians could not honestly boast of enjoying “pacific spiritual fellowship”—such as the Watchtower claims Jehovah’s Witnesses presently enjoy.
Can Jehovah’s Witnesses truthfully claim that the congregations are not at times similarly afflicted by incidents of “biting and devouring” behavior? Honesty and modesty
ought to move Jehovah’s Witnesses to admit that their congregations are afflicted with
the very same evils that plagued the early Christians.

PEDOPHILES & CON ARTISTS IN SPIRITUAL PARADISE?
The Watchtower made the statement that no one in our congregations “could
hardly be described as ferocious lions or rapacious wild beasts”; but is that really true?
What about the thousands of children of Jehovah’s Witnesses who have been sexually
abused by others who themselves were, and in some cases still are, Jehovah’s Witnesses? Have they not been set upon and seduced by cunning beastlike men? Have not
these poor victims had their innocence and purity devoured, as it were, by sexually
greedy, animalistic predators? Will the Watchtower honestly make some sort of an acknowledgment and explain how thousands of child sexual abuse atrocities can take
place in spiritual paradise?
As an example, on August 9, 2004, in the town of Rock Hill, South Carolina, one
of Jehovah’s Witnesses named Joe Meza, who was facing trial for raping his own
daughter, apparently slashed the throats of all three of his children and then evidently
killed his wife and himself, after setting their home on fire. Authorities claim that one
of the murdered daughters was also sexually abused just a few days before her death.
Evidently, though, Brother Meza was in “good standing” in the Rock Hill Congregation
in South Carolina. Presumably, he was standing shoulder-to-shoulder with the brothers and sisters in the local congregation—enjoying “pacific spiritual fellowship”all during the time he was sexually abusing his daughters, all the way up until the moment he
murdered his family and committed suicide!
Another case of child rape and murder occurred in British Columbia in 1985 and
made national headlines, when a Jehovah’s Witness by the name of Jeffery Anderson
murdered his wife and her two daughters. It was later revealed in a recent parole hearing for the incarcerated killer that he had raped the young girls over the course of several years. In this case the Society and local elders bear some responsibility for the
shocking crimes, in that, Mrs. Anderson had left her abusive husband, but the elders
counseled her to reconcile. Following their advice, Sister Anderson allowed her es-
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tranged husband back into her life, and as a result, the deranged Jehovah’s Witness
murdered her and her daughters.
Then there is the serial pedophile, Ricky McLean. “Brother
McLean” was a congregation ministerial servant and was known
by many of Jehovah’s Witnesses
in the Southern California area.
But as recently as January 2009,
McLean has been in the local San
Diego news as the focus of a nationwide manhunt as one of
America’s Ten Most Wanted fugitives. His crimes? Allegedly
Ricky McLean has sexually
abused hundreds of children,
many of them being the children
of Jehovah’s Witness parents
who trusted Brother McLean.
Admittedly, the tragedy in
British Columbia, Rock Hill and
the notorious Ricky Mclean are
extreme examples, but is it really
honest for the Watchtower to
brush these horrible acts of wickedness off as mere human imperfections, as the article here under consideration does?
And while McLean and many other pedophiles may have been disfellowshipped
after their evil acts came to full light, is the removal of an animalistic person after they
have raped and devoured the innocence of their victims how spiritual paradise is maintained? The Watchtower actually claims that to be the case. But how is it even possible
for such wickedness to have been perpetrated upon innocent children in the first place
if Jehovah’s Witnesses are truly living in a predator-free spiritual paradise? Were
Adam and Eve set upon by ferocious beasts in the paradise of Eden? If not, then why
are Jehovah’s Witnesses menaced by beastlike men in the Watchtower’s spiritual paradise?
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There have also been several cases where appointed elders betrayed their sacred
trust in highly publicized scandals. In Montana an elderly sister, 100-years old, was defrauded out of millions of dollars by two scheming, con artist elders, who were subsequently sentenced to prison by the authorities. The Helena Independent Record published the story with the bold sub-caption: “Two Jehovah’s Witness church elders who
fleeced a 100-year-old Deer Lodge woman out of her life savings and family ranch
were sentenced Monday to 25 years in prison with 10 suspended.”
Another similar case involving a con artist elder occurred in Florida in 2003. TheSouth Florida Sun Sentinel newspaper reported: “A church elder was ordered by a federal judge on Tuesday to pay more than $4.7 million in restitution to almost 50 victims of a Ponzi-like con game – many of them elderly members of his own congregation. Financial consultant and ex-missionary Raymond L. Knowles, a former resident of Pembroke Pines and Opa-locka and more recently San Antonio, Texas, was
sentenced to 57 months in federal prison in January by U.S. District Judge Donald L.
Graham for defrauding elderly and financially unsophisticated investors during a
multimillion-dollar securities fraud scheme. He was convicted last October of 16
counts of mail fraud, four of wire fraud and four of securities fraud. Many victims
were fellow members of the same Jehovah's Witnesses congregation where he was
an elder.”
Again, these two incidents may be extreme cases, but it demonstrates that great
evils may often exist within the congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses—evils that the
Watchtower either denies by their silence or prefers to gloss over in order to preserve
their paradisiacal illusions. It is natural to wonder, though, if the victims who were
preyed upon by those treacherous overseers share the Watchtower’s view that no rapacious individuals can be found among Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Of course, there are many, many other instances where Jehovah’s Witnesses
have committed various crimes, but these few examples should suffice to make the
point. As the apostle Paul might say, your reasons for boasting are not fine.

WHAT IS SPIRITUAL PARADISE?
At this point the question must be raised: Just what is spiritual paradise anyway?
Since the early Christians did not enjoy such a blessed condition and contrary to the
Watchtower’s baseless assertions, Jehovah’s Witnesses obviously are not in any sort of
spiritual paradise either—what does it mean to be in spiritual paradise? Will there
ever be such a wonderful thing as a spiritual paradise—or is it a mere fantasy?
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It is best to let the Bible speak on the matter. The 35th chapter of Isaiah reveals
that spiritual paradise is a condition that comes about as the result of the revelation of
Jehovah’s glory. For example, when the spiritually parched land blooms into paradisiacal beauty, we read in the second verse: “There will be those who will see the
glory of Jehovah, the splendor of our God.” The fourth verse indicates
that the revelation of God’s glory is directly related to the expression of
God’s vengeance and the salvation of his people. It reads: “Say to those
who are anxious at heart: ‘Be strong. Do not be afraid. Look! Your own
God will come with vengeance itself, God even with a repayment. He himself will come and save you people.’”
The Watchtower claims Jehovah’s people were released from Babylon the Great
in 1919. If that were true, then where is the evidence that Jehovah God executed his
vengeance or made repayment to his enemies?
It is obvious that Jehovah’s Witnesses have been blinded by the Watchtower’s
own teachings in this regard. No doubt that is why after receiving God’s discipline
those who are blessed by Jehovah will have their spiritual eyes and ears opened in a
truly marvelous way. That is why the next verse in context reads: “At that time the
eyes of the blind ones will be opened, and the very ears of the deaf ones
will be unstopped. At that time the lame one will climb up just as a stag
does, and the tongue of the speechless one will cry out in gladness.”
The expression “at that time,” used twice in the verse above, indicates that God
opens the eyes and ears of his people suddenly, en masse, at a specific time—not gradually over decades or individually, as when persons come into the truth. When does Jehovah perform this eye-opening, ear-unstopping miracle?
It takes place when Jehovah executes his judgment against the tyrants and braggarts who dominate and rule over his people.
Hence, returning to chapter 29 of Isaiah, we read Jehovah’s judicial decree at
Isaiah 29:17-20: “Is it not yet but a very little time and Lebanon must be
turned into an orchard and the orchard itself will be accounted just as a
forest? And in that day the deaf ones will certainly hear the words of the
book, and out of the gloom and out of the darkness even the eyes of the
blind ones will see. And the meek ones will certainly increase their rejoicing in Jehovah himself, and even the poor ones of mankind will be joyful
in the Holy One of Israel himself, because the tyrant must reach his end,
and the bragger must come to his finish, and all those keeping alert to do
harm must be cut off, those bringing a man into sin by his word, and those
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who lay bait even for the one reproving in the gate, and those who push
aside the righteous one with empty arguments.”
Please notice that the prophecy describes paradise conditions—the orchard becomes a veritable forest—coming about at the same time that the meek suddenly have
their eyes opened and their ears unstopped. Concurrent with that, the tyrant and the
braggart come to their inglorious end.
Now, consider this question: The Watchtower claims that Jehovah’s Witnesses
have been in spiritual paradise since beStephen Lett - Governing
ing set free from clergy domination in
Body
1919; yet why is it that no one can point
to any evidence that the tyrants and
braggarts of this world have already
come to their end?
The tyrants and braggarts of Isaiah’s
prophecy are those who are described in
the context as being spiritually intoxicated, and so they are unable to coherently read from the scroll of the prophecy, as discussed in the previous chapter. This perfectly describes the leadership of Jehovah’s Witnesses today. Incredibly, in the very same October 15th Watchtower article the Governing Body even boasts of their presumed understanding of
Isaiah as one of the proofs that Jehovah’s Witnesses are in spiritual paradise. Clearly,
though, Bethel does not understand Jehovah’s judgments in Isaiah at all. If they did,
they would not immodestly brag about their presiding over a spiritual paradise that
does not even exist!
So, what is spiritual paradise then?
Spiritual paradise is the blessed condition that Jehovah will bring about after he
repurchases his people from the captive condition they will find themselves in during
the tribulation. The 51st chapter of Isaiah depicts the restoration of spiritual Zion this
way: “For Jehovah will certainly comfort Zion. He will for certain comfort
all her devastated places, and he will make her wilderness like Eden and
her desert plain like the garden of Jehovah. Exultation and rejoicing themselves will be found in her, thanksgiving and the voice of melody.”
That spiritual “garden of Jehovah” will be characterized by the complete absence
of any sort of wickedness. Jesus said that such a condition will come about during the
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conclusion of the system of things, when God’s mighty angels will remove from
Christ’s kingdom “all things that cause stumbling and persons who are doing
lawlessness, and they will pitch them into the fiery furnace.”
The result will be that not even one wicked person will be found among God’s
people. Isaiah 35:8-10 describes it this way: “And there will certainly come to be
a highway there, even a way; and the Way of Holiness it will be called. The
unclean one will not pass over it. And it will be for the one walking on the
way, and no foolish ones will wander about on it. No lion will prove to be
there, and the rapacious sort of wild beasts will not come up on it. None
will be found there; and the repurchased ones must walk there. And the
very ones redeemed by Jehovah will return and certainly come to Zion
with a joyful cry; and rejoicing to time indefinite will be upon their head.”
The prophet Ezekiel similarly foretold that no rapacious beastlike persons of any
sort would menace the repurchased people of God. Ezekiel 34:25 foretells: “And I
will conclude with them a covenant of peace, and I shall certainly cause
the injurious wild beast to cease out of the land, and they will actually
dwell in the wilderness in security and sleep in the forests.”
As the term suggests, spiritual paradise is a secure and peaceful haven. It will be
characterized by the complete absence of evil people—just as the literal paradise will
be. In the real spiritual paradise that Jehovah will provide for the meek ones, there
will be no unclean slithering pedophiles—not even one! There will be no faithless apostates or practicing fornicators in paradise—none! There will be no braggarts, boasters
or foolish persons of any kind. Most assuredly, there will be no treacherous overseers
plundering vulnerable widows.
Just as surely as the cherubs stationed at the threshold of the gates of Eden prevented Adam and Eve and their offspring from stealing back into paradise, in the future Jehovah’s powerful angels will debar animalistic people from entering the Highway of Holiness that Jehovah’s redeemed ones will traverse into the New World. The
real spiritual paradise will be composed entirely of those who love and obey Jehovah
and Jesus Christ and they will experience God’s spiritual blessing in such measure as
no humans ever have before.
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MAN OF LAWLESSNESS
“Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction.”
– Apostle Paul –
Faithful Christians in the apostolic era were in a high state of expectation of the
return of their Lord. After all, Jesus and the apostles repeatedly exhorted believers to
be watchful and ready for his return. That made them especially vulnerable, though, to
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the wiles of apostates who falsely claimed that the resurrection had already begun and
that the day of Jehovah was imminent.
Imposters back then were apparently intent on even deceiving the brothers into
believing that Christ’s parousia had already begun, which is evidently why Paul wrote
the Thessalonians the following exhortation: “However, brothers, respecting the
presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered together to him,
we request of you not to be quickly shaken from your reason nor to be excited either through an inspired expression or through a verbal message
or through a letter as though from us, to the effect that the day of Jehovah
is here. Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the
son of destruction.” (2 Thessalonians 2:1-2)
Just as in the original Christian congregations, for many decades Jehovah’s Witnesses have also been in a heightened state of anticipation concerning Jehovah’s day.
But again, that is not necessarily a bad thing since the Bible exhorts Christians to keep
close in mind the presence of the day of Jehovah. But the danger is, as Paul emphasized in connection with the Thessalonians, Christians who are overeager to see Jehovah’s day may be vulnerable to being shaken from their reason and seduced into accepting a false parousia.
The fact that the context of Paul’s warning strongly suggests that the man of lawlessness is the source of the seemingly inspired messages heralding that the “day of Jehovah is here” should give Jehovah’s Witnesses reason to cautiously pause.
Although Jehovah’s Witnesses are laboring under the impression that the clergy
of Christendom constitute a collective man of lawlessness, it is undeniable that of all
the so-called Christian groups in existence today one organization stands alone as the
source of presumptive Bible-based “inspired expressions” announcing the presence of
Christ. That organization is, of course, the Watchtower Society!
Since its very first issue the Watchtower has been heralding the presence of Christ as an
accomplished fact.
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Exactly as Paul foretold, through a variety of verbal messages delivered in public
talks in kingdom halls and at assemblies and conventions and through authoritative,
apostolic-like letters and publications, the Watchtower is recognizably the undisputed
fountainhead of a steady stream of messages heralding that the presence of Christ began in 1914 and “that the day of Jehovah is here.”

“THE APOSTASY COMES FIRST”
The apostle elaborates further, saying that the man of lawlessness “sits down in
the temple of The God, publicly showing himself to be a god.” The Scriptures reveal
that God’s temple is the entire body of anointed believers at any given time. For instance, the apostle Paul wrote at 1 Corinthians 3:16, saying: “Do you not know that
you people are God’s temple, and that the spirit of God dwells in you?”
Also, 2 Corinthians 6:16 says: “For we are a temple of a living God.”
In view of that, it is evident that the man of lawlessness does not merely claim to
sit in the temple of The God, nor does he sit down in the midst of those who merely
profess to be a temple of God, as the Watchtower claims is the case; no, but he actually
sits down in the midst of God’s spiritual temple; that is to say, in the intimate group of
the anointed sons of God. Eventually the man of lawlessness will presumptuously exalt himself above everyone, including the head of the congregation—Christ himself.
The very fact that the apostle’s inspired warning is addressed to brothers in the
faith who are susceptible to being seduced by the wiles of the man of lawlessness,
proves that the man of lawlessness exists within Christ’s congregation. And since apostasy is lawlessness, the man of lawlessness must be its source. And because the man of
lawlessness is sitting in the very temple of God at the time that Christ exposes him during his parousia, the clergy cannot possibly make up a composite man of lawlessness
that sits down in the midst of Christ’s brothers. It is impossible at this time for the
clergy to hold any kind of ecclesiastical authority over the true sons of the kingdom.
Yet, according to Paul the man of lawlessness does have such authority over the
brothers. His messages are viewed as “inspired expressions” and his writings are perceived to be of equal authority as those written by the apostles themselves, which is
why Paul warned the brothers not to give heed to such verbal messages and letters
even though they would appear “as though from us.”
Since, as Paul indicated, the man of lawlessness convincingly speaks and writes
with the authority of the apostles and he operates within the congregation, he must
come from within the highest levels of the organization. The apostasy that Paul said
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must come first is not the apostasy from Christianity that began centuries ago and ultimately took the form of Christendom. The apostasy that immediately precedes the parousia takes place among Christ’s anointed followers and is presided over by the man
of lawlessness.
In view of all that has been considered thus far concerning the erroneousness of
the Watchtower’s 1914 doctrine, it would seem that Paul’s inspired warning to the
Thessalonians was written specifically for Jehovah’s Witnesses at this critical juncture.
But if that is true, then what about the foretold apostasy that must come first
and the revealing of the presence of the
man of lawlessness? According to the
apostle’s revelation, the presence of
Christ and his ultimate manifestation to
the world will be preceded by an apostasy
among true Christians. After all, the apostasy is to serve as an indicator of the nearness of the day of Jehovah, or as Paul
worded it, that great day “will not come
unless the apostasy comes first.”
But according to the Watchtower’s
explanation the apostasy that Paul foretold took place almost immediately after
Christianity was established. And while
Jesus warned his lambs to
there is no question that the conglomerabe wary of wolves cloaked in
tion of religions making up Christendom
sheepskin
today originated in that great apostasy all
those centuries ago, still, Paul’s warning intimates that there is to occur another apostasy; an apostasy that occurs immediately before the presence of Christ and the great
day of Jehovah; an apostasy emanating from within the restored Christian temple
itself.
The Hebrew prophecies confirm Paul’s revelation in this regard. The 32nd and
33rd chapters of Isaiah in particular, although written long before Jesus even appeared on earth, relate to Christ’s judgment of the congregation during the conclusion.
For instance, Isaiah 32:1 foretells the rule of the righteous king, when: “The senseless one will no longer be called generous; and as for the unprincipled
man, he will not be said to be noble; because the senseless one himself
will speak mere senselessness, and his very heart will work at what is hurt118

ful, to work at apostasy and to speak against Jehovah what is wayward, to
cause the soul of the hungry one to go empty, and he causes even the
thirsty one to go without drink itself. As for the unprincipled man, his instruments are bad; he himself has given counsel for acts of loose conduct,
to wreck the afflicted ones with false sayings, even when someone poor
speaks what is right.”
It is significant that the prophecy of Isaiah indicates that prior to the coming of
the king who “will reign for righteousness itself” the senseless one is considered to be
generous and the “unprincipled man” is thought of as being noble. Yet, he is said to
“work at apostasy and to speak against Jehovah what is wayward” for the purpose of
causing “the thirsty one to go without drink itself.” Isaiah’s prophecy parallels that regarding the exposure of the man of lawlessness and the apostasy he foments during
the manifestation of Christ, in that, Isaiah also indicates that the men who are highly
regarded by God’s people are eventually denounced by the king who “will reign for
righteousness.”
Noteworthy too, the “unprincipled man” is in a position of authority, since the
scripture says he “has given counsel for acts of loose conduct.” Also, that he is in a position to deny the “thirsty one” drink indicates that he is looked to as one in a position to
provide spiritual drink. The fact that the “unprincipled man” is regarded as being generous and noble, but yet speaks against Jehovah what is wayward, certainly corroborates what the apostle revealed as regards the insidious influence of the man of lawlessness over the brothers.
In view of the fact that the leadership of the Watchtower Society is unquestionably teaching falsehoods as regards the presence of Christ beginning in 1914, and they
are generally regarded by Jehovah’s Witnesses to be generous and noble men and
looked to for counsel and spiritual food and drink, it is the Society itself that is destined “to wreck the afflicted ones with false sayings.” Indeed, the Society constantly exalts itself before Jehovah’s Witnesses as the earthly instrument of God and the generous provider of the full measure of spiritual food, and taken to itself the accolades of
being the faithful slave who has been appointed over all the master’s belongings.
But how might the Watchtower “speak against Jehovah what is wayward”?
As discussed in the previous chapter, consider, as one example, the nonsensical
teaching promoted by the Watchtower that Jehovah’s Witnesses are now living in spiritual paradise—this, in spite the many evils that plague the organization. By making the
claim that Jehovah has already established spiritual paradise within an organization
rife with child molestation and many other forms of wickedness and immorality, such
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men are indirectly attributing the evils within the organization to God, since, apparently, he cannot prevent or chooses to allow wicked men to prey upon his people even
in the trouble-free paradise he has supposedly provided.
Truly, those who make the claim that spiritual paradise exists within the organization of Jehovah’s Witnesses are speaking sheer senselessness! “His instruments are
bad” in the sense that he uses human reasoning and mere organizational decrees to establish the kingdom of heaven over those under his influence.
That apostates reside at the highest level within the congregation up until the
conflagration of the harvest is ignited and consumes them, is also evident from the
32nd chapter of Isaiah; whereby, the judgment of God involves those “far away”—on
the fringes of the organization, and those “who are nearby” in Zion—in the very heart
of the organization. This is what Jehovah has said to them: “You people conceive
dried grass; you will give birth to stubble. Your own spirit, as a fire, will
eat you up. And peoples must become as the burnings of lime. As thorns
cut away, they will be set ablaze even with fire. Hear, you men who are far
away, what I must do! And know, you who are nearby, my mightiness. In
Zion the sinners have come to be in dread; shivering has grabbed hold of
the apostates: ‘Who of us can reside for any time with a devouring fire?
Who of us can reside for any time with long-lasting conflagrations?’”
(Isaiah 32:11-14)
Although Jehovah’s Witnesses may be blind to the apostasy of those whom they
presently regard as generous and noble men, Jehovah is not blind. He will show his
mightiness by setting fire to the “dried grass” and “stubble” of combustible teachings
that those working hard at apostasy have accumulated. The “long-lasting conflagrations” will, once and for all time, purge Zion—that is to say the congregation of
Christ—of lawless men and their worthless teachings.

“THE SON OF DESTRUCTION”
Paul also referred to the man of lawlessness as “the son of destruction.” Significantly, the only other place in the Scriptures where that phrase is used is in connection
with Judas Iscariot. At John 17:12, Jesus said in prayer: “When I was with them I
used to watch over them on account of your own name which you have
given me; and I have kept them, and not one of them is destroyed except
the son of destruction, in order that the scripture might be fulfilled.”
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One scripture that was fulfilled in Judas was Psalms 41:9, which reads: “Also
the man at peace with me, in whom I trusted, who was eating my bread,
has magnified his heel against me.” Also, the 109th chapter of Psalms is prophetic of the son of destruction. It reads: “Let his days prove to be few; his office
of oversight let someone
else take.”
Obviously, in order to betray another’s confidence it is
first necessary to win their trust.
So, just as the original son of destruction was a trusted confidential associate of Christ and an
overseer along with the 11 other
apostles; so too, following the pattern of the original son of destruction the man of lawlessness must
be a man or group of men who
are in trusted positions of oversight among Christ’s genuine followers.
Just as Judas reclined at the same table and shared the bread of the last passover
meal with Jesus and the apostles, the man of lawlessness must likewise partake of the
bread and wine along with the anointed brothers at the annual Memorial of Christ’s
sacrifice. Being in a trusted position the modern son of destruction stands poised to
deal treacherously and eventually become an outright betrayer of Christ’s entire congregation during the hour of the authority of darkness.
Interestingly, some aspects of the 109th Psalm do not fit the man Judas; such as
the 16th verse, which says: “But he kept pursuing the afflicted and poor man
and the one dejected at heart, to put him to death.” The Psalms may well be describing the end result of the destructive presence of the man of lawlessness. During
the outbreak of the time of trouble that lies ahead, no doubt confusion and discouragement will become widespread. Psalms 10:9-10 speaks of the afflicted and discouraged
one who falls prey to one that lies in ambush. The Psalm reads: “He keeps lying in
wait in the concealed place like a lion in his covert. He keeps lying in wait
to carry off some afflicted one by force. He carries off the afflicted one by
force when he draws his net shut. He is crushed, he bows down, and the
army of dejected ones has to fall into his strong claws.”
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The Christian writers foretold that animalistic men would infiltrate Christ’s flock
during the last days. Jude likened them to submerged rocks below the water that pose
as potential stumbling blocks for unwary Christians.
Just as the apostles were oblivious to Judas’ defection—even after Christ gave
him the identifying morsel during the passover meal—so it is, that, the one described
as a lion lurking in his covert may well apply to the man of lawlessness, who up to this
point has remained concealed like a nocturnal predator within the organization.
The point at which his net draws shut upon Jehovah’s unsuspecting people will
be during the parousia; when the foretold increasing apostasy and lawlessness within
the organization causes the love of the greater number to cool off. Doubtless, when
things do not proceed as Jehovah’s Witnesses have come to expect many will become
dejected and lose faith.
Back in the 109th Psalm, verse 20, the betrayers of Christ are spoken of in the
plural, as those resisting Christ and speaking evil against him. Likewise, the 29th verse
issues Jehovah’s curse upon those resisting Christ. The Hebrew word for a resister or
an opposer is “satan.” Satan’s name, therefore, literally means the Resister or
Opposer.
This expression is also associated with the man of lawlessness, where Paul said of
him: “He is set in opposition.” In other words, the man of lawlessness is an opposer—a
satan.

“THE IMPLEMENTS OF A USELESS SHEPHERD”
Another prophecy that was fulfilled in Judas was Zechariah 11:12-13. That is
where it was foretold that the wages of Jehovah’s useless shepherd would be 30 pieces
of silver, which was to be thrown into the temple treasury. Matthew 27:3-5 records the
actual fulfillment of that prophecy. It reads: “Thus Judas, who betrayed him, seeing he had been condemned, felt remorse and turned the thirty silver
pieces back to the chief priests and older men, saying: ‘I sinned when I betrayed righteous blood.’ They said: ‘What is that to us? You must see to
that.’ So he threw the silver pieces into the temple and withdrew, and
went off and hanged himself.”
God has arranged prophecies in such a way that some minor aspects take place
long before the much grander fulfillments. Thus, the ancient merely supplies an additional pattern for what is to come afterwards. So, just as Jesus was betrayed at the con-
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clusion of his three and one-half year ministry, the earthly ministry of the body of
Christ will likewise conclude with the treachery of betrayers.
Even as Zechariah foretold that the shepherd will be struck so that the sheep
would be scattered, so it is that the 11th chapter of Zechariah goes into much more detail than simply could have applied to the first century flock. For example, Zechariah
11:4 reads: “This is what Jehovah my God has said, ‘Shepherd the flock
meant for the killing, the buyers of which proceed to kill them although
they are not held guilty.’ And those selling them say: ‘May Jehovah be
blessed, while I shall gain riches.’ And their own shepherds do not show
any compassion upon them.”
Just as Judas betrayed the Son of man with a kiss for 30 pieces of silver, the
wicked shepherds who betray the sheep for their own enrichment also hypocritically
bless Jehovah. That indicates that they pose as Christian elders in order to gain authority over the trusting sheep. Apparently, the evil shepherds that sell the sheep to the
slaughter make up a composite man of lawlessness. In order for the man of lawlessness “to sit down in the temple of the God,” it is necessary that Jehovah must allow
him to completely control his organization for a brief period of time. That seems to be
what Zechariah 11:15-16 foretells, where it says: “And Jehovah went on to say to
me: ‘Take yet for yourself the implements of a useless shepherd. For here
I am letting a shepherd rise up in the land. To the sheep being effaced he
will give no attention. The young one he will not seek, and the broken
sheep he will not heal. The one stationing herself he will not supply with
food, and the flesh of the fat one he will eat, and the hoofs of the sheep he
will tear off.’”
Who might the “buyers” prove to be to whom the useless shepherd sells Jehovah’s sheep? Zechariah 11:6 answers, saying: “So here I am causing mankind to find
themselves, each one in the hand of his companion and in the hand of his king; and
they will crush to pieces the land, and I shall do no delivering out of their hand.”
This verse indicates that the judgment upon God’s congregation occurs in the
context of a time of tribulation upon all of mankind. Zechariah 11:6 is in harmony with
many other prophecies that have revealed nothing short of a global fratricidal holocaust as this world’s final judgment.
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“ACCORDING TO THE OPERATION OF SATAN”
Returning to Paul’s prophecy, 2 Thessalonians 2:9-12 foretells the extent to
which God allows Satan to fabricate “an operation of error.” The apostle wrote: “But
the lawless one's presence is according to the operation of Satan with
every powerful work and lying signs and portents and with every unrighteous deception for those who are perishing, as a retribution because they
did not accept the love of the truth that they might be saved. So that is why
God lets an operation of error go to them, that they may get to believing
the lie, in order that they may be judged because they did not believe the
truth but took pleasure in unrighteousness.”
The scripture indicates that in order for a person to be saved from an adverse
judgment they must demonstrate a “love of the truth.” But it is only sensible that in order to love the truth, a person must first know the truth. Jehovah’s Witnesses know
the truth. At least Jehovah’s Witnesses have been given a solid doctrinal foundation
that allows each to develop genuine faith in Jehovah and Christ. So, the “operation of
error” that God allows to “go to them” must go forth among the people associated with
the spiritual temple of God. And since the verse says, “that they may be judged,” it is
evident that it is in connection with the future judgment of the house of God.
In context, then, those who “get to believing the lie” are those under the influence of the teaching emanating from The
the lawless
man of ones
lawlessness
the false paroupresenceregarding
is
sia. As the apostle warned, to that end
thetoDevil
producesof“every
due
the operation
Satan powerful work and lying signs and portents.” And for what purpose? Again, in order to deceive Christ’s followers into believing that the parousia has already begun and to give credence to the
man of lawlessness as the revered source of esoteric knowledge.
As stated previously, the fact that Paul exhorted true Christians not to be quickly
shaken from their reason is proof that the Devil’s powerful works, lying signs and portents are intended to deceive anointed Christians. After all, since the entire world already lies in Satan’s power it would hardly be necessary for the Deceiver to create powerfully deceptive works and portents to further deceive the deceived, would it? No. Satan is already “misleading the entire inhabited earth.” The “operation of Satan” is specifically intended to deceive those who belong to Jehovah. So, what, exactly, is the “operation of Satan”?
Consider the following question: Should it be considered any special feat for Satan the Devil, who has shown himself to be more than capable of shrewdly insinuating
himself into the midst of Jehovah’s people in ancient times by employing a variety of
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machinations, to first implant
the notion within the minds of
the original anointed Bible Students regarding 1914 being a year
designated in prophecy, and
then—by means of “every powerful
work”— orchestrate the outbreak of the
First World War to coincide with the
misguided expectations of the overeager Bible Students?
Although there were dangerous political
and economic rivalries between the European powers for decades leading up to the
outbreak of war, given the fact that the conflagration was ignited by the single spark of
an assassin’s pistol in August of 1914, illustrates the
relative ease with which the demonic rulers could have accomplished such a thing at a
precise moment.
And although mankind has been periodically afflicted by pestilences and plagues
throughout history, no one should naively suppose that it is beyond the Devil’s temperament or ability to conjure and disperse a loathsome contagion like the Spanish
Flu to coincide with the outbreak of the Great War; thereby creating the illusion that
the horsemen of the Apocalypse had been unleashed. As a consequence, the Bible Students were quickly shaken from their reason and excited in their expectations.
The trials and persecutions that then consumed the Watchtower headquarters,
especially the wrongful imprisonment of J.F. Rutherford and company and their subsequent release from ‘babylonish captivity,’ have served as “lying signs and portents”;
tricking the Watchtower’s leadership so that they have now thoroughly convinced Jehovah’s Witnesses that Babylon the Great has already fallen. The handful of International Bible Students that served at the Watchtower headquarters back then that attempted to seize control of the Watchtower Society, and who were subsequently dismissed from Bethel and afterwards led a number of disgruntled members into leaving
the organization, have ever since then been identified by the Watchtower as the “evil
slave” class—constituting yet another effective lying sign and deceptive portent that
has misled Jehovah’s Witnesses into believing that the judgment of the spiritual house
of God was accomplished back then.
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The Watchtower Society’s travail even lasted approximately three and a half
years—from 1916 to 1919—mimicking the time, times and half a time (1,260 days) designated in the inspired prophecy. How devilishly clever! The setting up of the League
of Nations in 1919, which was then hailed by a few prominent clergy as the “political
expression of the kingdom of God,” even seemed to fulfill prophecy too—another deceptive, “lying sign.”
Later the Watchtower sponsored a series of annual conventions in the 1920’s and
various resolutions and declarations of divine judgment against Satan’s world were issued. Although the declarations themselves have long since been forgotten, particularly by those against whom they were originally issued, nevertheless, those convention edicts continue to this day to serve as credible “lying signs and portents”; persuading excitable Christians that the earth-shattering trumpets of the Apocalypse had
sounded back then.
With the rise of Nazism, the Holocaust and the Second World War, Jehovah’s
Witnesses became objects of vicious persecution. This was presented as a convincing
sign that Satan and the demons had been evicted from heaven and cast down to the
earth, where they then unleashed a “flood” of persecution against those who bear witness to the kingdom.
During the Second World War the Watchtower seemed to uncannily divine the
“resurrection” of the then defunct League of Nations in the form of the United Nations. To this day the Watchtower uses this as an example of their supposed prophecyinterpreting prowess. But since according to Revelation the coming to life of the image
of the beast from the abyss initiates the judgment for all peoples of the world, it is out
of the realm of reality that the formation of the League of Nations or the United Nations could have fulfilled the prophecy of Revelation. Instead of the establishment of
the UN fulfilling prophecy, the Watchtower’s assumed prophetic “insights” ought to be
seen as an “unrighteous deception.”
None of this is meant to suggest that the Watchtower Society has not also served
Jehovah’s purpose. On the contrary, the very fact that the organization bears the name
of Jehovah and bears witness to Christ and the kingdom of heaven in a way that is impossible for Christendom makes the Watchtower organization a top-priority target for
subversion by enemy agents. And not to be overlooked is the fact that it is in keeping
with God’s stated purpose to allow “an operation of error” to hold sway over the Christian congregation until Christ arrives with his army of angels to annihilate all the lawless ones within his kingdom.
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“TO MISLEAD, IF POSSIBLE, EVEN THE CHOSEN ONES”
Paul’s warnings to his brothers with regards to the powerful works, lying signs
and wonders produced as “an operation of Satan” merely underscores the warning of
the Lord Jesus himself, when he said: “Then if anyone says to you, ‘Look! Here
is the Christ,’ or, ‘There!’ do not believe it. For false Christs and false
prophets will arise and will give great signs and wonders so as to mislead,
if possible, even the chosen ones.
Look! I have forewarned you.
Therefore, if people say to you,
‘Look! He is in the wilderness,’
do not go out; ‘Look! He is in the
inner chambers,’ do not believe
it.”
It is no exaggeration to say that
the most prominent feature of the detailed sign of Christ’s presence are the
repeated warnings to the chosen ones
not to allow themselves to be deceived by the many false prophets
and false Christs that Jesus said
would arise and demonstrate “great
signs and wonders.”
Although the case has here been 2013 Watchtower Society tract depicts Satan influencing the clergy and world - implying that
made that the satanic parousia decepthe Satan the Devil cannot over-reach leaders of
tion is already in operation, it ought
Jehovah’s Witnesses
to be noted that the Lord’s warning
pertains to an even greater deception that will occur during the actual parousia. The
fact that Jesus said that the “great signs and wonders” accompanying the appearance
of false Christs and false prophets would be so deceptive that the potential will exist to
mislead even the chosen ones, is a sobering warning to all who are in anticipation of
Christ’s return. It is, however, a warning that up until this present moment is lost
upon Jehovah’s Witnesses, who have been seduced into imagining that the Society is
their unfailing spiritual guide in all matters.
The disarming notion that the clergy somehow comprise a composite man of lawlessness is no doubt also attributable to the Devil’s subtle influence over the organiza127

tion. But obviously, the chosen ones are in no danger of being deceived by the clergy—not now, nor in any conceivable future scenario. However, virtually all of Jehovah’s chosen ones are under the influence of the organizational oracles associated with
the Watchtower. Does that fact not dramatically underscore the words of Jesus—“Look! I have forewarned you”?
Although Jehovah’s Witnesses are terrified of those considered by the Watchtower Society to be apostates and opposers of the truth, the much greater spiritual danger posed by the submerged apostates within the leadership of the organization goes
unexposed. As was the case with the superfine apostles, who in imitation of their satanic master successfully transformed themselves into leading ministers of righteousness among the Christian congregation in Corinth, it would appear that the crafty
Devil has once again masterfully transformed himself into an enlightening angel
within the highest circles of the leadership of Jehovah’s Witnesses. After all, what
could be more deceptive than devising a scheme to convince Jehovah’s very own sons
and daughters that Jesus has already arrived and given the faithful slave his unqualified approval, when such is not the case at all?
Speaking through the prophecy of Isaiah at the time of the unveiling of his judgments, Jehovah reminds those whom he calls “my witnesses” of his faithfulness towards them “when there was among you no strange god.” The “strange god” among
“my witnesses” can be none other than the Devil and his nefarious man of lawlessness,
who, as Paul forewarned, will sit down in the spiritual temple of Jehovah and publicly
show himself to be a god.
While on the one hand the “strange god” in their midst has deceptively persuaded Jehovah’s Witnesses into believing that the Devil has no influence over “Jehovah’s visible organization,” all the while the Deceiver has been performing powerful
portents to accredit his institutional idol for the purpose of inveigling Jehovah’s Witnesses into embracing and promoting a faux parousia; a parousia fabricated by the Father of the lie—the Devil himself! What else but the odious influence of Satan can explain the persistence of the powerful parousia delusion that has unrelentingly gripped
Jehovah’s Witnesses up to this very moment?
Soberingly, though, as already stated, Satan’s greatest act of deception is yet to
go into operation during the actual conclusion. At that critical juncture false Christs
and false prophets will then convincingly claim that the Christ is in the “wilderness” or
in the “inner chambers.” (The “inner chambers” may prove to be the inner sanctum of
the Society itself, when the man of lawlessness declares himself to be a god.)
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The stage is now set, whereby, each one’s love for the truth will come under the
most severe test when the time comes to break free from the Watchtower’s counterfeit
parousia, during what must surely be the now-imminent commencement of the genuine presence of Jesus Christ.
Since the Scriptures indicate that the scheme promoted by the Devil to construct
a false parousia immediately precedes the manifestation of Christ that means that the
development of the foretold apostasy, which comes first, must also accompany the
fake parousia. What evidence of apostasy is there among Jehovah’s Witnesses? One aspect of the foretold apostasy is the Watchtower’s spiritually adulterous tryst with the
United Nations. The unseemly details of the sordid affair are presented in the next
chapter.
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11

STRANGE BEDFELLOWS
“An old saying is: ‘Politics makes strange bedfellows’ ...But when something
threatens their way of operation… they join forces with erstwhile rivals or even
enemies and distastefully work together”
– Watchtower March 15, 1967—

It is true—politics does make strange bedfellows. And religion and politics makes
even stranger bedfellows. Nowhere is that more evident than in the absurd political
partnership between the professedly “politically neutral” Watchtower and the purported “disgusting thing”—the United Nations. It is so incredible, even when informed
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of the matter many of Jehovah’s Witnesses
simply refuse to believe that the Watch-

tower could ever have made such a compromising alliance. But it did. What follows
are the facts of the strange affair.
On October 8, 2001, Stephen Bates, the religious affairs correspondent for
TheGuardian newspaper in London, originally broke the story revealing the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society was registered with the United Nations Department of
Public Information (DPI) as an officially recognized NGO (non-governmental organization). Unbeknownst to millions of Jehovah’s Witnesses, it turns out that the Watchtower had been secretly affiliated with the United Nations for nearly a decade.
No doubt anticipating a tsunami wave of criticism and perhaps even an official
UN investigation, the Watchtower quickly requested that its NGO affiliation with the
DPI be terminated. Shortly afterwards, Paul Gillies, the Watchtower’s spokesman in
London, released a statement to The Guardian saying that it had been necessary to register the organization as an NGO so that Bethel’s research staff could have access to
the Dag Hammarskjöld library at the United Nations headquarters in New York City,
and that was all there was to it.
However, following the anticipated flood of inquiry from Jehovah’s Witnesses
around the world—many of whom read the story on the Internet—a few weeks later
the Governing Body also issued a more detailed “explanation” to inquiring Watchtower field offices. The official branch letter implied that the Watchtower’s NGO relationship was not secret at all. In the opening sentence the Watchtower
states: “Because of published allegations by opposers that we have secret links to the
United Nations, a number of branches have inquired about the matter and we have
replied.”
In view of the fact the Watchtower has never publicized its NGO connection to
the UN in any of its publications, prior to the Guardian exposé none of Jehovah’s Witnesses in the field were aware of the relationship—not even numerous branch overseers of the Watchtower, who themselves inquired about the matter. Surely, then, it is
disingenuous for the Governing Body to causally dismiss the matter as being mere “allegations by opposers that we have secret links to the United Nations.” Even to this
day the vast majority of Jehovah’s Witnesses are still unaware of the NGO affair.
Contrary to their carefully crafted press release, the Watchtower’s connection to
the United Nations was, and in many respects still is, secretive.
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“IT BECAME NECESSARY TO REGISTER AS AN NGO”
The letter to the branches reiterates the Watchtower’s original claim that they
sought membership as an NGO solely to gain access to the United Nation’s library.
Specifically, the Governing Body stated:
“Our purpose in registering with the Department of Public Information as a non-a
governmental organization (NGO) in 1991 was to have access to research material
available on health, ecological and social problems available at the United Nations
library facilities. We had been using the library for many years prior to 1991, but in
that year it became necessary to register as an NGO to have continued access.”
Bethel has assuredly made extensive use of the UN library. The Watchtower and
Awake! Magazines are loaded with hundreds of statistics and facts drawn from dozens
of UN agencies and officials. Also, there are many photos published in the magazines
that are accredited to the UN/DPI archives. So, there is no question that the Watchtower has been making use of the UN archives for many years—as they state. But,
upon investigation it turns out that admittance to the United Nations’ library was not
restricted to NGOs at all, as the Watchtower claims—at least not before September 11,
2001.
According to a direct e-mail response from the head librarian’s office at the Dag
Hammarskjöld Library, temporary passes were originally granted to qualified scholars
and researchers without their being representatives of an organization with associateNGO status. Only recently, as a result of increased security in the aftermath of the
September 11th terrorist
attacks in New York City
has the UN disallowed
all but UN officials
from accessing the
United Nations publications
facility—NGO repreare available in numerous
sentatives are the ex- university libraries
ception. Of course,
the Watchtower was
associated with the
United Nations as an
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NGO long before 9-11, and only disassociated itself one month afterwards.
Besides the fact that the Dag Hammarskjöld Library was not restricted to NGOs,
there are numerous other ways that individuals and organizations can gather information about the United Nations. One way is through the provision of over 400 UNsponsored depository libraries around the world. Depository libraries are typically university libraries with a small section devoted to archiving UN materials. In addition to
depository libraries the UN also maintains a network of Information Centers (UNICs)
around the world; these serve as field offices for the DPI. Their purpose is to make information available to journalists and researchers who do not have access to the Dag
Hammarskjöld Library. Not only that, but in recent years the United Nations has
made an enormous amount of documents available online. There are also numerous
UN publications available for purchase. The assertion that in 1991 “it became necessary to register as an NGO” is verifiably not true. The Governing Body’s letter to the
branches goes on to state:
“Registration papers filed with the United Nations that we have on file contain no
statements that conflict with our Christian beliefs.”
The branch overseers have been led to believe that becoming an associate NGO
is simply a matter of filling out a few registration papers and that there should be nothing objectionable about it to the Christian consciences of Jehovah’s Witnesses. However, there is much more to becoming an approved NGO than merely signing a few registration forms. This writer directly contacted the DPI by email and was informed by
that office that it was standard procedure in 1992 (the year the Watchtower was accepted as a NGO) for the DPI to send new members a brochure and welcome letter restating exactly what was expected of NGOs. Among other things the letter stated:
“The principle purpose of association of non-governmental organizations with the
United Nations Department of Public Information is the redissemination of
information in order to increase public understanding of the principles, activities and
achievements of the United Nations and its Agencies. Consequently, it is important
that you should keep us informed about your organization’s information programme
as it relates to the United Nations, including sending us issues of your relevant
publications. We are enclosing a brochure on the ‘The United Nations and NonGovernmental Organizations,’ which will give you some information regarding the
NGO relationship.”
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Contrary to the Watchtower’s offhand
denial, the information provided to them
by the DPI clearly does contain statements
that “conflict with our Christian beliefs”!
Are Jehovah’s Witnesses expected to
believe that the Watchtower’s Legal Department failed to scrutinize these documents or that the two required signers of the registration
application committed the entire organization to a political alliance with the
United Nations without any consideration or discussion of the ramifications?
Even more unsettling, the Watchtower implies that the United Nations changed
the criteria of association and the language of the application without their knowledge,
after the Watchtower had originally applied to become an NGO; so that the registration papers they had on file were not up to date. The branch letter states:
“Still, the Criteria for Association of NGOs—at least in their latest version—contain
language that we cannot subscribe to. When we realized this, we immediately
withdrew our registration. We are grateful this matter was brought to our attention.”
This statement also appears to be false. If not, then let the Watchtower produce
the original documents they have on file that supposedly do not contain language that
conflicts with the faith of Jehovah’s Witnesses. According to the Department of Public
Information, the criterion for NGOs was originally established back in 1968. Under
the subheading, “When did the DPI Relationship with NGOs begin?” it states:
“In 1968, the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), by resolution 1297 (XLIV) of 27
May, called on DPI to associate NGOs, bearing in mind the letter and spirit of its
resolution 1296 (XLIV) of 23 May 1968, which stated that an NGO “...shall undertake
to support the work of the UN and to promote knowledge of its principles and
activities, in accordance with its own aims and purposes and the nature and scope of
its competence and activities.”
By innuendo the Watchtower seeks to give the impression that only the “latest
version” of the UN’s “Criteria of Association of NGOs” is objectionable. But the facts
show otherwise. For an organization that seemingly doted on the UN’s every utterance
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in recent years to claim to be ignorant of the basic relationship between NGOs and the
DPI is simply incredible.
The Watchtower is also neglecting to acknowledge that every NGO must choose
at least one category of NGOs with which they wish to be associated, and NGOs are
also regularly required to update their NGO application and state their particular field
of interest. And in so doing, in 1997 the Watchtower changed the scope of their interest in the UN to include human rights issues. What is the significance of that? This indicates that Bethel knew that their association with the DPI meant that the UN and numerous other NGOs would recognize the Watchtower as having an interest in promoting specific UN-related issues. And the facts show that the Watchtower did exactly
that.
It stretches credulity beyond limit to believe that key officers of the Watchtower
innocently registered the organization with the United Nations as an
NGO not realizing it was a violation of their political neutrality. The
Watchtower considers it an act of apostasy for any of Jehovah’s Witnesses to even join the YMCA (Young Men’s Christian Association) in order to simply use the exercise facilities. Here is how a
Question From Readers was answered in the January 1, 1979, issue of
the Watchtower concerning membership in the YMCA:
“In joining the YMCA as a member a person accepts or endorses the general objectives
and principles of the organization. He is not simply paying for something he receives,
such as when buying things being sold to the public at a store. Nor is his membership
merely an entry pass, as when a person buys a theater ticket. Membership means that
one has become an integral part of this organization founded with definite religious
objectives, including the promotion of interfaith. Hence, for one of Jehovah’s
Witnesses to become a member of such a so-called “Christian” association would
amount to apostasy.”
If becoming a member of the YMCA means that the joiner “accepts or endorses
the general objectives and principles of the organization,” as the Watchtower states,
and their “membership means that one has become an integral part of [that] organization,” amounting to apostasy, should not the Watchtower hold itself to the same exacting standard when it comes to becoming political partners with the United Nations—even if it was supposedly just for the purpose of using their library facilities?
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On one hand, the Watchtower insists that an individual’s membership at the
YMCA is not merely an entry pass but constitutes a general acceptance and endorsement of that organization’s religious principles. But when it comes to the Watchtower
itself, Bethel dismisses its membership with the UN/DPI as nothing more than acquiring a library pass.
But did the Watchtower actually engage in a political partnership with the
United Nations? To answer that question it is necessary to establish what an NGO is.
So, what exactly is an NGO anyway?

“NGOS HAVE BEEN PARTNERS OF DPI SINCE…1947”
There are literally tens of thousands of non-governmental organizations in the
world. However, most of them do not have NGO status with the United Nations. Some
NGO’s are highly influential—enjoying what is called “consultative status” with the upper echelon of the United Nations. Another category of NGOs is less influential—they
are given what is called “associate status” with the UN’s Department of Public Information. There are only about 1,400 NGOs that are associated with the DPI. By the UN’s
own definition, an NGO associated with the DPI is a non-governmental organization
that works in partnership with the United Nations. As an example, on the United Nations DPI-NGO website the then-Secretary-General of the United Nations, Kofi Annan, states concerning the purpose of NGOs: “If the UN’s global agenda is to be properly addressed, a partnership with civil society at large is not an option, it is a
necessity.”
NGOs are intended to facilitate that partnership between the United Nations and
civil society. The DPI/NGO Section of the United Nations’ website explains in greater
detail the vital role NGOs play:
“NGOs have been partners of DPI since its establishment in1947. The NGO Section of
DPI is part of DPI’s Outreach Division, and acts as its liaison to the UN. It provides a
range of information services to civil society and other partners, including the
academic community, educational institutions and the public at large.”
The Department of Public Information is a division of the vast UN bureaucracy
and is responsible for disseminating information in behalf of the United Nations. To
that end the DPI has enlisted the help of a wide variety of non-profit citizens groups
that have an interest in supporting the United Nations’ global agenda. According to
the DPI, qualified organizations serve in a political partnership with the United Na136

tions. How do NGOs and the DPI cooperate? The DPI asks and answers that very
question:
“The DPI/NGO Section oversees partnerships with associated NGOs to better support
the work of the UN. NGOs that have the commitment and the means to conduct
effective information programmes with their constituents and to a broader audience
about UN activities may apply for association with DPI. NGOs may disseminate
information through newsletters, bulletins and pamphlets, radio or television
programmes, or through public activities such as conferences, lectures, seminars or
workshops.”
According to the statements taken directly from the United Nations website, all
accredited NGOs are expected to cooperate with the Department of Public Information by using their own resources “to conduct effective information programmes with
their constituents and to a broader audience about UN activities.” In other words, to
put it bluntly: NGOs are required to propagandize in behalf of the United Nations. The
Watchtower’s letter to the branch offices even quotes from the very same UN document cited above, which outlines the purpose of NGOs. However, the Watchtower only
selectively quotes from a footnote, saying: “Moreover, NGOs are informed by the
United Nations that association of NGOs with DPI does not constitute their incorporation into the United Nations system…”
Of course, it is true that NGOs are not incorporated into the United Nations governmental system. NGOs, as the name implies, are non-governmental organizations.
If they were “incorporated into the United Nations system” they would become governmental organizations. The Watchtower is merely obfuscating the issue. The issue is
not whether NGOs have a grant of governmental authority from the United Nations.
The crucial point is that all NGOs associated with the DPI are considered to be in a political partnership with the United Nations.
Seeing that the Watchtower quoted from the very document that outlined the criteria for NGOs to become partners with the UN, it is inconceivable that Watchtower
officials were unaware that the DPI considers all NGOs to be in partnership with the
United Nations itself.
Is it possible, perhaps, that the DPI would have granted the Watchtower associate NGO status simply because the applicant wanted to use the UN library and did not
also require them to live up to their contractual obligation? No, that is not reasonable.
For one thing, as previously stated, access to the library was not restricted to NGOs.
According to the DPI, the reason NGOs are encouraged to use the library and given ac137

cess to other facilities and briefings and so forth, is so that those organizations can be
more effective in educating the public about the activities of the UN. That is also why
the DPI closely scrutinizes all applicants so that only a small fraction of those that apply are actually accepted.
The suggestion that the United Nations knowingly granted the Watchtower an exemption from the obligations of their partnership is pure fiction. Here is a contextual
quote attributed to Paul Hoeffel, the head of the DPI, taken from Insight on the News
website, which sheds light upon the review process:
“The DPI status is under the authority of the U.N. Department of Public Information
(UNDPI), which controls U.N. archives and research facilities. To obtain it, according
to Paul Hoeffel, chief of the DPI/NGO Section at the United Nations, an organization
must have been in existence for at least three years and provide evidence of having
worked with the United Nations in some cooperative way. The financial records of the
organization must be turned over to the UNDPI for review, and the ideals and
philosophy of the organization must not conflict with broad U.N. missions and policy.
"We have to be careful who we accept," Hoeffel says. The benefit of this status, he says,
is that NGOs gain access to all U.N. facilities and conferences and may gather
information on their areas of interest at the U.N. library. Currently, he says, about 250
organizations apply for DPI status a year, with 40 to 50 of these being accepted. There
now are 1,400 NGOs with DPI status.”

Not only does the DPI carefully screen all initial NGO applicants, there is also an
annual accreditation process. DPI disassociates NGOs that no longer qualify. Below is
a quote from a UN official stating that NGOs undergo “rigorous examining” and those
that no longer meet the criteria are disassociated.
“Raymond Sommereyns, Chair of the DPI Committee on NGOs and Director of
DPI’s Outreach Division, noted that the semi-annual meeting welcomes a new group
of highly qualified NGOs to work with the United Nations. ‘At the same time’, he said,
‘we are rigorously examining those NGOs that no longer meet the criteria for association with DPI.’ A list of disassociated NGOs will be available in February 2003.”
Had the Watchtower not actually abided by the terms of the agreement, they
would have probably been disassociated by the DPI. However, the Watchtower served
as an NGO from 1992-2001 and was only disassociated upon their request, not because they failed to meet the requirements of association.
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‘BETHEL AGREED TO MEET THE CRITERIA’
According to Paul Hoeffel, the Watchtower was granted associate DPI status because they agreed to meet the established requirements for NGOs. Below is an excerpt
from the United Nations’ official response to inquires on the matter. It is posted specifically for Jehovah’s Witnesses on the United Nations’ DPI website:
“Recently the NGO Section has been receiving numerous inquiries regarding the
association of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New York with the
Department of Public Information (DPI). This organization applied for association in
1991 and was granted association in 1992. By accepting association with DPI, the
organization agreed to meet criteria for association, including support and respect for
the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, and commitment and means to
conduct effective information programmes with its constituents and to a broader
audience about UN activities.”
Contrary to the Watchtower’s assertion, the application process for NGOs requires much more than a mere signature on an application form. Provided that an organization meets the criteria—having the means to reach a broader audience and a
commitment to the political ideals of the United Nations—each prospective NGO is required to follow the procedure below, as prescribed on the DPI/NGO website:
The required application materials include:
•A completed Application Form for Non-Governmental Organizations
•A completed Summary of Application
•A copy of the organization’s constitution/charter or by-laws
•Official proof of not-for-profit status, issued by public authorities, and tax exemption
•A copy of the organization’s most recent audited annual budget or financial
statement, conducted by a qualified and independent accountant.
•Evidence of an active information programme relevant to the UN: at least six
(6) different types of samples of the organization’s most recent information materials
(e.g. newsletter, periodicals, tapes of radio or television programmes, conference reports, web site, news clippings)
•Two (2) letters of recommendation from organizations (UN or others)
•References (see question 21 in the application form)
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In view of all the above, the evidence is incontrovertible that the Watchtower had
to demonstrate their ability and ongoing commitment to conduct an information campaign in behalf of the UN. There is no other conclusion to draw except that the Watchtower’s explanation of the NGO affair is a total fabrication.

“THE UN IS A BLASPHEMOUS COUNTERFEIT”
There can be no question that the Watchtower was required to follow the same
procedure as all other NGO applicants. That being the case, Bethel would have had to
submit “evidence of an active information programme relevant to the UN.”In order to
fully comply, each prospective NGO must submit “at least six (6) different types of
samples of the organization’s most recent information materials.”That unavoidably
means the Watchtower would have had to present samples from the Watchtower and
Awake! Magazines. But, here is where the relationship of the Watchtower and the
United Nations truly becomes a case of strange bedfellows. For instance, the following
is a selection of comments taken from various Watchtower publications in recent decades dealing with the United Nations:
•
“Rather, that divine Kingdom will destroy the United Nations, no matter how many heavenly angels may be needed to do this!”— Watchtower 2-1-1985
•
“Then, in 1945, the United Nations organization emerged, to be
praised and adored by the clergy of Christendom as mankind’s hope for peace…Today few people believe that the UN has the ability to prevent wars and conflicts from
erupting. Its existence does little to allay the fear of a third world war or a nuclear
holocaust.” – Watchtower 2-15-1985
•
“Originally it was the League of Nations. Now it is the United Nations.
In effect it is a conspiracy against God’s Kingdom. It aims to do what only God’s
Kingdom can do—establish permanent peace…. What does this graphic language
forebode? That political elements, represented in the United Nations, will turn
against the world empire of false religion to destroy it. But this means they will also
eventually turn against the true representatives of God’s Kingdom by Christ, namely,
Jehovah’s Witnesses. What will be the result?”— Awake! 4-8-1985
•
“As a successor to the League, the United Nations came into being on
October 24, 1945. Later, the popes of Rome hailed the United Nations as “the ultimate
hope for harmony and peace” and “the supreme forum of peace and justice. Yes, the
League of Nations, along with its successor, the United Nations, truly became an
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idol, a “disgusting thing” in the sight of God and of his people.” – Watchtower 6-151996
•
“In the major fulfillment of the sign, the disgusting thing is the League
of Nations and its successor, the United Nations. This world peace organization is
viewed by Christendom as a substitute for God’s Kingdom. How disgusting! In time,
therefore, the political powers associated with the UN will turn on Christendom (antitypical Jerusalem) and will desolate her.” – Watchtower 3-15-1990
•
“At first, great hopes were expressed for the UN…Earth’s dwellers
have admired this new colossus, operating from its imposing headquarters on New
York’s East River. But true peace and security have eluded the UN…The UN does not
have the answers. And why? Because the Giver of life to all mankind is not the UN’s
life-giver. Its life span will be short, for according to God’s decree, “it is to go off into
destruction.” The UN’s founders and admirers do not have their names recorded in
God’s scroll of life…The UN is actually a blasphemous counterfeit of God’s Messianic
Kingdom by his Prince of Peace, Jesus Christ…”—Revelation Grand Climax, page 250

It is no secret that according to the Watchtower’s interpretation of Bible prophecy, the United Nations is the scarlet-colored beast of Revelation and a “disgusting
thing” in God’s sight. Jehovah’s Witnesses have distributed millions of copies of
Watchtower publications around the world expressing the view that the United Nations is a counterfeit of God’s kingdom, and that eventually the UN will take the lead
in destroying all organized religion throughout the earth, beA NOTE TO THE READER: When this material was
fore it is finally destroyed by
first published on e-watchman.com all the cited references were linked to the sources. But it has been nearly
God’s incoming kingdom.
10 years and the United Nations has revamped their
Clearly, Jehovah’s Witnesses
website and other articles are no longer available online.
do not support the principles of
the United Nations. Needless to
say, the Watchtower did not submit any of the cited articles as samples of their sharing the same ideals as the UN. Strangely, though, apparently the DPI was not even
aware of the Watchtower’s view of the United Nations. Or maybe they were. That remains to be seen. Nevertheless, what is apparent is that in order to qualify as an NGO
the Watchtower was compelled to take a more accommodative position towards the
UN, and at least write some positive articles about the United Nations in order to be
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able to submit them to the DPI as a sampling of their commitment to the principles of
the United Nations.
Since NGOs are evidently required to also periodically submit samples of their
work to the DPI as proof of their ongoing commitment to the UN—if not annually, at
least quadrennially—this necessitated the use of a very subtle pen on the part of Watchtower writers; so as not to arouse the suspicions of Jehovah’s Witnesses, who, as grassroots ministers, were unwittingly duped into distributing literature that subtly praised
the UN as a worthy institution, while alternatingly condemning it as a satanic fraud.

“WHAT IS HAPPENING AT THE UNITED NATIONS?”
It seems that the first detectable shift in attitude towards the UN came in 1985.
That is when the Watchtower began to call attention to the United Nations’ upcoming
“International Year of Peace” in 1986. Jehovah’s Witnesses naturally took an interest
in the International Year of Peace because we felt it may lead into the fulfillment of biblical prophecy. So, at the time it did not seem out of place when the Watchtower
praised the United Nations’ noble (but futile) efforts to bring peace. Needless to say,
the International Year of Peace passed uneventfully.
However, in 1991, the very year the Watchtower originally applied to become an
associate NGO, the Awake! Magazine published a baffling piece that seemed intended
to give the unwary reader the impression that Jehovah’s Witnesses actually endorsed
the political objectives of the United Nations. The September 8, 1991, Awake!, article
was entitled: “What is happening at the United Nations?” The opening sentence
stated: “Something is happening at the United Nations. Startling developments are
taking place that are going to affect your future. World leaders are very optimistic
about them.”
To what “startling developments” was the Awake! referring? The article went on
to cite how the nations began to promote the UN after the end of the Cold War in the
optimistic belief that it might finally live up to its own ideals. Indeed, the Awake!
seemed to lend credibility to the notion that the reason the UN had failed to bring
world peace was because individual nations had not fully cooperated with the United
Nations. The Awake! also seemed to echo the call for the UN to be given more power
in order to enforce its edicts.
What was noticeably missing from the three-part series, however, was any reference to the United Nations being the symbolic scarlet-colored wild beast of Revelation
or the “disgusting thing that causes desolation.” Absent, too, was any mention of the
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UN being a modern idol or a counterfeit of Christ’s kingdom. In fact, there was not
even a single word about how God’s kingdom is going to replace all existing kingdoms
on earth. Instead, praising their “noble aims” and sincere efforts, the Awake! spoke
hopefully of the possibility that a retooled UN might actually succeed in bringing a
measure of peace and security to a war-weary world.
Unquestionably, the September 8, 1991, Awake! was a noticeable departure from
the Watchtower’s previous writings on the UN. The concluding paragraph on page 10
typifies the ambiguous double-speak, which was obviously cleverly crafted to leave uninformed readers with the impression that Jehovah’s Witnesses believe, perhaps like
the UN-promoting Bahai faith, that the United Nations is an instrumentality of God to
bring peace. Carefully note in the following quotation how the unfamiliar reader could
easily form the impression that the United Nations might accomplish political objectives other than what Jehovah’s Witnesses have come to expect.
“Jehovah’s Witnesses firmly believe that the United Nations is going to play a major
role in world events in the very near future. No doubt these developments will be very
exciting. And the results will have a far-reaching impact on your life. We urge you to
ask Jehovah’s Witnesses in your neighborhood for more details on this matter. The
Bible clearly paints a picture showing that the United Nations will very shortly be
given power and authority. The UN will then do some very astonishing things that
may well amaze you. And you will be thrilled to learn that there is yet a better way
near at hand that will surely bring eternal peace and security!”
If the reader were to actually follow the Awake! magazine’s suggestion and ask
one of Jehovah’s Witnesses in their neighborhood “for more details on this matter,”
surely they would find out that the exciting developments Jehovah’s Witnesses are anticipating have to do with the United Nations fulfilling its role as the prophetic eighth
king of Revelation the 17th and 18th chapters. The Watchtower has in the past written
reams about how the UN will soon be empowered by the nations to become a militarized tyrant, and thereafter, it will initiate a horrific holocaust that will annihilate all
organized religion from the earth—including Christendom.
Those are the “astonishing things” Jehovah’s Witnesses are anticipating in the future! But why did not the Awake! writers simply say that?
The Awake! article is only comprehensible in light of the necessity for applying
NGOs to submit samples of their commitment to the ideals of the United Nations. In
that knowledge it becomes abundantly clear why the concluding paragraph was am-
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biguously worded to appear to Jehovah’s Witnesses one way, while adroitly giving unfamiliar readers (such as DPI reviewers) an entirely different impression.
In view of the Watchtower’s shameful legerdemain, instead of considering the
question “What is happening at the United Nations?” the more relevant question for
thinking Jehovah’s Witnesses to ponder is—What is happening at Bethel?

“FIFTY YEARS OF FRUSTRATED EFFORTS”
After being accepted as an associate-level NGO in 1992, the staff writers for both
the Watchtower and Awake! apparently wrote a number of articles that were specifically intended to demonstrate to the DPI that Jehovah’s Witnesses share the same political ideals as the United Nations.
As an example of how the Watchtower Society further carried out its obligation
towards the DPI, on the 50th anniversary of the founding of the United Nations, in
1995, the October 1 issue of the Watchtower carried an article entitled: “Fifty Years of
Frustrated Efforts.”The following quotation is a sampling of the high praise the Watchtower magazine lavished upon the “disgusting thing”:
“For 50 years the United Nations organization has made notable efforts to bring about
world peace and security. Arguably, it may have prevented a third world war, and the
wholesale destruction of human life through the use of nuclear bombs has not been
repeated. The United Nations has provided millions of children with food and
medicine. It has contributed to improved health standards in many countries,
providing, among other things, safer drinking water and immunization against
dangerous diseases. Millions of refugees have received humanitarian assistance.”
For an institution that claims to be politically neutral, it certainly seems as
though the Watchtower was biased in their tribute to the United Nations. Ask yourself: When has the Society commemorated the birth of an individual nation on the anniversary of its inception? Why not, for instance, celebrate the birth of the United
States on the Fourth of July?
And why single out the humanitarian aid provided through the United Nations,
as though it was doing something unique in the world? As evidence of their partiality,
according to the Global Policy Forum the United Nations total expenditures for 1995
were over $13 billion. Of that amount, about seven billion dollars is listed as “voluntary spending,” which was presumably used for humanitarian purposes. However, in
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1995 the Japanese government, alone, contributed over 14 billion dollars to overseas
development causes—more than double the contribution of the United Nations—yet,
the Watchtower praises the generous humanitarian efforts of the UN, while omitting
any commendation of individual nations or organizations for their charitable works.
The Peace Corps, for instance, is certainly an outstanding example of a praiseworthy humanitarian organization. It has trained and deployed thousands of volunteers
from the United States to assist in the development of Third World countries. Why is
it, though, that the Watchtower has not so much as once even acknowledged the laudable contributions of the American Peace Corp to the betterment of mankind? There
are literally hundreds of references in Awake! and Watchtower magazines informing
the public of United Nations programs and not one word of commendation for the
Peace Corps. Why is that? How can the Watchtower claim to be politically neutral
when it has gone to such lengths to extol the virtues the United Nations, lauding the
efforts and accomplishments of its myriad agencies and programs, while completely
ignoring other organizations that do similar things?
But, it goes even deeper than that. While seemingly criticizing the United Nations for thus far failing to unite the world in peace, the Watchtower actually echoes
the “criticisms” of the UN’s most ardent supporters! In what way?
The primary architects of the United Nations originally intended that the UN
should eventually replace the nation-state system with a non-democratic, socialistic
world government. For instance, the British author, H.G. Wells, wrote a book back in
1932 called The Open Conspiracy, in which, Wells calls for the abolition of traditional
religions, as well as nation states. Here is a quote from the book:
“The fundamental organization of contemporary states is plainly still military, and
that is exactly what a world organization cannot be. Flags, uniforms, national
anthems, patriotism sedulously cultivated in church and school, the brag, blare, and
bluster of our competing sovereignties, belong to the phase of development the Open
Conspiracy will supersede. We have to get clear of that clutter.”
Following the Open Conspiracy’s outline for world government, the globalists’
propaganda in recent decades has incessantly attacked nationalism as the scourge of
mankind, what Wells called “competing sovereignties.” To that end, the Watchtower
has lent its own credibility to the globalists’ cause by biblically reinforcing the call for
the abolition of religion and the nation-state system and the creation of a new world
order. For a certainty, the similarity of the Watchtower’s “kingdom message” and the
globalists’ propaganda makes for easy counterfeiting. That is why we can discern the
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faint echo of H.G. Wells’ propaganda in the same Watchtower devoted to commemorating the UN’s 50th anniversary. Here is a quote:
“As powerful as the United Nations may appear to be, its efforts are often thwarted by
politics and the media. The United Nations is powerless if it lacks the support of its
members. But without the public’s approval, many UN members will not support the
United Nations.”
So, it would appear that the Watchtower supports the argument that populism
and stubborn nationalism are the real reasons the United Nations has thus far failed
to create utopia. The Watchtower also apparently agrees that the United Nations is
powerless if it does not have public support. And unbeknownst to it readers, the
Watchtower was doing exactly what is expected of NGOs associated with the DPI.
The article indicts false religion as the fomenter of war and disunity, and while
making mention of the fact that Bible prophecy foretells the destruction of babylonish
religion at the hands of the beast-like eighth king, it does not directly connect the UN
to prophecy, as the Watchtower had on many occasions prior to becoming an associate
level NGO.
It is most telling that the 1995 Watchtower subtly shifts from their previous interpretation that the scarlet-colored wild beast specifically symbolizes the United Nations; instead, now the beast merely represents the non-specific “governments” that
will turn upon religion. As an example of how the Watchtower has adulterated their
own prophetic interpretations—ostensibly to assuage the UN—we read on page 6:
“These governments are depicted as “a scarlet-colored wild beast,” upon which the
harlot rides in comfort. Known as “Babylon the Great,” this powerful and immoral
woman is named after ancient Babylon, the cradle of idolatrous religion.
Appropriately, today the harlot represents all the world’s religions, which have
mingled in with the affairs of governments.”
Perhaps most disturbing, though, is that in a separate box of the same issue, the
Watchtower admits that in the past they have identified the United Nations as the
scarlet-colored beast; but the purpose of the auxiliary information has nothing to do
with confirming Bible prophecy. Instead, the additional information is a shameless attempt to scripturally justify their own pandering to the United Nations by making a
special point to remind Jehovah’s Witnesses that Christians are commanded by God
to show respect to the governmental, “superior authorities”—particularly the United
Nations!
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It would appear as if the Governing Body used its ecclesiastical authority over Jehovah’s Witnesses to allay any suspicion that may have arisen as to the appropriateness of the Watchtower’s friendlier relationship with the United Nations. Under the
heading of “The Christians View of the United Nations,” Jehovah’s Witnesses are
informed:
“In Bible prophecy, human governments are often symbolized by wild beasts. Hence,
for many decades the Watchtower magazine has identified the wild beasts of
Revelation chapters 13 and 17 with today’s worldly governments. This includes the
United Nations, which is depicted in Revelation chapter 17 as a scarlet-colored beast
with seven heads and ten horns. However, this Scriptural position does not condone
any form of disrespect toward governments or their officials…Jehovah’s Witnesses
view the United Nations organization as they do other governmental bodies of the
world. They acknowledge that the United Nations continues to exist by God’s
permission. In harmony with the Bible, Jehovah’s Witnesses render due respect to all
governments and obey them as long as such obedience does not require that they sin
against God.”
But by making a deliberate effort to applaud the UN’s achievements and advertise its multitude of programs and agencies, the Watchtower has gone far beyond
merely acknowledging and showing respect for the United Nations. Being in subjection to the governmental “superior authorities” does not require Christians to propagandize in their behalf, does it?

“THE INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF…”
There are other examples that give evidence that the Watchtower diligently
sought to cooperate with the DPI. For instance, Bethel seemed especially keen to make
mention of the UN’s special year declarations. So, in keeping with its obligation to inform the public of a broad range of UN-related issues, the July 22, 1999, Awake! featured a series of articles on aging. It just so happened that 1999 was also the UN’s “International Year of Older Persons.” Not surprisingly, the Awake! published the following announcement:
‘“Having turned 60 myself . . . I am now counted among the statistics I cited
earlier,’ said UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan recently during the launching of the
International Year of Older Persons…To help policymakers meet the challenges created by this ‘demographic revolution’ and to get a better appreciation of “the value of
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old age in society,” the UN General Assembly decided in 1992 to designate 1999 as
the International Year of Older Persons.”
The Watchtower Magazine discussing family problems conveniently drew attention to the fact that 1994 also just so happened to be the UN’s “International Year of
the Family”:
“The family—the United Nations tried to make it the focus of world attention.
How? By declaring 1994 the “International Year of the Family.” Although world leaders, sociologists, and family counselors have been quick to lament such things as the
rise in illegitimate births and skyrocketing divorce rates, they have been slow to
come up with workable, realistic solutions to such problems.” (9-15-95)
1995 was to be the “Year of Tolerance”—as declared by the United Nations, of
which fact the October 1 Watchtower of that year dutifully informed their readership:
“In harmony with their declaration, the United Nations has declared 1995 to be
the Year for Tolerance. Realistically speaking, though, will it ever be possible to
achieve peace and security in a world divided by religion?”
The year 1998 was the UN-declared “International Year of the Ocean,” which the
Awake! mentioned in two separate issues that year. The June 8, 1998, Awake! also informed its readers that the UN declared 1997-2006 as the Decade for the Eradication
of Poverty.”
The January 1, 2001, Watchtower belatedly announced that 2000 had been declared as “The International Year for the Culture of Peace.” The year 2001 was designated by the United Nations as the “International Year of Volunteers.” So, just a few
months before the Watchtower was exposed and forced to hastily dissolve its NGO
membership, the July 22 Awake! Magazine was devoted to volunteerism. While not
surprisingly touting the volunteer work of Jehovah’s Witnesses around the world, the
Awake! also gave the United Nations “International Year of Volunteers” a plug too:
“The UN hopes that IYV 2001 (International Year of Volunteers) will result in
more requests for the services of volunteers, in more offers from people to serve as
volunteers, and in more funding and facilities for volunteer organizations to tackle
society’s growing needs. A total of 123 governments have joined in sponsoring the objectives of this UN resolution.”
But the Watchtower did not merely commemorate and publicize current UN special year crusades, such as the International Year of Volunteers; they also informed
the reading public about the UN’s past initiatives as well. For example, the UN declared that 1979 was the “International Year of the Child.” More than likely the December 8, 2000, issue of the Awake! Magazine was also one that Bethel sent to the DPI re148

viewers as proof of their ongoing support for the United Nations’ global agenda. That
particular issue of the Awake! is devoted to praising UNICEF and publicizing the “International Year of the Child.” The article entitled “An Ongoing Search for Solutions”
opens by enthusiastically endorsing UNICEF:
“FROM its very inception, the United Nations organization has been interested in
children and their problems. At the end of 1946, it established the United Nations
International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) as a temporary measure to care
for children in areas devastated by war…
…The needs of children were given greater prominence in 1959 when the United
Nations adopted a Declaration of the Rights of the Child...So in recognition of the
continuing need to solve the problems of children and in accord with its declared
goals, the United Nations designated 1979 the International Year of the Child.
Government, civic, religious, and charitable groups all over the world were quick to
respond to the search for solutions.”
Others, though, do not share the Awake!’s assessment of the United Nations’ concern for children, and for good reason. For instance, a former UN official, Denis Halliday, called the UN-sponsored sanctions against Iraq a form of genocide, in which
probably over one million Iraqis have died as a result—many being infants and children. Contrary to the Awake!’s glowing endorsement of their UN partner, apparently
the UN Children’s Fund was not all that interested in the plight of starving Iraqi children.
Of course, the commentary concludes with the obligatory reference to God’s kingdom being the answer; but it is obviously ancillary to the focus on the UN and their ongoing search for a solution to the problems of children. Even at that, the article adulterates the uniqueness of the good news by shamelessly applauding the United Nations
for sharing the same lofty ideals as the very Kingdom of God. In conclusion the
Awake! unabashedly gushes:
“Under God’s Kingdom humans will be enabled to rear children in a balanced way.
Young folks will be raised in the spirit of peace and universal brotherhood, the ideal
set forth in the UN Declaration of the Rights of the Child. Never again will there be the
need for an International Year of the Child or for a Convention on the Rights of the
Child.”
Perhaps the Watchtower’s most blatant propagandizing in support of the United
Nations was the November 22, 1998, issue of Awake! It seems the Watchtower will149

ingly did its part in commemorating the 50th anniversary of the signing of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by writing a ten-page article to publicize the event.
While the average Jehovah’s Witness attached no importance to the occasion, the Office for the United Nations High Commissioner on Human Rights (OHCHR) certainly
did—and so did the Watchtower. The OHCHR website promoted the 50th anniversary
by publishing a list of “More than Fifty Ideas for Commemorating the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.” The website offered suggestions for governments, schools
and youth groups, and yes, NGOs.
The following were three suggestions for NGOs:
•
Redefine daily life/work in human rights terms.
•
Educate membership and the community on how an organization’s ac
tivities relate to human rights.
•
Distribute information and educational materials (e.g., publicity posters, fliers, calendars showing human rights events, UN pictures) to constituencies.
It is evident that the Watchtower undertook to implement at least two of the suggestions for commemorating the Declaration. Undeniably, efforts were made to distribute information, including UN pictures, in order to educate both the “membership and
the community” about the “organization’s activities” related to human rights. The
Awake! even published the basic tenets of the Declaration of Human Rights as if they
were the Ten Commandments. That was understandable, though, in view of the fact
that the year before the Watchtower registered with the DPI as an NGO with special
interests in the field of human rights.
As with other compromising articles Bethel has published, the Awake’s cleverly
designed flimflammery is obviously intended to pacify Jehovah’s Witnesses by making
a token reference to Jehovah, while at the same time giving the uninitiated reader the
impression that Christ’s kingdom has some abstract connection with the UN. The human rights article concludes with a formulaic reference to God’s proposed solution:
“Just as the Bible shows that the Creator is the source of the faculties that underlie
human rights, it also informs us that he is the source of a world government that
ensures them. This heavenly government is invisible but real. In fact, millions of
people, perhaps unwittingly, pray for this world government when saying in what is
commonly called the Lord’s Prayer: “Let your kingdom come.”
The Awake! does not inform the reader that God’s kingdom is no part of the present political establishment. Nor does it make any mention of the fact that God in150

tends to eliminate human rights abuses and war by destroying all earthly political institutions—including the United Nations. Instead, the reader is left with some vague New
Age notion that God is the source of human efforts to establish a world government.

“A VIEW FROM THE 29TH FLOOR”
In a brazen violation of Christian neutrality, Bethel went so far as to send a representative of the Watchtower to the UN headquarters in order to interview a human
rights official for the special anniversary issue. Knowing that Jehovah’s Witnesses
were unaware of the NGO connection at the time, the Watchtower seemingly flaunted
their spiritually adulterous affair by publicizing the fact the illicit liaison took place
high up on the 29th floor of the UN headquarters. The Awake! interview, entitled “A
View From the 29th Floor,” is prefaced with the following remarks appearing on page
six:
“When you step off the elevator onto the 29th floor of the United Nations building in
New York City, a small blue sign shows the way to the Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR). This liaison office represents the
headquarters of the OHCHR in Geneva, Switzerland—the focal point for UN human
rights activities. While Mary Robinson, the High Commissioner for Human Rights,
heads the OHCHR in Geneva, Greek-born Elsa Stamatopoulou is chief of the New
York office. Earlier this year, Mrs. Stamatopoulou graciously received an Awake! staff
writer and looked back on five decades of human rights activities.”
The article fails to mention that as a representative of the UN’s Office of the High
Commissioner for Human rights, no doubt the reason Mrs. Stamatopoulou “graciously
received an Awake! staff writer” in her New York office is because the Watchtower Society was an active human rights NGO at the time. And as has already established,
NGOs are in a partnership with the United Nations and therefore are granted greater
access to UN facilities. Had the Watchtower Society not been an accredited NGO at
the time the Awake! writer likely could not even have been permitted admittance to
the 29th floor of the United Nations tower. (This also indicates that Bethel knew that
their associate level NGO status gave them more than just access to the United Nations’ library.)
The actual interview with Mrs. Stamatopoulou is also enlightening. When asked
by the Awake! interviewer what she saw ahead in the future, she stated:
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“The development of a global human rights culture. What I mean is that through
education we should make people more aware of human rights. Of course, that’s a
huge challenge because it involves a change of mentality. That’s why, ten years ago,
the UN launched a worldwide public information campaign to educate people about
their rights and countries about their responsibilities. Additionally, the UN has
designated the years 1995 to 2004 as the “Decade for Human Rights Education.”
Mrs. Stamatopoulou reiterated that the goal of the United Nations is to “educate
people,” particularly in regards to human rights issues. And although she does not specifically mention the vital role NGOs play in that regard, or perhaps the Awake! discreetly chose not to reprint her comments if she did, it is abundantly clear that the
Awake! was serving in its role as an NGO facilitator to the United Nations on that very
occasion by proudly informing and educating its readership about human rights
issues.
To put things in perspective, though, as to the inappropriateness of the celebratory article on the 50th anniversary of the signing of the Declaration, and also the unseemliness of the personal interview with a UN official in the very bowels of the
United Nations headquarters, we simply have to ask why Bethel has never arranged to
interview, say, a US senator or congressman on the anniversary of the signing of the
United States Declaration of Independence; perhaps on the steps of Capitol Hill, or
something of that nature. Such a thing, of course, would be offensive to the sensibilities of many of Jehovah’s Witnesses; and yet, obviously, the Watchtower did not consider commemorating the UN’s special occasion as a violation of their political
neutrality.
In keeping with the spirit of the “Decade for Human Rights Education,” a few
months after commemorating the 50th anniversary of the signing of the Declaration
of Human Rights, the January 8, 1999, Awake! Magazine published yet another series
of human rights articles, this time transparently pandering to the United Nations to
protect the rights of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Most offensively, the human rights segment
concluded by obscenely declaring that Jesus’ so-called Golden Rule was the inspiration for “some of the values” in a proposed UN declaration.
It seems that many of the articles in the Awake! that discuss the world’s many
health, social and environmental problems, only offhandedly mention the Bible’s solution to such problems, almost as an afterthought. There seem to be few social ills that
the Awake! discusses that are not also used as an opportunity to quote some UN
official.
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But besides the featured articles heralding the UN’s message, which periodically
appeared in both the Watchtower and Awake! magazines, the “Watching the World”
segment of the Awake! is littered with facts and trivia taken from a plethora of UN
agencies. On average, each and every issue of Awake! refers to the United Nations or
some UN agency at least once. Granted, most references are innocuous, but keep in
mind that the Watchtower's primary obligation to DPI was to disseminate information
about the United Nations—no matter how bland. Searching the Awake! using the CD
ROM, between the years 1991-2001, the expression “United Nations” is slightly more
prevalent than the exact phrase “God’s Kingdom.” Of course, there are other ways of
expressing each term, but considering all the various UN acronyms that also appear in
the Watchtower Society’s literature (ex: UNICEF, WHO), it appears as if Jehovah’s
Kingdom has been relegated to second place in the Awake! journal, after the United
Nations!

“A MISSION TO AFRICA”
Jehovah’s Witnesses should not be naïve to the fact that the Watchtower Society
acquired a measure of political stature with the United Nations after becoming an associate NGO. Ostensibly, the purpose was to muster support in behalf of Jehovah’s Witnesses facing difficult situations in various countries throughout the world. And evidently partnering with the UN has not gone unrewarded, which is betrayed in small
ways by the organization itself, such as the following brief report that appeared in the
July 22, 2001, Awake! –
“One newspaper in Congo (Kinshasa) praised the humanitarian work of Jehovah’s
Witnesses as “practical rather than formal.” Officials of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) have likewise expressed their support. One
UNHCR official in the Democratic Republic of Congo was so pleased with the
orderliness of the relief efforts carried out by the Witnesses that she put her vehicle at
the disposal of the volunteers.”
To what extent has the Watchtower received help directly from the United Nations? It is hard to say. However, it turns out that it was much more than the use of a
vehicle on one occasion. In trying to get to the bottom of the Watchtower’s dealings
with the UN, this researcher has discovered that the Watchtower has spawned nearly a
dozen subsidiary NGOs in various European nations. For instance, prior to the Watchtower gaining associate NGO status in 1992, in 1990 an NGO called Aidafrique was set
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up in France. What was its intended purpose? The Zambia Daily Mail of June 17, 1999,
under the heading: “French NGO officials jet in to help Congo DR refugees,” reported
the following:
“Two officials from the Aid Afrique are expected in the country today to provide
additional humanitarian support to thousands refugees who have fled trouble-torn
Congo DR… The relief supplies are being provided by congregations of Jehovah's
Witnesses in Belgium, France and Switzerland. Aid Afrique is a European-based
international humanitarian organisation founded in France in 1990 with the objective
of bringing relief to critical areas of Africa. Through the UNHCR efforts in Tanzania,
the organisation last year distributed over 20 tonnes of food and medicine to refugees
in the Kigoma region. In 1997, Aid Afrique spent US$820,000 in humanitarian aid to
the former Zaire.”
The Zambian news reveals that it was only through their cooperation with
UNHCR that the Aidafrique NGO was able to accomplish its humanitarian objectives.
But if the secular media in Africa openly reports on Aidafrique’s cooperative ventures
with various agencies of the United Nations, why is not the Watchtower more forthright in informing Jehovah’s Witnesses about their accomplishments? If the Watchtower’s relationship with the United Nations is such an honorable arrangement, why
not publicize it—as they have so many other UN-sponsored programs? Most likely the
reason subsidiary NGOs like Aidafrique were set up in the first place was in order to
keep the more familiar Watchtower brand name in the background and off the front
page.
Interestingly, a few years ago Jehovah’s Witnesses in France independently published a brochure entitled “A Mission to Africa.” In it they explained in detail the activities of the Aidafrique NGO. On pages 9-10, the revealing comment was made:
“Our activity was often hindered by difficulties particular to the region. Distances are
vast and lines of communication almost nonexistent. The best form of travel, if not the
only one, is the airplane. Often we used the H.C.R.’s (United Nations High
Commission for Refugees) planes. Administrative formalities also held us up”
Certainly no one is questioning the motives of Jehovah’s Witnesses in seeking to
render lifesaving emergency aid to the long-suffering brothers in Africa. It was the
right and Christian thing to do. But the question is—at what price? Is it worth cutting
a deal with the Devil to save a soul? Jehovah’s Witnesses in Malawi did not think so.
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They were not even willing to buy a 25-cent political ID card, even though their not doing so unleashed a horrific pogrom against them.
The frequent use of UN aircraft is a very expensive perk and no doubt the Watchtower saw that there were benefits to be had in becoming an associate NGO and setting up auxiliary NGOs, like Aidafrique, in order to work more closely with the United
Nations. At the very least it is evident that the Watchtower’s relationship with the UN
is more complicated than the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses has thus far
been willing to admit. Indeed, the Watchtower is much more politically involved than
Jehovah’s Witnesses are aware.
In October 2000, the Portuguese newspaper, Publico, interviewed the branch
overseer of the Watchtower Society in Portugal. While denying that any compromise
had taken place, in a moment of unguarded candor Brother Candeias inadvertently admitted that the reason the Watchtower cultivated relations with the UN was a matter
of political expediency in providing humanitarian help for Jehovah’s Witnesses. He is
quoted as saying: “Without the support of the UN it would not be possible to distribute humanitarian help.”
The Portuguese Branch Overseer was apparently also the correspondent who was
assigned to write an article in the August 22, 1997, Awake! pertaining to the OSCE (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe). The reason the Portuguese correspondent took up the topic is because the OSCE held an important political summit in
Lisbon, Portugal, in December 1996. Evidently, Brother Candeias personally attended
the conference, which is why the article he most likely penned oddly concluded by reporting on the weather conditions of the day of the summit from the standpoint of an
observer; along with a hackneyed comment about God’s kingdom. Below is an
excerpt:
“The radiant afternoon sun seemed to create a climate of general optimism at the close
of the summit, despite the comments of the press regarding its nebulous results.
Whatever success or failure the OSCE may realize, peace lovers everywhere can be
assured that true peace and security will soon be realized earth wide under the rule of
God’s Kingdom.”
While only superficially reporting on the OSCE powwow in Lisbon, the Awake!
Magazine did not mention that numerous NGO representatives attended the summit.
However, the OSCE website carries a detailed record of the proceedings and reveals
that some NGOs even participated in the conference. Most likely the Portuguese correspondent was only permitted to attend the high level political conference in the capac155

ity of a representative of a European NGO—in this case the “Association of Jehovah’s
Witnesses.” It is not surprising, then, that the overseer later candidly admitted the political motivation behind the Watchtower’s partnering with the UN, seeing that he had
apparently been assigned to personally observe and report on the goings on of a political summit of governmental and non-governmental organizations.
For a fact, the Lisbon OSCE summit has not been the only political conference
that Jehovah’s Witnesses have attended. For example, in October 2000, the Balkans
Human Rights organization published a petition to the OSCE that was signed by numerous NGOs (no doubt many of the same NGOs that attended the Lisbon summit a
few years prior). One of which was an NGO called the “Administrative Center for Jehovah’s Witnesses in Russia.”
Just what is the Administrative Center for Jehovah’s Witnesses in Russia? It is
another non-governmental organization set up to represent Jehovah’s Witnesses. Admittedly, it is not an NGO in the same way that the Watchtower was an international
NGO associated with the UN-DPI, but it evidently serves a similar purpose. The OSCE
petition that the Jehovah’s Witnesses in Russia signed stated:
“The undersigned NGOs have all valued the Human Dimension meetings, throughout
the years and in their various formats, as significant for both governments and NGOs
to raise human rights concerns in the participating states. Consequently, they have
actively participated in them with reports and interventions, and have been
encouraging other NGOs to do likewise.”
The petition verifies that the subsidiary Russian NGO, representing the Watchtower and Jehovah’s Witnesses, willingly participated with numerous other NGOs, including the Church of Scientology, in raising “human rights concerns in participating
states.” By signing the petition the Administrative Center for Jehovah’s Witnesses in
Russia admits to actively “encouraging other NGOs” to take up the cause of human
rights interventions. And, of course, the evidence is overwhelming that the parent organization in Brooklyn used its resources to “raise human rights concerns.”
But what exactly is the OSCE? According to Wikipedia, the online usercontributed encyclopedia, the OSCE is the largest security-oriented intergovernmental
organization in the world and its legal existence is founded in the charter of the United
Nations. Although it has no military the OSEC is authorized to use NATO and UN military resources. It appears that the OSEC is merely a regional extension of the United
Nations Organization.
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So, while the Watchtower may have dissolved its secreted association with the
UN directly, it is still very much involved with the OSCE, a subsidiary of the United Nations. There are, in fact, numerous ad hoc NGOs that the Watchtower has set up in order to legally represent Jehovah’s Witnesses in governmental affairs. A search of the
OSEC website archives reveals there are over 150 petitions filed by the Watchtower
and various NGOs representing Jehovah’s Witnesses.
For example, in May 1999, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights
held their annual conference in Geneva. Among the many governmental and nongovernmental organizations present were three NGOs representing Jehovah’s Witnesses. They were the aforementioned “Association of Jehovah’s Witnesses” and “Jehovah’s Witnesses in Russia,” as well as a third NGO called the “European Association of
Jehovah’s Witnesses for the Protection of Religious Freedom.” Other NGOS are: “Consistoire National des Temoins de Jehovah,” a French NGO; “Union of the Jehovah’s
Witnesses” and “Representation of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society in Pennsylvania”; which are NGOs functioning in the country of Georgia. And, lastly: “Watch
Tower Bible & Tract Society, Poland.”
The Watchtower’s political activities as an NGO are not confined
to Europe either. In 1999, the Australian government held hearings
with invited NGO representatives of numerous religions in order to advance cooperation and human rights. The official record lists the
Watchtower’s representatives as Donald MacLean—Director of the Australian branch office—and Vincent Toole, legal counsel of the Watchtower Society. The record of the Official Committee Hansard is available online.

FRIENDSHIP WITH THE
WORLD IS ENMITY
WITH GOD
In view of the facts presented here as to the criteria for NGOs published by the
UN itself, and the abundant evidence that the Watchtower was most assiduous in fulfilling their obligation as an associate level NGO, as well as the corroborative proof of
direct participation by Watchtower officials in numerous political conferences, including partnering with other religious NGOs in the signing of a petition that urged other
organizations to become more active in promoting—not awareness of God’s king-
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dom—but in raising awareness of human rights, the Watchtower’s deceit and hypocrisy is laid bare.
Regardless of the seemingly noble motive for such political involvement, does acting in behalf of humanitarian or even theocratic objectives ever justify making friends
with the world? Where is the trust and fear of God? If it is “Jehovah’s organization,” as
it is purported to be, the consequences for the Watchtower’s duplicity in spiritually
prostituting itself with her strange bedfellow cannot be understated. The Bible speaks
very plainly to Christians on the matter at James 4:4, which reads: “Adulteresses,
do you not know that the friendship with the world is enmity with God?
Whoever, therefore, wants to be a friend of the world is constituting himself an enemy of God.”
But was the Watchtower’s activities as an NGO really as serious as all that? Yes,
at least according to the Watchtower it is! Here is what the January 1, 1978, Watchtower said about Christendom giving its support to the UN:
“Christendom’s works have included her giving support to man-made schemes for
peace, whereas Jesus taught true Christians to pray for God’s kingdom as the
instrument for bringing peace to this earth. Catholic and Protestant leaders alike have
hailed the United Nations as ‘man’s last hope for peace.’”
As has been shown, though, all NGOs associated with the UN are required to
lend their support by conducting information campaigns in behalf of the United Nations, which the Watchtower, incontrovertibly, carried out. That means that the Watchtower, and by extension all of Jehovah’s Witnesses indirectly, are guilty of supporting
a manmade political scheme. Ironically, in its condemnation of Christendom, the
Watchtower inadvertently condemns itself with the following statement from the November 1, 1972, Watchtower:
“Logically, then, Christendom, by belonging to the United Nations, is for human (not
divine) rulership…Christendom has belied her name, and there is no excuse for it.”
If Christendom is inexcusable and has belied her claim of being Christian “by belonging to the United Nations,” how much more so is the Watchtower’s partnership
with the United Nations inexcusable? At least Christendom has been open and honest
about their support for the United Nations; whereas, the Watchtower is guilty of gross
hypocrisy. The Watchtower has behaved just like an immoral adulteress, sneaking surreptitiously in the shadows and lying when found out. Admittedly, these are strong
words. Is it really fair to accuse the Watchtower of practicing idolatry, spiritual prosti158

tution and hypocrisy? Again, according to the Watchtower’s own words in condemnation of Christendom, the answer is yes:
“Christendom’s perpetual friendliness with the politicians, and military forces and the
big business profiteers of this world is a public scandal… The religious sects of
Christendom have committed spiritual adultery also "with their dungy idols." One of
the latest and biggest things to be idolized by her is the “image” of the symbolic wild
beast of world politics, namely, the United Nations, to which most of the professedly
Christian nations belong.”— The Nations Shall Know
Again, if Christendom’s “perpetual friendliness with the politicians” is a public
scandal, the Watchtower’s secret liaison with the United Nations is more reprehensible by reason of the fact Jehovah’s Witnesses boast of being untainted by such worldliness. In what way has Christendom idolized the United Nations that the Watchtower
has not?
While the Watchtower may not have blasphemously proclaimed the UN or
League of Nations to be the political manifestation of the kingdom of God on earth, as
some of the clergy of Christendom have done; yet, if the United Nations is really the
“disgusting thing” of prophecy, as Jehovah’s Witnesses believe, does not the Watchtower’s constant attendance to its every utterance amount to glorifying a “dungy idol,”
as Jehovah expressed it?
The fact is that the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society became a willing political
partner with an agency of Satan’s world and the evidence abounds testifying to the fact
that the organization has subserviently carried out the obligation of that partnership.
Not only that, but in their service to the United Nations the Watchtower has misappropriated the use of resources— both human and material—dedicated exclusively
to Jehovah God.
According to Jehovah’s judgment that amounts to spiritual prostitution, idolatry
and apostasy. There are unavoidable consequences for such wickedness.
In 1951, more than a half century ago, the September 15th issue of the Watchtower boasted that Jehovah’s Witnesses were “refusing to enter partnership with the
abominable League of Nations or the United Nations.”

O how things have changed!
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No wonder Jehovah expresses his own disappointment and astonishment at the
deplorable hypocrisy of his organized people, saying at Isaiah 1:21: “O how the faithful town has become a prostitute!”
In view of the Watchtower’s practicing the very thing they have roundly condemned Christendom for doing, it can be better understood why Jehovah long ago
stated at Ezekiel 7:27: “According to their way I shall act toward them, and
with their judgments I shall judge them; and they will have to know that I
am Jehovah.”
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12

COLLAPSE OF THE
WATCHTOWER
“Therefore for you this error will become like a broken section about to fall down,
a swelling out in a highly raised wall…”
– Isaiah 30 –
The Second Coming of Jesus Christ may perhaps be the most anticipated event
in the history of the world and also, paradoxically, the most misunderstood.
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While Jehovah’s Witnesses do not use the term “the second coming,” in his letter
to the Hebrews the apostle Paul used a similar expression, saying: “The second time
that he appears.”In so doing, the apostle was comparing and contrasting certain features of Christ’s first and second appearance in the world. And as discussed in chapter
five, a second appearance of Christ would seem to suggest a visible rather than an invisible parousia.
Because of their false expectations, the much-anticipated appearance of the Messiah became a stumbling block to the Jewish nation as a whole. The Messiah was, according to their misguided belief, supposed to restore the throne of David to Jerusalem and cast off the Roman occupation. That this was the general expectation of Israel
is evidenced by the question that the disciples put to Jesus following his resurrection,
when they asked: “Lord, are you restoring the kingdom to Israel at this time?”
It was inconceivable to the Jews that the Messiah would not become an integral
part of the Jewish establishment. They were God’s people and had been for nearly two
thousand years! And there most certainly was no provision in the Jewish messianic
doctrine for Christ to appear a second time! So it was inevitable that the proud Jewish
leaders would reject Jesus.
But when the Romans obliterated Jerusalem and its temple in 70 C.E. the Jewish
system of worship came to an abrupt end, and with it, any possibility that a future messiah would be forthcoming from among the Hebrew nation. From Jehovah’s standpoint the Jewish system had served its purpose. It had produced the promised Messiah as God had intended and then that system of worship was brought to a conclusion.
In writing to the Hebrew Christians, it appears that Paul’s intention was to prepare them for the coming end of the Jewish system of things. For example, in reference to Jerusalem Paul wrote at Hebrews 13:12-14: “Hence Jesus also, that he
might sanctify the people with his own blood, suffered outside the gate.
Let us, then, go forth to him outside the camp, bearing the reproach he
bore, for we do not have here a city that continues, but we are earnestly
seeking the one to come.”
In saying that Jesus was “outside the camp,” Paul was drawing a comparison to
the animal sacrifices performed in the tabernacle—the remains of which were disposed as refuse “outside the camp.” But in making that analogy, the apostle was saying
that Jesus was outside the Jewish religious institution centered in Jerusalem.
And because first century Christians were in anticipation of Christ’s imminent arrival, it seems likely that they also came to expect that Jesus would return to the physi162

cal city of Jerusalem. No doubt that is why Paul reminded the Hebrew Christians that
they did not have in Jerusalem “a city that continues.”
Because both Jesus and Paul used the expression “the conclusion of the systems
of things” in connection with the end of the Jerusalem as the center of the worship of
Jehovah, it is evident that the pattern in the first century has special importance for
those Christians who would be living “the second time that he appears,” during the
conclusion of the present system of things.
In the 12th chapter of Hebrews, Paul reminds Christians of the awesome power
that was displayed when Jehovah revealed himself to the Israelite nation that had gathered at the foot of Mount Sinai. When Jehovah spoke to Moses on the summit the
whole mountain shook and was enveloped in fire and smoke. As if to dispel any notion
that the phenomenon was a natural volcanic occurrence—deafening trumpets blared
from the invisible.
Paul next explains the significance of that event by quoting from the prophet Haggai. He wrote: “At that time his voice shook the earth, but now he has promised, saying: ‘Yet once more I will set in commotion not only the earth but
also the heaven.’ Now the expression ‘Yet once more’ signifies the removal
of the things being shaken as things that have been made, in order that the
things not being shaken may remain. Wherefore, seeing that we are to receive a kingdom that cannot be shaken...”
Originally “the things being shaken” proved to be the entire Jewish religious system, with its Holy City, temple and priesthood being shaken completely out of existence. Yet the prophecy of Haggai, from which the apostle directly quoted, foretells
that Jehovah is going to “rock all the nations,” not just Jerusalem.
That being the case, it is evident that the prophecies call for the entire wicked system of things to be rocked into oblivion when Christ appears for the second time. That
would include that which up until then will have served as the earthly center of the
worship of Jehovah, as Jerusalem had been originally.
Manifestly, the only thing that will remain standing when the smoke has dissipated will be the kingdom of God and the children with faith in God’s unshakable
kingdom.
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SETTLING THE ISSUES RAISED IN EDEN
Tragically, the human race has been alienated from God since the time that
Adam and Eve rebelled against Jehovah and were as a consequence evicted from the
paradise of pleasure known as the Garden of Eden. The trusting relationship that
Adam briefly enjoyed with his Creator was ruined, both for himself and his thenunborn offspring.
As a hint of the close friendship that once existed between God and man, Genesis
reveals that there was a time—back when the world was new—when the presence of
God was manifested in some way as if he were leisurely strolling about in the Garden
of Eden during the breezy part of the day—casually conversing with his earthly son,
Adam. Since that fleeting moment of perfect harmony between God and the first man,
the subsequent annals of history on the outside of the gates of Eden is a mere chronicle of the evils due to the alienation of man from God.
But Jehovah has been like a determined and long-suffering parent with a problem child. In his vast wisdom, though, Jehovah knows that the only way that mankind
will be finally disabused of its foolishness and actually come to appreciate the benefits
of fully trusting and obeying God is if we are made to suffer the painful consequences
for our prideful folly and lack of faith.
As Jehovah’s Witnesses know, central to God’s purpose to redeem mankind is
the establishment of Christ’s kingdom. Associated with Jesus in his heavenly kingdom
are to be 144,000 chosen ones from among mankind, who will eventually be invited to
approach Jehovah’s very residence in heaven—the true mountain and city of God. But
what purpose will they serve? Surely Jehovah and Jesus do not need their help as associate kings. Indeed, why does God invite anyone from the realms below to inhabit the
heavenly sphere?
Back in Eden the original serpent had implied that God was untrustingly holding
something good back from Adam and Eve. “Is it really so?” the slithering cherub impugned. Later on, in Job’s day, Satan insidiously insinuated that God was guilty of inducing his servants to obey him through mere bribery. To his everlasting praise, Jehovah’s answer to the slanderous accusations has gone far beyond what any angel or human could have reasonably expected. Not only would Jehovah provide the means to
legally ransom and restore mankind to paradise—proving he had the best interests of
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man at heart from the start—in his grand magnanimity, Jehovah also purposed to select some from among mankind and exalt them to heaven itself.
But God’s graciousness even extends beyond merely recreating some humans
into spirit creatures. Jehovah purposes to grant these special chosen ones to have life
in themselves. That is something that no human can possibly possess, since earthly
creatures, by nature, are dependent upon outside forces to sustain life. And although
the angels are a superior form of life, not even they possess life in themselves. Having
life in oneself means being immortal. Immortal beings are no longer even dependent
upon Jehovah for sustenance. Immortality means possessing life as a deathless, incorruptible and indestructible being. Immortality is existence in its own right. Immortality is having life like the very Almighty Jehovah God himself possesses!
Thus, Jehovah not only willingly exalts mere human creatures into his very presence—some individuals from even the dregs of degraded human society, but he also
purposes that they should become exactly like himself in nature—glorious, deathless,
divine beings. And that is the very thing that Satan implied that Jehovah was supposedly unwilling to give up, when he said: “For God knows that in the very day of
your eating from it your eyes are bound to be opened and you are bound
to be like God, knowing good and bad.”
According to the Devil God did not trust his own creation. And since the first humans and the Accuser were obviously not trustworthy, who could really argue otherwise? But contrary to the Devil’s presumptuous accusations, Jehovah has seen fit to
lovingly bestow the incomprehensible gift of becoming exactly like himself upon
Christ and select sons of Adam. In all likelihood the Accuser had no comprehension of
the dimensions of Jehovah’s love for his creation. Thus, with the accomplishment of
his eternal purpose in a marvelous and masterful way Jehovah will have established
himself as “the God of gods.” Not only has he proven himself more powerful and infinitely wiser, but Jehovah has also been delighted to demonstrate his moral superiority
and divinity over both his human and demonic detractors.
In the face of the wonderful way that Jehovah has responded to Satan’s challenge, as if to assuage his own humiliation and diminish God’s glorious purpose, the
Devil has vigorously peddled the preposterous lie that humans have an inherent immortal soul. He has also promoted the blatantly false religious doctrine that all “good”
people go to heaven when they die; as if that privilege were somehow mankind’s birthright and not dependent on Jehovah’s limited choosing and undeserved kindness.
Clearly, the Devil intends to devalue God’s special gift before the world by making it
seem mundane.
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The truth is, though, Jehovah does not grant anyone an everlasting heavenly residence with himself, much less immortality, unless first they prove that they have an
unbreakable faith and loyalty. And in order to create within his chosen ones an indomitable faith, they must first endure Jehovah’s displeasure and his tempered discipline;
for even as the scripture says, our Lord learned obedience from the things he was
made to suffer.
That is why the apostle exhorted the Hebrews to endure his disciplining—no matter how severe. At Hebrews 12:8, Paul wrote: “But if you are without the discipline of which all have become partakers, you are really illegitimate children and not sons.” A few verses down in that same 12th chapter, Paul partially
quotes from Isaiah, where he said: “Hence straighten up the hands that hang
down and the enfeebled knees, and keep making straight paths for your
feet, that what is lame may not be put out of joint, but rather that it may
be healed.”
The 35th chapter of Isaiah—the source of Paul’s quote—is God’s loving exhortation to Israel after the nation had endured a most severe punishment. So then, by inspiration the apostle Paul is really exhorting Christians who would be living during the
conclusion of the entire system of things, since that is when Jehovah will rock the heavens and the earth and severely discipline those whom he calls his sons. That will mark
the occasion when spiritual Israel would finally come to stand before the awesome
heavenly Mount Zion.
Having more closely considered how Jehovah has purposed to permanently settle the challenge to his universal sovereignty, consider, now, the ultimate culmination
of his work.

“YOUR GRAND INSTRUCTOR WILL NO LONGER HIDE”
As the Originator and rightful Ruler of the universe, God is uniquely qualified to
instruct his creation. However, it may also suit God’s purpose to remain in the background and to hide himself for a time and simply allow events to unfold—even as God
himself states, when he poses the question at Isaiah 57:11— “Was I not keeping silent and hiding matters?”
According to the context of the 30th chapter of Isaiah, it is during the distressing
events immediately preceding the end of the world when Jehovah ultimately reveals
himself as the Grand Instructor and Savior of those who trust him. That is why Isaiah
30:20 says: “And Jehovah will certainly give you people bread in the form
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of distress and water in the form of oppression; yet your Grand Instructor
will no longer hide himself, and your eyes must become eyes seeing your
Grand Instructor.”
The context indicates that Jehovah unveils himself as the Grand Instructor of his
people during the judgment. Hence, we read at Isaiah 30:18: “And therefore Jehovah will keep in expectation of showing you favor, and therefore he will
rise up to show you mercy. For Jehovah is a God of judgment. Happy are
those keeping in expectation of him.”
But if God has already fully revealed himself as the Grand Instructor back in
1919, as the Watchtower intimates, what purpose could possibly be served by his servants remaining in expectation of being shown his favor and receiving his life-giving
corrective instruction? The truth of the matter is, Jehovah’s people must yet be fed
the bread of distress and drink the bitter waters of oppression and it is in that lowly circumstance in which God’s people will soon find themselves that Jehovah will reveal
himself as the Grand Instructor.
In view of the foregoing, Isaiah 30:21 must also have a future fulfillment. That
verse reads: “And your own ears will hear a word behind you saying: ‘This is
the way. Walk in it, you people,’ in case you should go to the right or the
left.”
Now, consider the following question: If Jehovah is leading and his people are
presumably following him, and yet they hear his voice as if emanating from behind
them, does this not indicate that God’s people have gone astray at the point when their
Grand Instructor speaks to them as though from behind, as if beckoning them to turn
around? Not according to the Watchtower. The Watchtower’s commentary on Isaiah
insists that the prophecy is fulfilled “as Jehovah speaks through the pages of the Bible
and through Bible-based publications provided by the faithful and discreet slave.”
But the Watchtower’s erroneous, self-serving interpretations aside, it should be
apparent that God’s ultimate, eye-opening instruction does not come “through Biblebased publications” of the Watchtower.
The great irony is that Bethel’s stubborn refusal to acknowledge its own need for
God’s corrective counsel would appear to be one of the primary reasons the Grand Instructor will find it necessary to call out to his people; instructing them to turn
around, to repent, so as to walk undeviatingly in a new path.
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“WOE TO THE STUBBORN SONS”
At Isaiah 30:1 Jehovah addresses the Israelites as “stubborn sons,” saying to
them: ‘“Woe to the stubborn sons,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘those disposed to carry out counsel, but not that from me; and to pour out a libation, but not with my spirit, in order to add sin to sin; those who are setting out to go down to Egypt and who have not inquired of my own
mouth...’”
It is worth noting that Isaiah 30:1 is not the only place in Isaiah where God pronounces “woe” upon his people. In fact, every chapter of Isaiah, beginning with the
28th chapter through the 31st, begins the same way. For example, Isaiah 28:1 says:
“Woe to the eminent crown of the drunkards of Ephraim...” Isaiah 29:1 likewise reads: “Woe to Ariel, to Ariel...” Isaiah 31:1 says: “Woe to those going
down to Egypt...but who...have not searched for Jehovah himself.”
Jehovah’s sons have access to their Father’s counsel, but to their shame they stubbornly refuse to rely upon God’s wisdom and spirit. Instead, they merely make a pretense of doing things God’s way, while trusting in their own powers and human
schemes. As the context indicates, this development has more far-reaching implications than merely ancient Israel. But can Jehovah’s modern witnesses today truly be
likened to those stubborn sons of Israel who brought woe upon themselves?
Sadly, yes. Jehovah’s Witnesses are similarly “disposed to carry out counsel, but
not that from me”—meaning that Christians may put up an appearance of obeying
God, but their sacrifices may not necessarily be in accord with God’s will.
How might Jehovah’s Witnesses have poured out a sacrificial “libation,” but without Jehovah’s blessing and spirit? The Watchtower’s compromising partnership with
the United Nations is one sacrificial offering that surely did not have Jehovah’s
blessing.
Just as the Israelites looked to Egypt for security, apparently lawyers representing the Watchtower have also cut questionable backroom deals with various political
agencies besides the UN in order to advance the Watchtower’s interests in certain
countries. For example, in the late 1990’s, the Watchtower was denied legal recognition by the Bulgarian government because, among other things, the authorities felt the
Watchtower coerced its members into refusing blood transfusions by hanging over
them the threat of sanctions from the congregation. The Watchtower appealed the Bul168

garian decision to the European Commission on Human Rights. In 1998 the lawyers
struck a compromise. The Bulgarian government would grant the Watchtower legal
recognition and Jehovah’s Witnesses would be given conscientious objector status and
in return the Watchtower would agree not to bring sanctions against Bulgarian witnesses that took blood transfusions. Of course, the leadership of the Watchtower made
no mention of this compromise to Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Such willingness to bargain with the Devil in vital matters of faith indicates that
the spiritual leaders and spokesmen for Jehovah’s Witnesses do indeed fit the profile
described in prophecy as being“those disposed to carry out counsel, but not that from
me.” Woe indeed for the stubborn sons who refuse to make an accounting and repent
of their hypocrisy and treachery!
Although it may seem like a trifling matter, Jesus said that the person (or institution) unfaithful in what is least is also unfaithful in the big things too. That being the
case, in view of the fact that there exists a disposition towards compromise for the
sake of protecting the Watchtower’s corporate interests, how might the leadership of
the Watchtower react when faced with the extinction of the organization in the future?
The fanciful belief among Jehovah’s Witnesses is that God will protect his socalled “visible organization” from all calamities. That is because many of the prophecies have been misapplied, so that it is simply inconceivable in the minds of Jehovah’s
Witnesses that the organization could possibly become the object of Jehovah’s wrath.
For example, contributing to that mindset the Watchtower applies the following verse
to itself: “Look! I myself have created the craftsman, the one blowing upon
the fire of charcoal and bringing forth a weapon as his workmanship. I myself, too, have created the ruinous man for wrecking work Any weapon
whatever that will be formed against you will have no success and any
tongue at all that will rise up against you in the judgment you will condemn.” (Isaiah 54:16-17)
However, that portion of Isaiah—although written well over a century before Jerusalem was destroyed by the Chaldeans—is actually a projection of God’s voice to his
people living in exile in Babylon—assuring them of his blessing and that Jerusalem
would be rebuilt and ultimately fulfill God’s grand purpose in connection with it. But
the obvious fact is that the weapon God used against the wayward Jews did have “success.” Nothing could prevent Jerusalem from being destroyed once God had decreed
it. In that respect Jerusalem typifies that which is called Jehovah’s earthly organization today.
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The context of Isaiah has to do with God comforting his covenanted organization
in the aftermath of the destruction of Jerusalem: “O woman afflicted, tempesttossed, uncomforted, here I am laying with hard mortar your stones, and
I will lay your foundation with sapphires. And I will make your battlements of rubies, and your gates of fiery glowing stones, and all your
boundaries of delightsome stones. And all your sons will be persons
taught by Jehovah, and the peace of your sons will be abundant.”
Although the physical city of Jerusalem was rebuilt the prophecy clearly speaks
to greater spiritual realities in relation to the heavenly city of New Jerusalem. To be
sure, the 21st chapter of Revelation depicts the New Jerusalem with similar
symbolism. It is that symbolic city, the very kingdom of heaven, which will never be
destroyed—even as Jesus assured his followers when he said in reference to his congregation: “the gates of Hades will not overpower it.”
Unquestionably, the leadership of the Watchtower is proving that they are like
the stubborn sons, in that they support themselves upon inaccurate interpretations of
prophecy. Like the ancient Jewish establishment that tried to silence Jehovah’s prophets, the Watchtower is also disposed to scoff at any suggestion that God’s judgments
might apply to Jehovah’s Witnesses instead of Christendom.
That is why the prophet speaks for Jehovah to the stubborn sons, saying: “For it
is a rebellious people, untruthful sons, sons who have not been willing to
hear the law of Jehovah; who have said to the ones seeing, 'You must not
see,' and to the ones having visions, 'You must not envision for us any
straightforward things. Speak to us smooth things; envision deceptive
things.’”
While virtually every Bible prophet straightforwardly foretells how spiritual Israel will be brought into judgment with God, the Watchtower has deviously deflected
all negative aspects of those prophetic visions to Christendom or applied them to the
relatively insignificant events that befell the International Bible Students during the
First World War. Or, they simply ignore certain sections of the Bible altogether. “Untruthful sons,” indeed!
The Watchtower has steadfastly refused to hear the law of Jehovah in this regard. “The ones having visions” are those who “see” the correct understanding of the
prophetic visions that Jehovah originally gave to the biblical visionaries, seers, and
prophets.
But, just as the Jews were unreceptive, the leadership of the organization has
also proven to be unwilling to accept God's counsel as contained in Scripture.
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All of Jehovah’s Witnesses have preferred to hear “smooth things” and “deceptive things.” In this respect, the Watchtower’s preferred prophetic interpretations have
been erected like an impenetrable, protective wall –presumed to be solidly fixed.
How wrong they are!

“A SWELLING OUT IN A HIGHLY RAISED WALL”
The 30th chapter of Isaiah announces Jehovah’s determination to knock down
the “highly raised wall” of error the organization has built up. Jehovah says: “In view
of your rejecting of this word, and since you men trust in defrauding and
in what is devious and you support yourselves on it, therefore for you this
error will become like a broken section about to fall down, a swelling out
in a highly raised wall, the breakdown of which may come suddenly, in an
instant. And one will certainly break it as in the breaking of a large jar of
the potters, crushed to pieces without one’s sparing it, so that there cannot be found among its crushed pieces a fragment of earthenware with
which to rake the fire from the fireplace or to skim water from a marshy
place.”
But does Isaiah’s prophecy really apply to the Watchtower? Well, before answering that question consider another related prophecy in the 13th chapter of Ezekiel.
Just as successive chapters in Isaiah pronounce woe upon God’s nation and people,
Ezekiel 13:3 announces: “Woe to the stupid prophets, who are walking after
their own spirit.”
Who are those whom Ezekiel is commanded to denounce? Jehovah goes on to
say of the “stupid prophets”: “They have visioned what is untrue and a lying
divination, those who are saying, ‘The utterance of Jehovah is,’ when Jehovah himself has not sent them, and they have waited to have a word come
true. Is it not an untrue vision that you men have visioned, and a lying divination that you have said, when saying, ‘The utterance of Jehovah is,’
when I myself have spoken nothing?”
In considering the Christian parallel of the prophecy, who else other than the
Watchtower Bible and Tract Society speaks authoritatively in the name of Jehovah? As
all of Jehovah’s Witnesses know the Watchtower claims to be the earthly mouthpiece
of God. As such, the organization claims that its prophetic interpretations are the
authentic “utterance of Jehovah.” Especially is that the case when it comes to the
scores of prophecies that the Watchtower has tied to 1914. It is as if for the last approxi171

mately 100 years the Watchtower and Jehovah’s Witnesses “have waited to have a
word come true”—but in vain. Instead of vindicating their 1914 vision the passage of
time only reveals more cracks in the wall.
In view of the fact that most of the Watchtower’s interpretations of prophecy are
in error— as has been irrefutably established in the pages of this publication—from Jehovah’s standpoint all such dogma amounts to “an untrue vision.” And because the
“prophets” use the organization’s authority and claim to speak in the name of Jehovah, as if they have directly derived their esoteric knowledge from a divine source, it is
as though such visionaries are promoting “a lying divination.”
But, again, does this really apply to those who are actually God’s people or
merely those who falsely claim to be such?
Ezekiel 13:9-10 provides the answer: “And my hand has come to be against
the prophets that are visioning untruth and that are divining a lie. In the
intimate group of my people they will not continue on, and in the register
of the house of Israel they will not be written, and to the soil of Israel they
will not come; and you people will have to know that I am the Sovereign
Lord Jehovah, for the reason, yes, for the reason that they have led my
people astray, saying, ‘There is peace!’ when there is no peace, and there
is one that is building a partition wall, but in vain there are those plastering it with whitewash.”
The prophecy clearly states that the “stupid prophets” exist “in the intimate
group of my people,” and that as a result of their misleading influence, Jehovah says,
“they have led my people astray.” Naturally, the Watchtower teaches that the condemned false visionaries typify the clergy of Christendom. But if that is the case how is
it that the lying prophets are located “in the intimate group of my people”? If Jehovah’s Witnesses are the true people of God, how is it that the supposed “stupid prophets” of Christendom have the power and influence to lead God’s people astray?
The prophets against whom Jehovah is speaking are the most prominent men in
the organization. They are responsible for misleading Jehovah’s Witnesses by means
of false and lying visions. It is the very teachings of the Watchtower that continually
tickles the ears of Jehovah’s Witnesses; assuring them, ‘there is peace, all is well in
spiritual paradise.’
Undeniably, the Watchtower has gone to great lengths to convince Jehovah’s Witnesses that Jehovah became king in 1914—applying nearly every prophecy in the Bible
to that date—thus, blinding trusting Christians to the reality of a future presence of
Christ. The analogy of a wall is apt. Bethel has constructed an elaborate and extensive
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wall-like structure of biblical prophecy that serves primarily to fortify the place of the
Watchtower Society as Jehovah’s organization. The organization’s very logo—a stone
and mortar watchtower—is an ironical manifestation of the metaphorical.
By such vain efforts to support a lie, it is as if the Watchtower’s apologists keep
plastering coat after coat of whitewash on an organizational “wall” of their own making. Regardless of their efforts, when Jehovah actually does assert his kingship and
judge his people the Watchtower’s whitewashed prophetic wall is sure to be toppled
and pulverized. Jehovah, in fact, commands his true prophet to tell the “stupid prophets” beforehand that their whitewashed wall is doomed to fall.
Ezekiel 13:11-16 reads: “Say to those plastering with whitewash that it will fall. A
flooding downpour will certainly occur, and you, O hailstones, will fall, and a blast of
windstorms itself will cause a splitting. And, look! the wall must fall. Will it not be said
to you men, ‘Where is the coating with which you did the plastering?’ Therefore this is
what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah has said, ‘I will also cause a blast of windstorms to
burst forth in my rage, and in my anger there will occur a flooding downpour, and in
rage there will be hailstones for an extermination. And I will tear down the wall that
you men have plastered with whitewash and bring it into contact with the earth, and
its foundation must be exposed. And she will certainly fall, and you must come to an
end in the midst of her; and you will have to know that I am Jehovah. And I will bring
my rage to its finish upon the wall and upon those plastering it with whitewash, and I
shall say to you men: ‘The wall is no more, and those plastering it are no more, the
prophets of Israel that are prophesying to Jerusalem and that are visioning for her a
vision of peace, when there is no peace,’ is the utterance of the Sovereign Lord Jehovah.”
That the above prophecy of Ezekiel applies to Christ’s congregation during the
“second time that he appears” is evident from a parallel prophecy in the 28th chapter
of Isaiah. The significance of Isaiah’s prophecy is that God uses the very same analogy
of a tempest-driven, flooding downpour that washes away the falsehoods and delusions that the bragging rulers have imposed upon God’s people.
Isaiah 28:14-16 reads: “Therefore hear the word of Jehovah, you braggarts, you
rulers of this people who are in Jerusalem: Because you men have said: ‘We have concluded a covenant with Death; and with Sheol we have effected a vision; the overflowing flash flood, in case it should pass through, will not come to us, for we have made a
lie our refuge and in falsehood we have concealed ourselves’; therefore this is what the
Sovereign Lord Jehovah has said: ‘Here I am laying as a foundation in Zion a stone, a
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tried stone, the precious corner of a sure foundation. No one exercising faith will get
panicky.’”
In proof that the prophecy has not been fulfilled yet, Isaiah 28:16 situates the actual establishment of Christ’s kingdom as coinciding with the flooding downpour of Jehovah’s denunciation. Clearly, the prophecy reveals that Jehovah lays the kingdom
stone in Zion—an obvious reference to Christ’s kingdom—at the same time “the overflowing flash flood” is unleashed. Those who imagine they have a working agreement
with Death and Sheol are those who trust solely in their place within the Organization.
To their horror that seeming place of refuge will be swept away in a flooding hailstorm
of persecution.
True Christians, that is, those who really know and trust Jehovah and have faith
in Christ, will not panic during the turmoil that ensues. Their faith is stronger than organizational loyalty. Needless to say, the actual return of Christ will shatter the Watchtower’s parousia chimera, along with the hopes of those who foolishly cling to the Lie
when it is finally swept away by Jehovah’s onrushing judgment.
Returning to the 30th chapter of Isaiah, the prophecy goes on to say: “For this is
what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel, has said: ‘By coming back
and resting you people will be saved. Your mightiness will prove to be simply in keeping undisturbed and in trustfulness.’ But you were not willing.”
According to Jehovah’s declaration, his people are not going to trust him when
the test comes. No doubt that will be because Jehovah’s Witnesses have been induced
to trust in our own strength and in the Watchtower. The tragic result of not fully trusting God will be that “a thousand will tremble on account of the rebuke of one; on account of the rebuke of five you will flee until you will have remained like a mast on the
top of a mountain and like a signal on a hill.”
It is in the context of Jehovah’s proud people cowering before the tyrannical enemy that Isaiah 30:18 says: “Therefore Jehovah will keep in expectation of showing
you favor, and therefore he will rise up to show you mercy.”
The painful lesson that all men must soon learn is that Jehovah God is the rightful Sovereign of this earth. The nightmare that is destined to descend upon this world
will prove beyond all doubt that humans simply do not have the wisdom to rule
themselves.
Ultimately, Jehovah’s Witnesses must also come to know that Jehovah is God in
a way that we have heretofore not known.
In the aftermath of the collapse of the organizational wall the faithful who accept
Jehovah’s severe disciplining and his kindly instruction will reject all vestiges of the So174

ciety, as if an abhorrent idol. The 22nd verse foretells: “And you people must defile the
overlaying of your graven images of silver and the close-fitting covering of your molten
statue of gold. You will scatter them. Like a menstruating woman, you will say to it:
‘Mere dirt!’”
According to the apostle Paul a lofty thing among men is a disgusting thing to Jehovah. During the judgment Jehovah will let his disgust become known, so that never
again will Jehovah’s people foolishly exalt any so-called earthly organization to the
lofty place now occupied by the Watchtower.
Jehovah’s chastened people will discard their organizational idol and all that has
been attached to it, as if “mere dirt.”
At Isaiah 30:26, Jehovah indicates the magnitude and intensity of the truth that
is yet to be revealed to his people by comparing it to literal light. It reads: “And the
light of the full moon must become as the light of the glowing sun; and the very light
of the glowing sun will become seven times as much, like the light of seven days, in the
day that Jehovah binds up the breakdown of his people and heals even the severe
wound resulting from the stroke by him.”
The Watchtower’s latest “commentary” on Isaiah offers no meaningful explanation of the prophecy, other than to say: “What a thrilling climax to this brilliant prophecy! The glory of God will shine forth in all its splendor. The blessings in store for
God’s faithful worshipers will exceed vastly—sevenfold—anything that they have experienced before.”
While the above comment is true, discerning persons ought to ask: What is the
setting of the occasion when the spiritual light from Jehovah will intensify sevenfold?
The preceding verse of Isaiah provides the answer: “in the day of the big slaughter
when the towers fall.” Curiously, the Watchtower’s supposed verse-by-verse commentary fails to even quote the scripture, let alone offer some explanation. Nonetheless, an
honest and reasoned interpretation of the prophecy leads to the inescapable conclusion that the foretold spiritual “breakdown of his people” and “severe wound” by the
disciplinary stroke of God immediately precedes the healing light. Therefore, “the day
of the big slaughter when the towers fall” cannot be an insignificant event, but undoubtedly relates to the coming collapse of the Watchtower and the slaughter of her
stupid prophets.
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